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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, 
. ----~-,., ... --""'"-

Herewith we present the culmination of about eleven months work9 a 
history of the formation of the Lutheran Ch<Jrch of Australia 9 in partic
ular the union negotiations which led to amalgamation of the hiO formel' 
Lutheran groups (UELCA and EloCA). We do this for the purpose of answer
ing the question, near and dear to our hearts: WHAT WERE THE EVENTS 
WHICH LEAD TO THE FORY~TION OF THE ELCR? The author was requested by 
the ELCR to draw up this history in connection with the twentieth 
anniversary of our existenceo Pentecost Sunday. May 29. 1966 was the 
day on which the Constituting Convention of the ELCR was held. This 
same date in 1986 will mark the end of twenty years in which the Lord 
has blessed our little Church with His pure Wordo We look at this event \ 
not with haughtiness or pride, but with hearts filled with sincere 
thankfulness to our God Who has so richly granted His Word in its truth 
and purity in our midsto As a token of our appreCiation for His blessing 
this history has been drawn up explaining why we, the Evangelical 
Lutheran Congregations of the Reformation p exist as a separate Lutheran 
Church 0 

We look at this book as having a threefold aim in viewo 

In the first place, for the older ones in the ELCR who personally 
experienced the events herein recorded, it is a reminder of the difficult 
struggles and battles they underwent a generation agoo It should bring 
back to their memory that their church was formed in order that they 
could have for themselves, their children and other souls who desired it 
the pure water of life taught to them, without the corruption of false 
teachinge May this book renew their zeal to cling fervently to the 
age-old truths of the Scriptures and not to depart from themo To these 
founding fathers of the Federation we owe our thankfulness that they 
held to their opposition to error and were willing to take the monumental 
step of leaving their former church for the sake of their love to the 
Lordo 

Secondly, our ELCR has a generation of young people growing up and 
entering the Confirmation classes who did not personally experience the 
church happenings of the 60's and otherwise would know nothing of the 
formation of their churcho They have every right to ask the questions: 
"Why are we a separate church body? What is the difference between 
ourselves and other churches?" A knowledge of the history of the format
ion of the ELCR will help answer these questions. How can a layperson 
be expected to be a good member of his church, form sound Christian 
judgements and be loyal to the doctrines that it teaches on the basis of 
God's Word, if he knows little or nothing of its beginnings? The 
great danger facing the ELCR is that if its young people have no 
appreciation of the battles and difficulties their forefathers went 
through in order to retain for them the Lord's pure Word, they will not 
be filled with true zeal to retain this Word and will soon be found an 
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easy prey to SatanQs snare of false doctrineo Once false teaching 
takes hold of a church, if the false teachers are not immediately 
dealt with and if they refuse to repent and retract their false 
teachings 9 avoided (Rom 16:17-18), that error will soon spread, 
cr~rupt other doctrines of Scripture (Gal 539; 2 Tim 2:17) and 
l~~d many souls away from their Lord. Therefore, if we of the 
ELCR are to remain true to the Lord, it is vital that we keep up 
the instruction, especially of our youth, so that they be filled with 
the same determination to hold fast to Godls pure Word which has been 
passed on to them as were their spiritual fore-fatherse (Rev 3:11)0 

FinailYII it is often asked of our Pastors and members: "Is 
there more than one Lutheran Church in Australia? You people of the 
ELCR, what do you stand for? wny are you a separate church and why 
donit you join together with the other Lutherans? You both bear the 
name of 'Lutheran', don't you?1t Our aim is to point out both to our 
own members and also to others who are interested that there are 
serious doctrinal differences between ourselves and the LCA, differ~ 
enoes which began already in the latter days of the ELCAo The ELCR 
was not formed because our members "couldn't get on with their former 
pastors" or "had personal enmity against the members of the UELCA." 
No, our stand was taken for conscience reasons, because we sincerely 
believed that this union was not based upon total acceptance of and 
adherence to the Word of God. We were simply following in the foot
steps of Luther whose motto "SCRIPTURE ALONE" formed one of the found
ation principles of the Reformation. Where Scripture speaks, there 
the loyal Christian must not compromise, not act against his conscience, 
but say: "God's Word has spoken, therefore I will obediently heed 
and obey". This booklet will clearly show that there were a number of 
doctrinal matters not settled in the uniting church, contrary to the 
Scr' ture rinci Ie that unit in doctrine and ractice must revail 
before any church fellowship or union can take 1 Cor 1:10 0 

The author has little personal experience of the events related in 
this book, as he was only seven years of age when the amalgamation took 
placeQ He therefore has relied heaVily on deep study of the documents 
pertinent to this periods as well as personal articles, statements and 
reminiscences of those (especially Pastor Kleinig) who were involved in 
these eventso The author has kept strictly to the documented facts 
of these events,as well quoting occasionally from statements and personal 
reminiscences of those involved. All rumour and heresay has been avoid
ed. The judgements made about these events are those which the author 
sincerely believes are based on the Scriptures and the teachings of 
the orthodox Lutheran Churcho If anyone is able to show that these 
facts or judgements are untrue or unscriptural, the author will gladly 
apologize and withdraw the erroneous point that has been stated~ This 
book may be hard hitting but it is necessary so to confess God's Word 
when the truths of Scripture have been forsakeno This history has been 
written chiefly for the benefit of lay people, and so the author has 
tried to avoid theological language which is above their heads. Only 
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occasionally when it has been necessary to examine a point in detail has 
he strayed from this norm, for the sake of being precise, and laying all 
the facts on the tablec At times he has abbreviated such often used 
names as U.E.LoC.Ao and E.L.C.A. to UELCA and ELCA for the sake of 
convenience. 

The author wishes to thank sincerely his sister, Lorelle Winter 
for many hours work in the typing of the manuscript, Pastor Bryce Winter 
for perusing and giving advice and help in connection with it~ and 
Marie Winter, the ELCR typist for her work towards its printingo Above 
all, my sincere thanks to my dear wife Dale i for her co-operation during 
the many long hours it has taken to produce this work. 

With these words we commend this history to the Lord, with the 
prayer that it will help the advancement,in hearts and lives, of Godus 
precious Word, to the honour and glory of our dear Redeemero 

E.L.S.A. means 
E.L.C.A. " 
U.E.L.C.A. " 
S.L.C.R. n 

L.C.A. " 
A.L.C. " 

The 
The 
The 
fue 
The 
The 

Written in Christ's Name, 

~stor Gavin Wintero 

~vangelical Lutheran Synod in Australia. 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia. 
United Evangelical Lutheran Church in Australia. 
Evangelical Lutheran Congregations of the Reformation. 
Lutheran Church of Australia. 
American Lutheran Church. 
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CHAPTER I. 

HISTORY OF THE LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AUSTRALIA 

In order that the reader may obtain a proper understanding of the 
situa~lon which led to the union negotiations between the two former 
Australian Lutheran Churches (ELCA and UELCA), we will first give a 
brief outline of their history. The main AIM of this will be to 
point out the two streams of Lutheranism in Australia since its 
beginning, their varied histories and especially the vital doctrinal 
differences that existed between the two. 

The year 1838 is generally regarded as the beginning of the 
Australian Lutheran Church, though a number of Lutheran pastors and 
missionaries had already come to Australia. In this year Pastor 
August Ludwig Christian Kavel landed in South Australia and began to 
minister to his congregations arriving on his ship, as well as two 
subsequent boatloads, a total of about 570 people. Kavel and his 
people left Germany for reasons of conscience, brought about by their 
denial of religious liberty due to their refusal to join the union of 
the Lutheran and Reformed churches established by order of the King. 
Their grievance was not plain stubbornness, hot-headedness or petty 
in-fighting and squabbling. They could not join the new State 
Prussian Church because it was a union without unit 
to ether of two churches whose teachin s ,~e~s~p~e~c~ia==l=l~y~~~~~~~~= 
of the Lord's Supper were miles apart. Hm'rever, the King, Frederick 
WilliatTl III had decided: "You must join; I will force you to join." 
After undergoing many hardships, they decided: "If we cannot freely 
worship in our own country, we must seek one where we can. II T'ms 
they undertook the hazardous journey to Australia. \ifhat an example 
to us of loyalty and obedience to God, even in the face of severe 
hardship! 

Havin;~ established themselves in the sett12ments of Klemzig, 
Hahndorf and Glen Osmond in their new country, they set about their 
tasks giving first priority to the hearing and study of the Scriptures. 
Shortly after, in 1841, a fourth boatload of Lutherans arrived, 
bringing with them their pastor, Gotthard Daniel Fritzsche. These 
settled chiefly at Hahndorf, Lobethal and Bethany (Barossa Valley). 
F,;r a number of years the two pastors \<lorked well tosether, serving 
their congregations with g'lad and ,,,iHing hearts. But sadly, a 
number of differences be'"an to arise bet;,!een the hro men, not in 
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ma":'>'~·2 cf -_"ar:~']~l of':":icr:'i but in matters of doctrine~ cf God's Worde 
If i-:: 'Ilers si:nf::'y differences in earthly ideas j both cculd still have 
L vee t:;g'2:I~:;r' ir. pEc,::e arid harmony. But because the Lord demands 
stdct adherence to His Word j,n all matters (John 8: 31=32; Matt 28:20, 
"teaching t'c1em to kee strictl all thin s whatsoever I have 
commanded you; Acts 20:27 , and because neither party was willing 
to budge in his position? this led to a split between the two parties 
at the Synod at Bethany in ~o 

But what were the differences? In brief they consisted of the 
following: 

1. Pastor Kavel expressed his protest against a number 
of statements in the Lutheran Confessions claiming 
these were contrary to Scripture; while Fritzsche 
held to all the doctrinal content of the Confessions 
because they correctly explained the teachings of 
Scripturee 

2. Pastor Kavel held to views about the antiscriptural 
teaching of the millennium (visible 1000 year reign 
of Christ on earth), claiming that his position was 
"Biblical" chiliasm. 

3. A final bone of contention was Kavel's "Apostolic 
Constitution" of which he demanded acceptance for 
him to recognize others as genuine Lutheranso This 
constitution adopted by Kavel's congregations went 
further than the Scriptures in giving undue emphasis 
to the office of elders. 

Pastor Kavel and his people walked out of the historic Synod 
at Bethany over the rejection of his protestations, before the 
burning question of Chiliasm could be discussed. But it remained 
a difference between the two parties. 

Any orthodox Lutheran will soon see that it was Pastor Fritzsche 
who fully stood four-square on the Scriptures and Pastor Kavel who 
had departed from the Word of God. Both men realized that their 
differing teachings could not but end in a division if God's 
commands to avoid false teachers (Amos 3:3; Matt 7:15,16) were to be 
adhered to. 

Here began a split which eventuated in two streams of the Lutheran 
Church. The former ELCA (known until the 1940's as the ELSA) was 
the continuation of the pastors and congregations who gathered around 
Pastor Fritzsche. Pastor Kavel has always been regarded as the 
forefather of those churches which joined with others in 1921 to form 
the DELeAv Thcugh they dropped Kavel's Apostolic Constitution, and 
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no longer held to his protests against the Lutheran Confessions, other 
doctrinal differences were placed into the category of II'open questions" 
where each could believe and teach as he pleased. (The teachings of 
the UELCA and the differences between it and the ELSA will be looked 
at in Chapter 2)0 

After the deaths of Kavel and Fritzsche, the Kavel Group (known 
as the Langmeil-Light's Pass Synod) and the Fritzsche group (South 
Australian Synod) began negotiations towards union again of the two. 
The Langmeil Synod men (led by Auricht and Rechner) were willing to 
give way in other areas of Kavel's teachings, but not in the doctrine 
of the millennium. Sadly the South Australian Synod took a wrong and 
dangerous step by agreeing to a Confessional Union in 1864 by saying 
to the Langmeil Synod: 'rwe will join with you. You may hold to your 
teachings on the millennium. We do not accept them. But let us not 
argue on these things, but join together as oneo" As well as this, 
there were a number of other doctrinal matters which were declared to 
be "open questions". This step almost led to the downfall of the 
Fri tzsche group. Pastor Ey, in his "Mitteilungen" correctly calls the 
agreement a union in which "love, unfortunately did not in all 
respects rejoice in the truth"o One of the chief purposes of this 
Confessional Union was to establish a mission amon st the Abori inals 
in Central Australia. The union not an amalgamation but simply a 
declaration of fellowship) lasted for 10 years until 1§1!. In this 
year the Langmeil Synod went into fellowship with other Lutheran 
groups in South Australia and Victoriao These groups received pastors 
from the Basle Missionary Institute, a unionistic group which trained 
pastors for Reformed as well as Lutheran Churcheso This was too much 
for the South Australian Synod and they left this union with sad heartso 

Around the 1880's the ELSA began to have contact with the Missouri 
Synod in America. This sound Lutheran group had as its leader 
Dr. Walther, an orthodox and courageous theologian, who not only 
taught in its seminary, but was president for many years and 
influenced this body much with his Scriptural teachingo At once the 
leading men of the ELSA were impressed with the solid Lutheran material 
(church papers) and letters which arrived from America. After seeing 
that this church held four square to the teachings of the orthodox 
Lutheran Church, they began to consider the chances of obtaining pastors 
from their Seminaries. A number of men were sent over for training 
and numerous men who became pastors and seminary professors left their 
home countries to come to Australia. Included amongst these were such 
ELSA stalwarts as Prof. G.C. Koch, Dr. Theodore Nickel, Dr. C.F. 
Graebner and Dr. J.W.C. Janzow. These men had a remarkable effect on 
their church in keeping it true to God's Wordo 

During the 1890's a storm broke over the ELSA which not only 
caused great controversy, but also led to several pastors and 
congregations being expelled from their midst. It all revolved around 
the doctrine of church fellowship, that doctrine which played such an 
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important part sixty years later in the downfall of the ELCA. 

Several pastors of the ELSA, Pastors Heidenreich (Snr. and 
Jnr) were found to be supporting financially the Hermannsburg 
Mission Station in Central Australia, at that time owned by the 
Immanuel Synod. Clearly they were promoting the church work of a 
church with whom they were not in fellowship, contrary to the 
Eible Doctrine of Church Fellowship (Rom 16: 17=18; Amos 3:3; 
2 John: ":091~)o After ma::y years of discussion and admonition, the 
matter came to a head in September 19029 at a Convention held at 
Eudunda, South Australia. Pastor Theodore Nickel (the following year 
elected General President of the ELSA) presented the Essay, an 
excellent and highly instructive exposition of Scripture on CHURCH 
FELLOV1SHIPc (This essay has ceen translated by Pastor Kleinig and is 
available through the ELCR). when Heidenreich and his followers 
refused to accept that their action was un=Scriptural, the ELSA at 
this Convention voted that they could no longer be in fellowship with 
them. Though they were ver~T sad to have to take this aciion 9 the 
members .. of the ELSA showed their loyalty to God is Word and 0 bedi enee to 
His commands. The Heidenreich group called itself the ELSA~ aoacgo 
(- on old basis) and remained a separate body until uniting with the 
UELCA in 1926 0 

Up until World War I there were five smaller groups in 
Australia~ apart from theiELSA. These churches were: The Immanuel 
Synod, the Immanuel Synod (on old basis), Synod of Victoria~ Queensland 
Synod and the German and Scandinavian Synodo In 12£1 these organized 
themselves into an organic union and were given the name the ~fnited 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia (UELCA). 

Most of these churches had received their pastors from overseas. 
The Immanuel Synod chiefly received many from Neuendettelsal1 Seminary, 
a pastoral training institute established by Wilhelm Loehe. It was 
infected witq the false idea of tlQ12en auestions". The Immanuel Synod 
(on old basis)p as well as the Queensland and Victorian Synods 
received their pastors chiefly from the Basle Mission Institute and the 
State Prussian ChurchQ~ Easle was a training institute for men of all 
denominations, giving their trainees a smattering of their "brand" 
of religion (in their case ~ the Lutheran Chur:.h) towards the endo 
The State Prussian Church was the same false teaching church which 
Pastors Kavel and Fritzsche and their followers for conscience reasons 
could not become members. Finally, the German and Scandinavian Synod 
received rren from Hermannsburg Mission Society. 

In 1926 one final smaller group joined the UELCA. This was the 
ELSA (on old basis) a smaller group formed when the Pastors Heidenreich 
were expelled from the ELSA for continued support of a heterodox Lutheran 
Church. They had remained separate for many years, and had grown in 
size, but finally were absorbed into the UELCA. 
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Thc1.s we have a. brief history of the Lu:n92:'a.n C1':'..:.::,::h .in AU3:r3.=":':3-
up '.lr..t.il this tim80 It was composed of two g:::',)1.1p3~ :he UELCA and tha 
ELSA. Now since we do not doubt the sir..ce~ity of the ~en on Doth 
sides~ we can.be sure that these two churchss remained separate not 
because of personal differences (bltterness, hatred, squabbles, e1;c). 
but because there were deep differences between them~ differences in 
matters of doctrir..e o Let us therefore exami.r..e what they wareo 
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CHAPl'ER II 0 

DOCTRINAL DIFFERENCES BEFORE 19000 
~--------=----~~---~~~~~~~~=~----

There is nothing more pleasing to God than seeing Christians 
dwellin to ether in unit, worshipping and fellowshipping together 
as onao Ps 133:1=3 0 But before such unity can be achieved, the 
Lord desires unitv first in matters of doctrine and Seri tural 
practice (4 Cor 1:10; Amos 3:3 0 Yes, it would be a wonderful p 

yes, pleasing thing if all churches could be lir.ited; It is a 
great 0ffence j both to Christians and to the world p to see the 
division within visible Christendomo But sadly, all such divisions 
occur because 1n one point or another, departures occur from~GodQs 
pure Wardo Such departures Scripture calls false doctrineo 

Thus also the division between the former UELCA and ELSA was 
not because of the hot~headedness of the different parties, but 
because of REAL DOCTRIR~L DIFFERENCES that existed between them. 
In various points the UELCA held to or tolerated. in its midst 
teachings contrary to Godis Word o 

Already in 1846, one of the chief differences between the 
Fritzsche and Kavel groups was the teaching of the millenniumo 
This is the false belief (backed up by the abuse of certain passages 
of the Bible) that at or before Judgement Day, Christ will come 
back into this world and rule for a period of 1000 years~ Included 
in this are false ideas concerning several resurrections from the 
dead, the conversion of all Jewish people and a physical return to 
Israel of all Christians before the last dayo Scriptures condemn 
the doctrine of the millennium as false and dangerous to a believer's 
faith (Acts 14;22; John16~33, 1 Cor 15:19; Col 3:2; John 18:36; 
Gal 5:9). These ideas have never been accepted nor tolerated by the 
orthodox Lutheran Church. However, Kavel claimed that each may 
harbour his own opinion in these matters, even though this opinion 
may be contrary to Scripturee 

Later, we see the confessional union between the South Australian 
Synod and the Kavel group (1864 = 1874) based on a compromise in the 
teaching of the millennium. This matter was said to be an OPEN 
QUESTION (a matter of doctrine where each is allowed to hold opinions, 
even though contrary to Bible Doctrine)o Thus stemming from this 
time 1 the UELCA has always offiCially taught or tolerated in its midst 
anti-Scriptural ideas regarding the millenniumo 

DOCTRINAL DISCUSSIONS - ELSA and IMMANUEL SYNOD 
---~-------~--~~~--~--~~-------~---------------o 

During the period 1887 to 1889 four conferences were held between 
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the ELSA and H1MAl'WEL SYNOD where doctrinal diff'e:rences were discussed 
with the hope of resolving them. At the third conference held at 
Tanunda, South Australia, from February 29 to March 1', 1888~ the 
Immanuel Synod demanded recognition of the "Open Questions" principle 
that difference in doctrine not affecting fundamental doctrines were 
not divisive of church fellowship. From a portion of the report we 
see that the Immanuel Synod wanted the "OPE1I QUESTIONS" principle to 
be the basic foundation of further discussions s 

Pastor G.J. Rechner, one of the best known Presidents of the 
Immanuel Synod, said the following to the Pastor~ of the ELSA: 

"We are prepared to bear the opinions of others 
in the points under consideration, and demand the 
same from the pastors of the Australian Synodo.oo 
We regard it as essential that we accept as our 
authority St. Augustine 9 s dictum: 'In necessariis 
unitas, in dubiis libertas j in omnibus charitas'~ 
(In essentials unit in doubtful things libertY9 
in all things charity 0 Except we regard our 
differences as iOpen Questions', how can ~ 
possibly hope to reach agreement in the matters 
that separate us, especially when ~e take notice 
of the fact that even the greatest Exegetes differ on 
these points? Who of us is going to decide as to 
who is in the right? Who is going to be the Pope 
that through his authoritative sentence is going to 
settle the dispute? You say this j we ;;.:a.y that: who 
is going to decide as to who has the correct 
Scriptural exposition?" 

(Taken from the official protocol of said Conference, and 
signed by Pastors G.J. Rechner, JoGo Auricht, PoT. Oster, 
K. Dorsch, underlining ~). 

Concerning this supposed principle of the Church father 
st. Au~~stine, Pastor Kleinig writes~ 

"Note: It is quite uncertain whether the above 
statement lIn necessaries etco' was ever made by 
St. Augustineo Go Buchmann in iGeflugelte Worte i

, 

27th ed. 1925 pG44J, remarks: 'To all appearances 
this statement is twelve hundred years younger than 
Augustine, to whom it is here and t;lere ascribed~" 

(Pastor Kleinig in reply to Dr. Lohe's cha:ges~ Page 10) 

Setting us a wonderful example of faithfulness to Sc~ipture, 
the ELSA refused to accept the evil nOpen Questions" principleo 
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At this meeting Pastor Dorsch statei: 

"It is really the truth of which these people 
(the pastors of the Immanuel Synod) are enemies; 
but, because they are afraid that such a confession 
might do them harm, they throw sand into people 9 s 
eyeso" 

(History of the UELCA, po 107) 

Because of the evil "Or""u Questions" principle, Pastor 
Dorsch (a sound, orthodox man called from the Missouri Synod to the 
ELSA) wrote: 

"We see it is useless to hope for a union at 
presento Before we can hope to unite we must 
first of all reach agreement on the principles of 
Scripture interpretation"o 

(~~r Kleinig, Ope cit, pe6) 

Pastor Kaibel, a pastor of the UELCA, states as much in an 
article entitled: "Why did the attempts to unite fail?" He wrote: 

'~e have a different conception of the 
prophetical word of the Old and New Testaments 
from themooo.But we did not make our conception 
a cause for severing church fellowshipo" 

(Hebarto UELCA o po 107-108) 

At a conference at Bethany held on June 29-30, 1887, Pastor 
Hechner, President of the Immanuel Synod, pointed out that it could 
not be expected that both parties. would reach complete agreement in 
all points of doctrine, particu~arly also in non-fundamentalso . Then 
he asserted: 

"In this latter case then love must rule, and 
each must bear the other in love"o 

But Pastor Dorsch correQt+y replied: 

ftWhere doctrine is concerned, there the truth 
of Scripture alone counts, and nothing else; we 
cannot give anything away of Scripture. First 
comes Scripture, then love." 

(Quoted in Pastor Kleinig's letter to TeD. Koch, 
Sept 3, 1962, po6) 
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In reviewing the doctrinal position of the old Immanuel Synod, 
Drc Hebart writes: 

"The Kavel line is the one which throughout 
the hundred years practically kept a straight 
coursee It did not lose its original charact
eristicso These are, besides a staunch adherence 
to the Luthera~ Confessions, a firm stand 
against indifference, a pronounced rejection of 
dead orthodoxy, a definite conviction that among 
those who adhere to the Lutheran Confessions there 
may be differences of opinion (Open Questions) 
which do not necessitate severance of' church 
fellowship 0 On these points the Kavel section 
remained loyal t'o itself throughout the ten decadeso" 

(UELCA, po157. underlining~) 

From th~~ we see that from their beginnings, the evil "~ 
QUESTIONS" principle was a part and parcel of the UELCA and those 
church bodies which went to form ito In fact, the union in ~ 
to form the UELCA was based on this very thingQ It was recognized by 
both sides to be the chief difference between the two churcheso 

But for us fully to understand what this difference involved, 
let us deal with it in more detailo 
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CHAPI'ER III. 

WrlAT DO WE !<IEAN: OPEN QUESTIONS? 
-=-=~-~~~-~~~-----=~=~==:~~~~=== 

For many years, the old Immanuel Synod received its pastors 
from the Neuendettelsau Mission Society~ in Germanyo With these 
pastors came an antiscriptural idea which was readily accepted by 
the synods which later formed the UELCAo This was the evil theory 
concerning OPEN QUESTIONS. 

But let us make a distinction here. According to the Bible~ 
there are true OPEN QUESTIONSo These are explained by Dr. Wo Janzow, 
and his definition represents the official position of the old ELSAo 
He writes: 

"Those questions in the domain of Christian 
doctrine may be termed o~en questions which 
Scriy:;ure answers either not at all or not clearly, 
Since Christian doctrine may not be augmented 
(added to GLW) or developed by men, in as much as 
all men are to continue in the Word and doctrine of 
Christ and His chosen Apostles, John 8:31-32; Acts 
2~42; 2 Thess 2:15; open questions must remain open 
questions!\-: 

(Brief Statement of the Chief Doctrinal Differences 
Existing Be~yeen the ELSA a~d the UELCA, p6) 

The Brief Statement of the Missouri Synod (1932) also takes 
this position. True OPEN QUESTIONS are matters in which the Bible has 
not given to us any or all of the information on a particular question. 
For exampleg 

a) We ca~~ot answer the question how sin originated, since 
all creatures, including all the angels, were originally 
created "very goodltj 

b) Nor can we answer the question how, as the Formula of 
Concord puts it, tlone is hardened, blinded, given over 
to a reprobate mind, while another, who is indeed in 
the same guilt, is_ converted again". (Triglotta,1081,57) 

Concerning these matters, Dr. F. Peiper writes: 

"Since Scripture furnishes no information on these 
open questions and theological problems, it is 
foolish to spend much time and_energy on them." 

(Christian Dogmat~, I, p95, und€rlining added) 

Since Script~re does not answer these matters, such a one who 
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trias to give an answer ~s in dange~ of adding to the Word of God 
(Rev 22:~8-19) and going contrary to other doctrines clearly revealed 
in the Bibleo 

All this is gaid of t~~e OPEN QUESTIO~m. When the term OPEN 
QUSSTION was used by the old UELCA, it was used in an entirely diffe~ent 
senseo This we refer to as the evil theorJ of OPEN QUESTIONSo We 
will let leading men from the UELCA explain what is meant by this use 
of the termo 

Profo Riedel defines their understanding of "OPEN QUESTIONS" as 
follows: 

"Truths contained or indicated in Scr:hpture, concerning 
which we as Lutherans who take their stand upon 
Scripture and Confessions have as yet not attained 
a unanimous understanding, which, moreover are ll2i 
considered justifying severance of Churcb~ 
fellowship for the very reason that combined and 
continuous efforts on the part of those of one 
faith are necessary in order to apprehend and 
define them according to the Analo~J of Faith and 
Analogy of Scripture - such truths, in short9 we 
denote as 'Open Questions'ooo 
'Open Questions' is but another name for 'different 
opinions I regarding certain Script'lU'al teachi!,~o" 

(Statement of Controversy, Riedel, po16,20,21, emphasis added) 

Another UELCA man, Schmetzer wrote: 

"Open questions may be divided into two classes: 
Those belonging to the realms of hope, such as the 
millennium, anti-Christ, conversion of Israel as a 
nation, the passing away of the earth, and the hope 
that the Lord will deal with heathen and Jew at the 
judgement according to the same grace offered in 
the Gospel; and those belonging to the realms of 
faith, in which the things are acknowledged by all, 
but in which more the terms and definitions are in 
disputeo In this sense the following are open 
questions: the Church, the ministerial office, 
church government, predestination, kencsis, inspiration". 

(Berechtigung p 3t4;emphasis added) 

To summarize, we may define this idea as follows: those matters 
of doctrine in which ther~ may be differences of opiniono So as not to 
cause dissension and argument, each is allowed to retain and publicly 
teach his own ideas, and retain fellowship, as long as this same right 
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is granted to the other fellow o Despite these differences in 
doctrine~ all should live together with one another in peace and 
harmony 0 The motto lito agree to disagree. agreeably" sums the 
matter up wello 

Now this all sounds very "loving" and "tolerant", but the 
important question is: Does it agree with Scripture? We therefore 
ask ourselves: 

WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT THIS EVIL OPEN QUESTIONS PRINCIPLE? 

Pastor Bryce Winter in an excellent essay on this matter, answers 
this question: 

"According to Scripture we reject this sinful theory 
because it is unionistic, indifferentistic and violates 
the Word of Godo We cannot consider or treat any doctrine 
that is clearly taught in God's Word or that contradicts 
some clear Word of God as an 'Open Question', even though 
the doctrine may be a non-fundamental one~ The ~ 
modern theory of 'Open Questions' is condemned by Scripture 
as follows: 

"10 Holy Scripture sternly commands all Christians to keep 
the WHOLE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE ure and free from even the 

test error.' 'Stand fast Greek: be constantly standing 
and ~ (Greek: be holding fast to) the TRADITIONS 

(Greek: teachings') (2 Thess.2:15)0 'That good thing which 
was committed (Greek: in trust) unto thee keep (Greek: guard 
and keep unadulterated)' (2 Tim 1:14). 'Continue (Greek: be 
remaining) thou in the things which thou hast learnt' (2 Tim 
3:14)0 Doctrine is not kept in its purity when the evil 
modern theory of 'open Questions' rules. False teachers are 
tolerated so that error mingles with the truth. 

"20 Such an evil·theory militates against the office of 
'rebuking', whereby false doctrines are reproved and condemned, 
a duty which God has imposed upon all faithful teachers, 
Titus 1:9,1); 2 Tim 4:2; 3:16; Matt 5:12ff; 16:6. 

"3. God's Word demands that there be no divisions in 
doctrine or practice and that all Christians in a church 
body be perfectly woven together in the same mind and the 
same judgement, 1 Cor.1 :10 •. 

"4. Such an evil theory is very dangerous, because when 
such errors are left unchecked and are not removed, they 
spread, strengthen the erring in their errors and eventually 
truth is completely put to death, Gal 5:9; 2 Tim 2:17,18. 

"50 The evil modern Theory of 'Open Questions' militates 
against all those.words of Scripture which command us to 
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rebuke and sever prayer and church fellowship with all 
persistent errorists, Rom 16:17; 2 Cor 6:14,17; Gal 1:8; 
5:12; 2 These 3~6; 1 Tim 6:3; Titus 3:10; Amos 3:3; Matt 5: 
18-190 

"Who can read these Bible passages without realizing that 
Holy Writ clearly rejeots the evil modern Theory of 'Open 
~estionsq? What else is the use of this evil1heory 
than a flagrant contradiotion of the words of the Holy 
Spirit? Is it not a terrible thing to deolare that what 
the great God has deoided is still undeoided? to grant mart 
freedom to oontradiot when the great God has spoken? Is 
it not truly terrible to sift what God has given us in His 
Word and say: 'TIi!§ you must believe, oonfess and teaoh; 
~ you may reject'? 

"Therefore with Dr. C.FoW. Walther we of the ELCR confess: 
i{a) No error, nothing that is contradictory to the Word of 
God, may be granted the right of existence in the orthodox 
Church; (b) no-one in the orthodox Churoh has any permiss
ion to depart from the Word of God ~ven in the smallest 
pOint, whether. he does so negatively or positively or 
indireotly; (c) every departure from the olear Word of 
God within the Lutheran Church, even though it should 
consist in nothing more than denying that Balaam's ass 
spoke, demands that steps be taken to cQrrect such departure; 
(d) finally, when all instruction, admonition, warning, 
threatening and manifested patienoe are fruitless and 
ineffeotive and the respective person or oommunion refuses 
to renounce the oontradiction of the olear Word of God, 
EXPULSION OR A SCHISM WILL HAVE TO FOLLOW' 0 .(Quoted in 
CTM, 1946, p497)" 

(The Evil Modern Theory of Open Questions, p6) 

From this it can be clearly seen that the UELCA taught contrary to 
the Word of God on this mattero It tolerated and condoned different 
opinions in all the following Scripture doc~rines (as incidentally does 
the LCA today): the dootrines of Church and Ministry, the Office of 
the Keys, the future millenniums the doctrine of Sunday, the Antichrist, 
the first resurrection. conversion of Israel, church government, 
predestination? kenosis, inspirationi creation, the word 'day' in 
Genesis 1, position of women in the church. betrothal, and marriage 
with a deceasea wife's sistere ' 

In fact, in the Amalgamation Theses of 1926, drawn up as a basis 
for the union between the UELCA and the Heidenreich group (ELSA a.a-~g.), 
a speCial article deals with this matter of "OPEN QUESTIONS", permitting 
differences in teaching where agreement had not been reached in "matters 
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of doct~ineo (See u~LCA7 Stolz po152-!53)o Thus this princi~le was 
officially accepted by the UELCA and acknowledged as being one of the 
chief differences between the two churches, 

We will be showing later on in this study that this evil "OPEN 
QUESTIONS" principle was at the basis of the union bet~een the UELCA 
and ELCA in 19650 Hany' matters which should have been settled were 
allowed to remain open, with various opinions in doctrinal matters 
being tolerated in the new churcho This is seen by:-

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

the allowance of this theory of "Open Questions" in 
the Theses of Agreement (see paragraph 11 4(e) of Thesis 
on principles Governing Church Fellowship); 

No clear condemnation of the errors formerly taught 
and tolerated by the UELCA in the Theses of Agreement; 

Specific statements that differences still existed 
between the two churches by the Document of Union 
(LWF membership, Overseas connections); and by ELCA 
leaders (women voting in the congregation; attitude 
to modern 9ance; ministers fraternals and joint 
worship services with other denomiriations; LWF 
membership and overseas connections; attitude towards 
the Bible (its inspiration, inerrancy and authority; 
creation and evolution»Q When these matters were raised~ 
to all of them the response from the conservatives was 
given: "We will correct them~~" We ask the pointed 
question: nWh~ has been 'corrected'?" We give the 
victory to the former UELCA position, 

Evidence that these matters were not settled is shown 
by continuing debate about and the adoption of anti
Scriptural positions and toleration of errors in the 
LCA today in such matters as: modern dance; women 
voting and speaking in the congregation; attitude 
towards the Bible; Genesis I, Creation and evolution; 
Church discipline; minister's fraternals and joint 
worship services with heterodox church members; gamblingo 

This will then be the aim of our future chapters - to point out: 
HOW THE SCRIPTURAL POSITION OF THE FORMER ELSA WAS COMPROMISED FOR 
T-IE SqCE Ot' UNION 0 
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CRAPI'ER TV 0 

~2~!~!~~~_~~2!!~!!2~~_!~_!~~_!2~2~~ -
A CLEAR INDICATION OF THE DIFFERENCES EEYWEEN THE rNo CHURCHES. 

Durir~ 1926 and 1927 men were appointed from both churches to meet 
together and discuss ~doctrinal differences that separatad the ELSA 
and UELCA. A number of meetings were held, in~particular to establish 
the differences that existed. However, it did 'not take the men long 
to recognize that there was a wide gap in doctrine between them. 

In The Australian Lutheran, March 17, 1928,the official organ of 
the ELSA, Dr. W. Janzow gave a concise report on the progress regarding 
the discussions with the UELCA. Special Theses used and adopted by 
the old Missouri Synod in America were used as a basis. These theses 
covered practically all the points at issue between the two parties 
here in Australia. These were called the "Chicago Theses". Dr. Janzow 
made the striking statement: 

"If all Lutheran bodies in Australia would signify their 
adherence to this doctrinal statement, practically ~ll 
the differences which now separate us from them would be 
removed. In spite of the fact, however, that the main 
Lutheran bodies represented here are affiliated with one 
or the other of these American Lutheran bodies, it is 
evident that much ground mU3t still be covered before 
these theses are ado ted ball ¥ithout reservati0n or 
limi tati0!1" 0·· Page 44 

As far as such discussions with the UELCA by the Queensland 
District of the ELSA were concerned, .!!5:' .. progress was made either. 
The I)rthodox Lutheran Theologian of tha.t; District, Dr. Emil Darsow 
(then still a pastor), as District President made the following report 
to the Queenslanl District Convention assembled at Ropely in 1926. 

"The Queensland District of the UELCA throug.~ its 
officials refuses to have any doctrinal discussion 
with us, unless we unite with them in prayer at all 
such meetings. Repeatedly we have pointed out to 
them that according to God's Word church bodies or 
representatives of different church bodies can only 
then unite in prayer when they are one in faith and 
doctrine. As we are not one with them in faith and 
doctrine, we cannot conscientiously pray together. 
Unity in faith and doctrine must precede united prayer. 
The District Synod of the UELCA persistently refuses 
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to acknowledge this position of ours, which is b~t 
Scriptural. In my last communication to Pres. Hiller~ 
I again pointed out that we are ever willing to have 
doctrinal discussions without united prayer and united 
prayer after unity in faith and doctrineQ HE AGAIN 
REFUSED 0 Our position is unchangeable. As to all 
matters not affecting God's Word, we are willing to 
yield~ to compromise 9 but never as to Godis Worde 
With God's help not one particle shall we yield or 
consent to have whittled down. Jesus says: iIf ye 
continue in My Word ye are My disciples indeed~'tt 

(Synodical Report, page 11; emphasis added) 

From this it can be clearly seen that the ELSA took the correct 
Scriptural position: UNITY IN SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE BEFORE 
PRAYER AND CHURCH FELLOWSHIPo Their teaching was based on Paul's 
command in 1 Cor 1:10~ "Now I beseech you~ brethren, by the name of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye all speak the same thing, and that there 
be no divisions among you; but that ye be perfectly joined together 
in the same mind and in the same judgemento" 

Together with Dro Walther, they confessed: 

"I will gladly forgive anyone who attacks my person; 
BUT ANYONE WHO ATTACKS MY GOD. HIS WORD AND HONOUR, 
LET HIM NOT HOPE FOR PEACE OR UNITY FROM MEo The first 
is mine and I can give it away; GODgS WORD AND HONOUR, 
however, ARE NOT MINEo I can give none of that awayo" 

(Epistle Sermons, p91; emphasis added) 

Similiarly, Pastor MacKenzie (ELSA) writes: 

ttThey have coined and applied to us the term 
9 perfectionism i o They contend that Christians can 
no more claim to be perfect in doctrine than they can 
claim to be perfect in life. Yet, if anyone had asked 
Saint Paul, iDo you think you are perfect in 
Christianity?', the great Apostle would unhesitatingly 
have answered 9 'Not ~s though I had already attained~ 
either were already perfect'; but if anyone had asked 
him whether his teachings, his doctrine, represented 
perfect truth. what would.he have said? We think we 
can hear him reply, iI kept back nothing that was 
profitable unto you, for I have not shunned to declare 
unto you all the counsel of God'o (Acts 20:20-27) 
If we were not certain that what we teach is absolutely 
in accordance with God's Word, then we could not say 
Amen at the conclusion of our sermons, for Amen means: 
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this is most certainly true oU 

(T::'e Austral:an Lutheran: May 30j "'930 p 130) 

The UELCA on the 
and chu~ch fellowshin 
matters of doctrine. 
official position on 
matter in which they 

other hand taught, in fact insisted that prayer 
could be had while differences still existed in 
We will see later that the ELSA changed its 

this matter in 19J8, thereby compromising on a 
had stood firm for many years. 

That the UELCA was very lax in the matter ;f church fellowship 
is ind.~cated by their thesis on this matter in the Amalgamation Theses 
of 1926. There it is stated: 

"We know ourselves in church fellowship with all those 
Lutheran ch'~rch bodies throughout the world who accept 
the Lutheran Confessions as norm in doctrine and 
practice, and with those only." 

Since the great majority of "Lutheran" Churches, even today" 
claim to accept and abide by the Luthera.~ Cor:'essions 9 this would have 
allowed the UELCA to have entered into fellQ,wship with all manner of 
Lutheran Churches~ even those that tolerate~denials of fundamen~al 
doctrines of the Eible. 

In spite of the attempts at doctrinal discussions betwe~n the 
ELSA and UELCA, because the doctrinal differences were so great and 
pronounced, they ended in 19270 Dr. C. HQonmann j who was for many years 
after Dro Janzow the President of the ELCA, stated in the Luther League 
Monitor (December 1965): 

"Previous negotiations in 1927 had ended on a 
sad note.oo." (page 14) 

Rev FoR. Schmidt9 for many years President of the Qld District 
of the UELCA and later of the LCA states~ 

"Bu.t although discussions between the UELCA and the 
ELCA had been initiated j and the official reports of 
both churches expressed a desire for union 9 their 
discussions did not advance beyond the initial stage". 

(A Monographooo. 9 p2) 

The Editor of The Aust:::'3.1ian Lutheran, September 1, 1927 made the 
very pertinent point: 

"The foundation must first be laido And the foundation 
of true organic church union is unity of faith and 
doctrine. This must first be established. This end, 
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however, will not be attained, unless both parties are 
agreed as to the basis of Christian doctrine, which is the 
inerrant Word of God 00 •• " (page 197) 

Undoubtedly this was the reason why doctrinal discussions on an 
official basis ceased for a timeo The UEL~A allowed in its midst false 
teachers, who attacked the verbal inspiration and absolute inerrancy 
of Holy Scripture. As well as that~ the UELCA persisted in demanding 
that these discussions be opened with joint prayero The ELSA refusedo 
So how could these meetings continue in a God.pleasing way on that 
basis j especially when the UELCA were set in their wrong ways? 
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CHAPrER v. 

REVEALING ESSAYS OUTLINE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO CHURCHES 
~--=~-~~=-~~~~~~----~~----=-=--~--~--~-~=~-~~~=~-=~-~~-~-

(!2g!=:_l2~§) 

We now make mention of a number of essays from pastors of the UELCA 
and ELSA which clearly reveal the differences between the two churches. 
These were in the form of Pastoral Conference Essays or Church Paper 
articles and sa~ a great deal about where the UELCA stood on aoctrinal 
matters., (~: Copies of these articles are available from the writer) 
These are the following:-

A. "Die Berechtigung Offener Fragenlt (liThe Right of the Existence 
of Open Questions") by Pastor Schmetzer of the UELCA. This 
article was officially endorsed by the UELCA in an article in 
the "Lutheran Herald", the official organ of that church bodyp 
Au~st 12th, 1229. 

B, In the following article taken from The Australian Lutheran 
(Oct 4,1929,pp232-235), the official organ of the ELSA 9 

eCJ.C'~o;;:(la"ter Dr.) MacKenzie carefully analyses Schmetzer 7 s 
essay, reveals and cond~mns its errors. (The underlined 
emphasis has been added by the writer). We quote this article 
t,c g:..ve our readers an idea where the UELCA stood on these 
matters 0 

THE UoE.LoC.A. AND PASTOR SCHMETZER. 

In its issue of August 19th the ItLutheran Herald", the official 
organ of the U.E.LoC.Ao 9 has the following to say concerning Pastor 
W. Schmetzer and his essay, "Die Berechtigung Offener Fragenltg 

"As a paper compiled and read by Pastor Schmetzer on one of the 
Pastors I Conferences has been widely discussed, even outside our UELCA, 
and our attitude towards it been commented upon in a publication read 
beyond Australia~ we wish to specially refer to this matter here. When 
Pastor Schmetzer read this paper it was regarded by all as a masterly 
exposition of our standpoint as regards the 'Open Question'. The parts 
dealing with the right to have Qopen questions' and with the fact that 
.in the Lutheran Church 7cpen questions) existed right from the beginning 
without being regarded as severing church fel1owship9 merited special 
credito Even where we could not follow all the deductions in the paper== 
without deviating from the standpoint of our Church-=and where we 
believed the exposition going beyond or remaining below the theme set~
it provided occasiou for fruitful discussiono We are thankful for the 
service rendered with this papero In Pastor Schmetzer we had a co
labourer, who wanted nothing else than to preach Christ 9 the God-man in 
the state of humiliation and exaltation, the Saviour of a fallen race 
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and who dreaded nothing more than to deviate in his preaching :~o~ the 
Bible" the Word of God". 

Thus does the UELCA adopt and put the official stamp of approval on 
Pastor Schmetzer1s essay. The following points make it quite clear 
that Pastor Schmetzer does not stand alone, but that his position is the 
official doctrinal position of the whole UELCA: 

(a) "When Pastor Schmetzer read this paper it was regarded by all 
as a masterly exposition of our standpoint as regards the 'Open Question'." 

(b) "The parts dealing with the right to have 'open questions' 
and with the fact that in the Lutheran Church 'open questions' existed 
right from the beginning without being regarded as severing church 
fellowship, merited special credit". 

(c) "Even where we co~ld not follow all the deductions in the 
paper-~without deviating from the standpoint of our Church--andwhere 
we believed the exposition going beyond or remaining below the theme set-
it provided occasion for fruitful discussion". 

(d) ''We are thankful for the service rendered with this paper". 

(e) "Pastor Schmetz~r ••• wanted nothing else than preach 
Christ, the God-man in the state of humiliation and exaltation, the 
Saviour of a fallen race and who dreaded nothing more than to deviate 
in his preaching fr~ the Bible, the Word of God". 

That Pastor Schmetzer's theory concerning "open questions" in 
mattel's of doctrine is the official posit"2.!! of the UELCA; and that 
this theory of "open questions", as held a.nd defended by the UELCA, 
separated and still divides the ,Lutheran Church of Australia into two 
opposing camps, is admitted by the "Lutheran Herald", when it says: 
"Separation came along through eschatological questions concerning the 
MilleniUm, Anti-,christ, etc. wn~t keeps Lutherans apart in our days is 
that the UELCA takes up the standpoint of 'open questions', that is, it 
regards 'Truths contained in Scripture, concerning which Lutherans, who 
take their stand upon Scripture and Confession, have as yet not attai~ed 
a unanimous understanding, as not justifying severance of Church 
fellowship'--and the Ev. Luth. Synod of Australia rejects it". 0 •• 

"We are convinced that our standpoint has been held by the Lutheran 
Church from the times of Luther". (May 9, 1927). . 

Let us return to Pastor Schmetzer and his essay to note the 
doctrines he places on the free list, or which he relegates into the 
category of "open questions". Pastor Schmetzer says, in effect: Open 
questions may be divided into two classes: (1) Those belonging to 
the realms of hope, such as the millen7;iurn, Antichrist, restoration and 
conversion of Israel as a nation, the passing away of the earth, the 
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hope that the Lord will deal with heathen and Jew at the Judgment 
according to the same grace now offered in the Gospel; (2) Those 
belonging to the r"alms of faith, such as the Church, the ministerial 
office, church, government, predestination, kenosis, inspiration. 

It is not the intention or the purpose of this article to enter 
into a lengthy discussion of these doctrines, but a little individual 
attention is in place, inasmuch as the official but unscriptural theory 
of "open questions", as held by the .UELCA, and by Pastor Schmetzer, 
is to be repudiated, rejected and condemned. 

THE MILLENNIUM. -- The UELCA claims faithful adherence to the 
Confessions, but, as in the days of Kavel, chiliasm, the theory of an 
earthly glory to come, is still believed, tolerated, taught and 
maintained in its midst. Scri ture however leaves no room for a 
millennium; and the Confessions say: t'They the Lutherans condemn 
others also, who now scatter Jewish opinions, that, before the resurr
ection of the dead, the godly shall occupy the kingdom of the world~ 
the wicked being everywhere suppressed ••• ~~ 

ANTICHRIST. Luther, the old Lutheran theologians, and the 
Confe.ssions clearly teach that the Pope is the Antichrist; but Pastor 
Schmetzer says, "as if by silent consent the present-day church has 
freed itself from the opinion that the Pope i~the Antichrist". The 
Confessions say: "The marks of Antichrist plainly a~ee with the 
kingdom of the Pope and his adherents"; and, KThis article clearly 
shows that the Pope is the very Anti~hrist •••• " 

ISRAEL.. -- Pastor Schmetz.er teaches and the UELCA tolerates the 
opinion that Israe~ as a nation will be converted; this rdea embraces 
Israel's reconciliation and restoration. To expect a RESTORATION of 
Israel as a nation is ~, inasmuch as it is anti~criptural. To 
expect a further RECONCILIATION of Israel as a nation with God is need
less, inasmuch as "God was in Christ, reconciling the WORLD unto 
Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto themtt. To expect the 
CONVERSION of Israel as a nation presupposses a first resurrection of 
all departed Israelites, the restoration of their kingdom and the 
temple worship, which is antiscriptural. The conversion of living 
Israelites can come about ~, if they will heed the words of St. Paul: 
"Now, then, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech 
you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to Godtt • 

PASSING AWAY OF THE EARTH. -- Pastor Schmetzer is concerned as 
to whether the earth will pass away according to its SUbstance or its 
form; but he comes to the conclusion that to speak of the destruction 
of the earth is not correct. Scripture, however, is clear as to certain 
FACTS of doctrine: "Heaven and earth shall pass away"; "They shall 
perish't; ttthey shall be changed" -- Luke 21 :33; Hebr. 1 :10-12. Heayen 
and earth shall pass away. perish. be changed, as against God, Who 
remains, and as against Christ's Words, which shall not pass awayo 
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We leave it to God, with Whom "nothing shall be impossible"~ to reconcile 
the terms "pass away" and "perish" with the statement "they shall be 
changed". 

HEATHEN AND JEW AT THE JUDGEMENTo -- Pastor Schmetzer says: "A 
part of the Church is of the oplnl0n concerning the position of heathen 
and Jew at the Judgment that they will be lost, or, that nothing is 
known of this matter; we on the other hand are open to the thought of 
Paul, Rom 2:16, that the Lord will deal with them according to the 
same grace now offered in the Gospel". However •. st. Paul says,- Rom 2: 
6-12, "\&0 (God) will render to every man according to hi s deeds 0 0 0 

Tribul a hon and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil., of 
the Jew first9 and also of the Gentile;, "00 For there is no respect 
of persons with Godo For as many as have sinned without law shall also 
perish without law: and as many as have sinned in the law shall be 
judged by the law"o It is anti-scriptural to teach that there is ' 
salvation for some WITHOUT faith iri the Gospelo i , • 

rrHE CHURCH< -= Pastor Schmetzersays: ""MiBsouriupholds the 
old Lutheran positioI1, but by doing so endangers the ministerial 
office, yielding too mu,ch to the congregation j andpermitt.ing even 
every local congr-egation to be the Church 0 u' We quite agree with the 
Confessions p but' for us iGemeindei,'congregation, means the organised 
congregation,that is, the Church connected with 'the '(ministerial) 
office'·" -- However~ Scripture terms every' local congregation 'the 
"Church1t ,. Matt 18:17, "00 tell it unto the Church: but if he neglect 
to hear the Church", that is, the localoongregation, 1 Cor 1:2 "000 

the Church of God which is at Corinthoo",Gal 1:2 "the Churches of 
Gala t ia 191/1 Thess 1- g 1 "the Church of the Thessalohians';- 0 It For Pastor 
Schmetzer a congregation of believers is not the "Church" when'without 
a pastor. nor is such a congregation capable of performing valid acts 
wi thOllt the presence and co=operation of a pastoro However, both 
Scripttl.ce and the Confessions' know nothing of "the two constituent 
parts of the Church, iOeQ9 the laity and the ministry"p but they 
peImlt the Church to be constituted by one class only, that ls 9 

Chrl.stians" ' 

THE MINISTRY AND CHURCH GOVERNMENTo Wi th the UELCA 9 Pastor 
Schmetzer holds the "view""that the two constituent parts of the 
organized Church~ -Leo, the laity and the ministrY9 co=operate at the 
assigrw::ent to officeno -- According to this a congregation without a 
pastor ca:nnot proceed to elect and ca.ll a pastor without the presence ~ 
co=opE>Tation? and consent of the other "constituent part of the organ~ 
ised C:.Lurch"~ that i8 p l1nless the ministry berepresentede This "view"~ 
and the theory of Iit-WO constituent parts of the organised Church~ ~ robs 
~1.~~al congregation of its rights and powers and does not agree ;rth 
Scripture and Confessiono The Confessions say: "Wherefore it is 
necessary for the Church (local congregation) to retain the authority 
to call, elect and ordain ministers"e The ELSA teaches that the 
ministerial office is conferred upon men by God 9 THROUGH THE CONGREG-
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ATIONS, who delegate or transfer to these men the PUBLIC exercise of 
the fUnctions of the priesthood of all believers; and, that the local 
congregation possesses all spiritual rights, privileges and powers 9 and 
not the hierarchy. 

PREDESTINATION. Pastor Schmetzer says: "We teach an election 
with faith as a condition, the intuitu fidei (in view of faith) correctly 
understoodoo.God does not elect without any consideration of man's 
attitude; else He could save all, or He does not want to do this 00 

God has elected all humanity and every individual from the beginning in 
Christ.~~ But His election cannot become effective in all, because not 
all fulfil the condition He makes, namely, to believe on Christltg --
The cause of Pastor Schmetzer's error in this doctrine is his dissat
isfaction with the clear STATEMENT OF FACT in the Word and his desire to 
get behind the mystery, why some are saved and others are lost; and 
,therefore he ascribes to UNCONVERTED man the power to decide !tIN his 
will" for or against the reception of the grace working upon him through 
the Word o -= However, Scripture knows nothing of an election in view of 
faith, or, on account of foreseen faith - manls goodness in coming to 
faith, or unconverted manis correct attitude to grace; but Scripture 
knows only of an ETERNAL ELECTION OF GRACE IN CHRISTo 

Eph 1:4: "According as He hath chosen us in Him (Christ) before 
the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame 
before Him in love" .. 

Eph 3:11: "According to the eternal purpose which He purposed in 
Christ Jesus our Lord"o 

2 Tim 1:9: "Who (God) hath saved us, and called us with an holy 
calling, not according to our works, but according to His own purpose 
and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world beganttG 

Acts 13:48: "And as many as were ordained to eternal life believed" 

Scripture knows nothing of an. election of "all humanitytl, inasmuch 
as Scripture teaches that all the elect will be assuredly saved. Mark 
13:20-22: "And except that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh 
should be saved: but for the elect's sake, whom He hath chosen, He 
hath shortened the dayso (22) For false Christs and false prophets shall 
rise, and shall show signs and wonders, to seduce, IF IT WERE POSSIBLE, 
even the elect"o 

The Confessions says: tiThe predestination or eternal election of 
God, however, is occupied only with the godly, beloved children of God, 
and this is a cause of their salvation, which He also provides as well 
as disposes what belongs theretoo Upon this our salvation is founded so 
firmly that the gates of hell cannot overcome it. This is not to be 
investigated in the secret counsel of God, but to be sought in the Word 
of God, where it is also revealed. But the Word of God leads us to 
Christ, Who is the Book of Life, in Whom all are written and elected 
that are to be saved, as it is written (Eph 1:4): iHe hath chosen us in 
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Him (Christ) before the foundation of the worldooo ' Therefor~ we 
reject the following errors: Also i that not only the mercy of God and 
the most holy merit of Christ, but also in us is a cause of Gedis 
election, on account of which God has elected us to everlasting life"o 

KENOSIS s OR HUMILIATION OF CHRIST. -- Pastor Schmetzer teaches 
that the Son of God IN and BY His becoming man humbled His DIVINE 
nature~ restricting His POSSESSION of certain divine attributes, such 
as omniscience, omnipotence, and omnipresenceo -- The kenosis of Christ 
does not consist in His BECOMING man, inasmuch as His exaltation would 
then consist in His CEASING to be man. Scripture nowhere teaches that 
Christ, IN and BY His BECOMING MAN, humbled His DIVINE nature. divest
ing it of all or any of its attributes; but~ even as it calls Him 
Itman" after His incarnation, so it also calls Him "God", leaving Him as 
the GOD-MAN in the full possession of all the divine attributes p and 
permitting Him to perform the works of God in His own right and powere 

The kenosis or humiliation of Christ consists in this, that Christ 
"being in the form of God", a CONDITION or STATE proper to Him even 
after His assumption of the human nature, "took upon Him the form of a 
servant tt , a CONDITION or STATE in which He, according to His human 
nature, did not always and fully USE the divine majesty communicated to 
His human nature at His conception. 

Isaiah 9: 6,7: ttFor unto us a child is born, unto us a son is 
given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name sh
all be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting 
Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his government and 
peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of David, and upon his 
kingdom, to ord~r it, and to establish it with judgment and with 
justice" from henceforth even for ever". 

Luke 1: 35: "That holy thing which shall be born of thee shall 
be called the Son of God"o 

Luke 2:11: "For unto you is born this day in the city of David 
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord". 

PhiL 2:6,7: ttWho, being in the FORM OF GOD j thought it not 
robbery to be EQUAL WITH GOD; but made himself of no reputation, and 
took upon him the FORM OF A SERVANT, and was made in the likeness of 
men" 0 

In opposition to the above testimonies of Scripture Pastor 
Schmetzer has the effrontery to say: t~at theologian and preacher 
still proclaims in all earnestness that Christ as a child was 
omniscient (all-wise); that lying in the manger He at the same time 
ruled with almighty power in heaven and on earth?" -- We, however, rest 
our faith on the Scripture passages above, and not on the rationalism of 
Pastor Schmetzero 

INSPIRATION OF SCRIPTURE. -- Pastor Schmetzer says in effect: 
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THAT inspiration is accepted which the inspiration of notions and 
thoughts demands, because also the term belongs to the notion. He and 
his fellows cannot bow to any authority, be it that of the Church, or 
that of the Scripture, merely on account of its power and greatness, but 
they want an authority whose power they have experienced inwardly. Word
inspiration does not explain the dissimilarity "Verschiedenheit tt in the 
Scriptures caused by the individuality of the writerso Scripture has a 
human and a divine side~ 

What Pastor Schmetzer means is this: The Scriptures are problematic 
in their origin, uncertain in their transmission and preservation, 
secondary in their authority, unreliable in their truth, insufficient in 
their power; and -at best, they are a semi-divine record with many 
human blemishes. -- However, we have Christ's command to preach the 
Gospel, and His promise that His Words shall not pass away. Therefore 
the Word of God is a PERMANENT POSSESSION of the Christian Church. John 
10:~:-' "The Scripture cannot be broken". 1 Peter 1:25: "The Word of 
the Lord endureth forever. And this is the Word which by the Gospel is 
preached unto you". 

THE CONFESSIONS. Pastor Schmetzer says in effect, that he views 
the Confessions in the historic sense, as signs and testimonies as to 
how Scripture was understood and false doctrine rejected in times past. 
They are capable of expansion, completion, and improvement; errors are 
not excluded; and when he finds aQYthing in them which cannot be made 
to agree with Scripture, he is open and honest enough to admit the 
existence of an error, or at least a deficienty in knowledge, and so he 
would not hesitate to go beyond the Confessions exactly in Luther's sense 
to that better knowledge which Scripture gives. The Confessions are of 
value to him not according to the letter, but according to the spirit and 
the faith which they express. 

To this we reply: In her Confessions the Lutheran Church does not 
confess doctrines OUTSIDE or ALONGSIDE of Scripture, but the very 
doctrines themselves which are clearlY revealed IN THE SCRIPTURES~ 
Inasmuch as the Lutheran Church does not hold the Confessions to be a 
second norm or rule alongside of Scripture, she demands the subscription 
with ttquia" (because) 1!Q! because the doctrines are in the Confessions, 
but because they are IN THE SCRIPTURES. The Confessions are binding in 
respect to all their DOCTRINES, whether taught directly, in proof of 
any other doctrine, in passing, or by implication, inasmuch as they 
teach no DOCTRINE for which they do not furnish sufficient Scripture 
proofo Inasmuch as the subscription with nquia" demands acceptance of 
EVERY DOCTRINE in the Confessions, no teacher is permitted to place any 
doctrine on the free list, cast doubt on ap~ FACT of doctrine, deny what 
the Confessions affirm, or affirm what they reject and condemn 0 The 
Confessions are not to be subscribed to according to the "spirit" merely, 
while rejecting the "letter", inasmuch as this leaves room for the 
enthusiast (Schwaermer) and the rationalist. 
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The REAL OBJECTION to the binding characte~ of the Confessions, is 
that they are a CHECK upon the liberty of the modern theologian, and a 
RULE in the hands of our Christians whereby they may judge whether 
their pastors measure up to the old Lutheran standard and faith. Just 
for these rea~ons. however, the orthodox Lutheran Church must hold 
fast to her Confessions, and demand of her teachers that they remain 
on the old pathsa 

Pastor Schmetzer's essay is a "masterly exposition" of the chief 
doctrine of the UELCA, the official, but unscriptural, theory of "open 
questions" in respect to clearly revealed Scripture doctrine, which 
places all doctrines on the free list, inasmuch as it begins with the 
very Scriptures themselveso It DISCOUNTS CERTAINTY in matters of 
faith and doctrine, makes UNCERTAINTY and SEARCHING FOR TRUTH a MERIT 
and a VIRTUE, and brings DOUBT into everything dear to the Christian 
and the Christian Churcho A God-pleasing union of the Lutheran Church 
can never be attained on the basis of "open questions", as held and 
defended by Pastor Schmetzer and the UELCA, but only on the basis of 
true unity in the faith and Gospel of Christ. "He that hath My Word, 
let him speak My "Word FAITHFULLY. What is the CHAFF to the WHEAT 
saith the Lord" (Jeremiah 23:28) 

C. In an article entitled "t SECONDARY POINTS' AND 'OPEN 
QUESTIONS'" (The Australian Lutheran, Nov 1, 1929), 
Pastor MacKenzie stated the Scriptural position over 
against the evil "Open Questions" principle which was 
the basic guiding principle of the UELCA. Though we do 
not have room to quote this article, it is vital in 
order to ~ealize that this was one of the CHIEF 
doctrinal differences not settled before the Uniono 

Do In ~he Australasian Theological Review, (1930 p.121), 
the theological magazine of the ELSA begun in 1930 by 
the ELSA, Dr. C.F. Graebner (a professor at Concordia 
Seminary, Adelaide) dealt with the evil open questions 
principle of the UELCA in an article entitled, "Are we 
at Liberty to agree to disagree?" 

Eo In a fine series of articles from 1931 to 1933. Dr. 
Wm. Janzow (General President of the ELSA) dealt in 
German with the topic ""Worum noch die Trennung?" (Why 
still the difference?) Dr. Janzow himself describes this 
as "an essay which endeavours to point out the real 
differences se aratin the two Lutheran Church bodies of 
Australia"~ !!R 1932 p1 Over 150 pages were spent in 
this essay (ATR 1931 pp101ff, 1932 pp1ff, pp79ff; 1933 
pp25ff) outlining his caseo 

Fo Dro Janzow deals in a masterly fashion with the same topic 
in a series of articles printe~n The Australian Lutheran 
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during the latter half of l22£8 Here he replies to false 
charges levelled against the ELSA by leading men in the UELCAQ 
The articles are entitled SPURIOUS FICTION AND SOLID FACTo 

Go In ~9 Dr" William Janzow and Dro Ao MacKenzie_analysed the 
doctrinal differences between the ELSA and UELCA" In order 
properly to indoctrinate the members of our former cnurch9 
especially the pastors 9 so that they would faithfully teach the 
lay people 9 the "BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE CHIEF DOCTRINAL . 
DIFFERENCES EXISTING BETWEEN THE ELSA AND THE DELCA" was drawn 
up. It was published in The Australasia.n Theological Review 
(1936 pp 69=96)0 
(NOTEs Since these differences were never settled by the Theses 
of Agreement at the time of the amalgamation~ they still 
represent the chief differences in doctrine between the ELCR 
and the Lutheran Church of Australia (LeA)o Sadly, since 1966 
the rift between the.ELCR and the LeA has widened as further 
errors have crept into the LCA)" 

The following is the first few pages of this excellent 
document; 

DOCTRINAL DIFFERENCES. 

THE FACT" 

The Kavel-Fritzsche controversy was caused by Kavel's teaching 
concerning the theory of a millennium, a yet to be expected personal 
antichrist~ the hoped=for conversion and restoration of Israel as a 
nation, his protests against certain points in the Confessions p and his 
attitude towards the Confessions in generalo (Cpo Fritzsche, Beleuch
tung,E,J , Mitteilungen,,) 

"Mr 000 mentions Pastor Kavel as the founder of the Evangelical 
Lutheran Synod of Australiao This was Pastor Fritzsche~ whilst Pastor 
Kavel is the father of those bodies that were the forerunners of the 
present United Evangelical Lutheran Church in Australia. 

nSeparationcame along through eschatological questions concerning 
the millennium~ antichrist9 etco What keeps Lutherans apa.rt in our days 
is that the UELCA takes up the standpoint of qopen guestionst~ that iS 9 

it regards 'Truths contained in Scripture, concerning which Lutherans who 
take their stand upon Scripture and Confession, have as yet not attained 
a unanimous understanding~ as not justifying severance of church 
fellowship v = and the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Australia rejects 
it." (Lutho Heralc., 1921, 141; Cpo Amalgamation Thesis VIo) 

"The following are the differences in doctrine -- Doctrine of 
Election or Predestirtation; Open Questions, Eschatological Questionsg 
Chiliasm or Millenarianism; Antichrist; First Resurrection; Conversion 
of Israel; Office of the Ministry; Sunday. Questions of rractice: 
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.Jcin.t P:"a:YE~:r£ Betrcthal; Marrlage Wl th. a deceaseri W11."5? £ sis -:.er; 
r:J~'''F'elar~-xar:::i~n c; Excommunicatlono n (\';.1en..;k(~,. S:ate:nent 
of Dl ffereTlces 

Commer.L It is a :~act that doctrinal differences €xis', betweeE 
tho ELSA ar.d the UELCA" The 'crmer affirms~ and the latte:.. :E:-' • .\b that 
these differences preclude a God-pleasing union. 

'!1h8 ELSA~ h)wever~ while affirming the fact that doctrina: 
differences precludE: a God=rleasing union .. does DC";: deny ':;he Christ ~sr 
and Lutheran name "to memcers of the UELCAo 

"Wha"'!: i> the!:j :8 the true 8i tuationg Do we consl der only Ul(;Be 
C'!1ri stian:,; with wl:.om we haye complete agreement In doctrine? No:' BOo 

We acknow10dge the presence of Christians in the Catholic Church, 
In the Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist. and Baptist chluchesc In 
every Luthera.n body on the five continentso 

liTo withhold fellowship relations is not the same as announcing a 
judgement upon the personal Christianity of any man. The relation of 
the individual Christian to God is one thing~ and the relation of the 
individual Christian to other Christians is another thing. The first 
is established by faith in the hearto The other is established by the 
profession oT the lips. With God nothing counts but personal faith. 
For us nothing counts but the personal testimony and profession of the 
trutho God can read the hearts; we cannot. If we had to demand 
absolute proof of an applicantUs personal faith in Christ, 'lie could 
not receive a single member into our churches; that is something each 
man knows only about himself. But what is demanded of us as a condition 
of fellowship is the profession of the entire truth of God's revel
ation0 As Theoo Schmauck once said: 'God can receive unto Himself 
many a one whom we cannot acknowledge as brother.' 

"Does itg then, matter whether we believe all of God's truth? 
It does greatly matter; but what concerns us here is the simple duty 
that we live up to the light which God has given uS o We do that by 
calling b"l'others only those with whom we have agreement in doctrine" 
But that is not the same as denying the Christian or also the 
Lutheran name to those of other synods 000 We gladly, yes, eagerly, 
welcome every witness to sound Scriptural truth 9 no matter in what 
synod or in what denomination he may hold membership." (Lutheran 
Witness~ 19349 272.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURESG 

ELSA = The Holy Scriptures are the Word of God because the holy 
men of God who wrote them wrote only those words which the Holy Ghost 
C01l1illuni cated ~o them by inspiration. The verbal inspiraticon of the 
Scriptures is taught by the direct statements of the Scriptures 9 
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2 Tim 3:16; 2 Pet 1:21; John 10:35; Rom 3:2; 1 Cor 2:13. 

The Holy Scriptures contain no errors or contradictions, but they 
are in all their parts and words the infallible truth, also in those 
parts which treat of historical geographical and other secular matterso 
John 10:35. 

The Holy Scriptures are given for the foundation of faith9 Eph 2:20; 
hence they are the sole source from which all doctrines must be taken; 
and they are the sole rule and norm by which all teachers and doctrines 
must be examined and judgedo 

The "rule of faith lt , according to which the Holy Scriptures are to 
be understood, are the clear 'passages of the Scriptures themselves which 
set forth the individual doctrines o (Cpo Missouri, Brief Statemento) 

We receive "the Prophetic and Apostolic Scriptures of the Old and 
New Testaments as the pure, clear fountain of Israel, which is the only 
true standard by which all teachers and doctrines are to be judgedo tt 

(Form. Cone. 851.1) 

•••• 

UELCA - "The UELCA professes the Holy Scriptures of the Old and 
New Testament. to be God's revealed Word and the sole rule and norm of 
faith and life". (Constitution, 11,2) "The Bible is the written Word of 
God"o (Exposition of Small Catechism, 1934). "We firmly hold that the 
entire Holy Scripture as to contents and word was written on the impulse 
and by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost". lAmal. Thesis I) 

"(1) For us, as for the believing congregation generally, God's 
Word is the Scripture, as we now have it in hando 

"(2) Inspiration by the Holy Spirit quite evidently precludes 
errors in the' originally inspired Word o 

"(3) This does not exclude unevennesses, iUnebenheiten~, in the 
external form of the Word of Gods caused by the fact that the Holy Ghost 
spoke through holy men, and in consequence of the permission? 'Zulassung' 
of the Holy Ghosto The latter is especially true of the present-day 
text, corrupted by copyists and adverse circumstances, and of the 
translations made from such copieso 

"(4) The doctrine that the inspiration of Scripture denotes the 
impulse to write and the suggestion of matter and words, is also our 
doctrine 0 

"(5) In respect to the apprehension of the relation between the 
divine and human factors in the origin of Scripture the Church still has 
problems to face; and to work at solving these problems is an earnest 
duty. 

"(6) While acknowledging problems in the doctrine of inspiration, 
and while hoping for a yet better apprehenSion and definition of this 
doctrine, all development iWeiterban ' is to be rejected as an error, 
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which would in any way alter the Church! s certainty of pos.sess ing 
inspired. infallible source of divine trutho 

!lvle add Thesis 19 Bethany, 1926, which briefly and precisely 
states tr~ position of the UELCA - We firmly hold that the entire Holy 
Scriptur~ .as written on the impulse and by the inspiration of the 
Holy Ghost". (Saetze neber die Inspirationo) 

"Whereon does faith rest? Merely on authority, be it of the 
Church or of the Holy Scriptures? The Roman Church says sOooo<We 
cannot bow to an authority merely on account of i is pm"er and gTeat~ 
ness~ but we want an authority whose power we have experienced inward
l.Y: o :F'or us faith rests upon the blissful experience of the living 
Christ~ awakened faith therEupon lays hold on Christ and with Him on 
salvation; at the same time faith accepts the written record of faith~ 
the Scriptureo Therefore our position from the inception of Christian 
life is different than that of a faith based on mere authority, 
'Autoritaetsglaubenio We have to do with a living Christ and He with 
USo Here everything is inception, growth, lifeo Now faith commences 
to examine its treasure p and to lay hold on itself, and this, 
especially by means of the Holy Scripture". (Schmetzer, Berechtigung,1) 

Certain "differences" were not only "entirely possible. but even 
guite unavoidable with a book. whose separate sections were gathered by 
hundreds of hands in thousands of years. And yet. not one of the 
authors departs from the great fundamental articles~ iGrunddogmenill" 

(K. blatt, 1927.72.) 

Comment 0 The ELSA does not hold inspiration to be the same as mere 
revelation: it makes no distinction between the word communicated by 
the Holy Ghost to the holy writers. and the word actually written by 
them 9 inasmuch as the Holy Spirit exercised a special influence by which 
He guided His chosen instruments to speak the things He desired them 
to speak? and to write the things He desired them to write, in the 
precise manner and in the very words in which He desired these things 
to be spoken or written. This does not apply to copyists and translators. 

The relation between the Holy Spirit and the penmen whom He 
~mployed is expressed in the Nicene Creed by the phrase "Who spake by 
the Frophe tS,l, 0 'I1hlS phrase exactly summari zes not only the comparison 
between SLlch texts as 1 Cor 5:9 and 1 Johnig4 with that. numerous group 
represented by Matt 2~17 and 24:15; but is found as to its very terms 
in Rom 4:2: 19Which He had promised El: His prophets in the Holy Script
ures." 

The UELCA confesses that the "originally inspired word n contains 
no errors, and yet holds that the original writings of the Prophets 
and Apostles, despite the "suggestion of matter and words", are not free 
from blemishes or discrenancies in their "external form", through 
~rmission of the Holy Ghost and the human frailty cf the holy -.[riters; 
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and that this applies with even greater force to the caples of the 
original writings9and to the translations made from the copies~ 

Thus a distinction is made between the word communicated by the 
Holy Ghost, and the word actually written by the holy writers; while 
the making of copies and translations has no bearing whatsoever on the 
doctrine of inspirationo 

Moreover 9 the fact of inspiration as taught by Scripture j does not 
completely satisfy; there are still "problems" for the Church to fac€' 
in the doctrine of inspiratibn. 

Th8 UELCA tol Hates it to be held and taught that SCrJ.ptu2e :i s neJt 
the supreme au1hority.~ but that the supreme authority is a power 
experienced inwardly~ that the Scripture is not the foundation and 
object of faith, but that faith rests upon the blissful experience of 
the living Christe 

~ - Those questions in the domain of Christian doctrine may 
be termed open questions which Scripture answers either not at all or not 
clearly. Since Christian doctrine may not be augmented or developed by 
men, inasmuch as all are to continue in the Word and doctrine of Christ 
and His chosen Apostles~ John 8:31,32: Acts 2:42; 2 Thess 2:15, open 
questions must remain open questionso 

"The Christian Church has not the power to establish Articles of 
faith; this she has never done, and never will." - Luther 19, 958) 

The doctrine of the Church and the Ministry, of Sunday, of 
Chiliasm, and of Antichrist are not open questions because they are 
clearly defined in Scripture, which does not leave them open to the 
opinions and speculations of men; and they are also clearly stated in 
our Confessionso (Cp Missouri, Brief Statement) 

UELCA ~ "The term is used by our friends of the ELSA as well as 
by US o They themselves acknowledge open questionso But as the sayIng 
is~ !If two persons do the same thing, it is not the samevo What 
they mean thereby is vastly different from what we meano 

"What we mean by the term gopen questions" we have brlefly 
expressed in our amalgamation theses of 1926 in a sentence which is 
somewhat hard to understando 

"It reads: 'Truths, contained or indicated in Scripture concerning 
which we as Lutherans who take their stand upon Scripture and Confess
ions have as yet not attained a unanimous understanding i whichj 
moreover. aTe not considered justifying severance of Church-fellowship 
for the very reason that combined and continuous efforts on the part of 
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those of one faith are necessary in order to apprehend and define 
them in accordance with the Analogy of Faith and the Analogy of 
Scripture - such truths. in short, we denote as 'Open Questions'.o •• 

-
"Far be if from us to say that it is the ideal thing to have 

such open questionso It can never be the ideal state of things that 
we are as yet unable fully to understand the Word of our heavenly 
Father, graciously given for our salvation and instruction. 'Open 
uestions' is but a~other name for 'different 0 inions' re rdin 

certain Scriptural teachings". Riedel, Statement of Controversy, 
16 p 20,21o) 

Open questions are :"Chiliasm or Millenarianism; Antichrist; 
First resurrection; Conversion of Israel; Office of the Ministry; 
Sunday" 0 (Wiencke, Statement of Differenceso) 

Open questions may be divided into two classes: Those belonging 
to the realms of hope, such as the millennium, antichrist9 conversion 
of Israel as a nation, the passing away of the earth, and the hope 
that the Lord will deal with heathen and Jew at the judgment according 
to the same grace now offered in the Gospel; and those belonging to 
the realms of faith, in which the things are acknowledged by all, but 
in which more the terms and definitions are in dispute. In this sense 
the following are open questions: The Church, the ministerial office, 
church government, predestination, kenosis, inspirationo (Cpo Schmetzer 9 

Berechtigung j 3,40) 

Comment" The UELCA demands that recognized "truths, contained 
or indicated in Scripture", must be treated as open questions until a 
"unanimous understanding" has been attained, or until all agree as to 
the things themselves. or the terms and definitionso This means that 
the clear statements of Scripture with respect to the controverted 
doctrines are rejected, and that they must yield to the varying 
opinions of meno Thus the authority of the Scriptures is set aside to 
be superseded by the authority of the Church which is the authority of 
~o 

"The Word of God shall establish articles of faith and no one 
else not even an angel." (Smalc Art. 407,15). 

(emphasis added) 

This article goes on to list other differences between the two 
churches, both providing evidence from the official writings of the 
UELCA and outlining the Scriptural position of the ELSA. It deals with 
the following false teachings of the UELCA:-

Chil:iasm; First Resurrection; Conversion of Israel; Antichrist; 
Sunday; Church; Church Government; Public Ministry; Conversion; 
Election of Grace; Christ's State of Humiliation - Kenosis; Rule 
of Faith - Analogia Fidei; The Symbols (Confession, GLW) and 
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Church Fellowship tATR, 1936 pp69=75)o 

Let us not think that because of these great differences j the ELSA 
refused to discuss matters with the UELCA. Rather Dro Wm Janzow relates 

"We would have preferred intersynodical discussions to the 
controversy in our papers and publications 9 because we belieye 
that personal contact and exchange of views is more conducive 
to real peace, provided all concerned a.re really willing to 
yield to God!s Word in absolute submissiono However, we 
found it difficult to inaugurate auch discussion with the 
United Church; we found it more difficult to continue those 
discussions, because our opponents found so many excuses for 
putting them off again and again, and~ finally, those discussions 
were made impossible altogether by the refusal of the repres
entatives of the United Church to hold further discussions 
with uSo We pleaded with their representatives, our Synod 
passed resolutions favouring such discussions, our Districts 
did the sama o All these facts are on recordo" 

(The Australian Lutheran~ August 19, 1932, pp194="i96) 

Our readers may be asking the questiong '~ SHOULD THE DOCTRINAL 
DlFFERENCES EXISTING BF.:rWEEN THE UELCA AND ELSA BE STRESSED SO 
THOROUGHLY? 

We do this for a number of reasons:-

1. To show how firm was the stand of the ELSA on Scripture 
over against the errors of the UELCA during the i920'S 
and late 30 ' so 

20 To point out what the differences were between the two 
churches and how vast was t.he rift between them at this 
stage 0 

30 To show~ on the basis of this, how a weakening in position 
grad.ually cegan to overtake .!!he ELSA. culminatin 
change in its official doc t r' l Ul..l posl ti on in ~ 9480 See 
the next chapters)o 

40 To indicate what matters should have been thoroughly 
discussed and settled in a God~pleasing manner by the 
intersynodical committee meetings held from 1942 =19650 

These and other excellent articles outlining the position of the 
ELCA should have formed the basis for the discussions of the ELCA with 
the UELCA. Papers should have been produced by the ELCA outlining 
further its Scriptural position together with a thorough explanation of 
the Scriptural teachings on these matterso The question should then 
have been asked of the ~LCA: Do you still hold to the doctrinal errors 
upheld by your church in its official documents? If the answer was: 
Yes; or if it was seen by their statements in the meetings, or official 
writings that they still held to their errors, the ELCA committee should 
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have said: I'm sorry, your position is different from ours and since 
the Scriptures require com lete unit in doctrine and ractice before 
fellowship, we must deny the hand of fellowship to you. In 8:31-32; 
1 Cor 1:10)0 If the UELCA committee gave the answer: "Yes, we have 
changed our position and agree with you totally in the matters you 
present", a number of points should have been required: 

10 A detailed statement drawn up, not only positively 
outlining the Scriptural positiong but also negatively 
condemning the errors on the matters held by the Viaible 
Church, espe"cially dealing with those formerly held by 
the UELCAo 

2. An official retraction by the UELCA of the errors it 
formerly held tOe 

30 Evidence in tpe UELCA's official writings, as well as in 
their pastors' teaching and practice that a change had 
taken place in its teaching and that it now stood totally 
on the doctrines of Scriptureo 

We will point out in later chapters that sadly this was not done, 
but rather 

a compromise document (Theses of Agreement) was drawn 
up not settling the differences but allowing both sides 
to retain their former teachings. 
no condemnation was given of many errors held formerly 
by the UELCA 0 

official writings of the UELCA, as well as teaching and 
practice of its pastors after socalled "agreement" had 
been reached showed that the UELCA still held to its 
former false teachingso 

(See Chapter X for a thorough analysis of the Theses of Agreement 
and their adoption). 
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CRAnER VIc 

~~~~~_~!~~~_!~_~~_~~~~ - (!2g§_~~_!21!) 

We have already mentioned in our study that during the 1940's a 
change took place in this orthodox Lutheran stand taken by the ELSA. 
But already for a number of years prior to this, several warning signs 
became evident which raised the danger signal. 

HYMNBOOK. 
With the increase in English services, English hymnbooks had become 

essentialo At first these were imported from America. After some 
detailed work,an Australian hymnal appeared in 1925. This was certainly 
an excellent production and one that was sorely needed by the Lutheran 
Church. Unfortunately however, the co-operation of the UELCA was 
involved and it was a joint effort of the two churches .. 

Here was a mistake that was later repeated by the ELSA with grave 
consequences. There is an.old saying which reads: "Cooperation in 
externals soon leads to co"operation in internals". Even though there 
was no direct prayer fellowship involved, the. danger was that the men 
involved would become close friends and overlook" their doctrinal 
differences, or at .least fail to bear testimony over against error. 
When churches who are divided in doctrine participate jointly even in 
secular activities, the tendency is that it won't be long before they 
work together in matters which are strictly forbidden by God's Word. 

Also there was the danger that the lay people, not as deeply 
instructed in the differences between the two churches as they should, 
said to themselves, "What difference is there really between us?" We 
have a similar liturgy. We use the same hymnbook. Our services are 
similpr. What is stopping us from joining together?" Thus they become 
inclined towards union without first settling the vital differences in 
doctrine. 

HAMANN SNR. COMES TO AUSTRALIA. 
In the year 1926, the need was seen for another professor to teach 

at the Seminary of the ELSA, Concordia Seminary in Adelaideo He was 
asked to join the four mEm now instructing th.~ future pastors, Dro C.Fo 
Graebner, Professors G.Co Koch, M.T. Winkler and Wm Zschech. All of 
these men had been trained in the seminaries of the Missouri Synod, 
the latter an Australian who had travelled to America for his studieso 

Already in 1926, Profe George Koch, the ttking pin" of the faculty 
there became seriously ill. He had an incurable disease~ Something 
was wrong with his liver and it was realized that extra help was needed. 
Although Koch continued teaching when he was able, eventually his 
illness caused him to cease his work completely. Sad to say,'this 
outstandingly gifted orthodox teacher of the ELSA was called Home to 
Eternal Life on October 25, 19290 
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A call for a fifth professor was sent to Pastor H.P.A. Hamann 
(M4Ao), then pastor of "st John's", Pittston, USA. Professor Hamann 
had not only trained at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, spent many 
years as a pastor and in a special ministry in India in the field of 
education, but also obtained his Master's Diploma in Education from 
Columbia University. While in America, Hamann had been close friends 
with Doctors Wm. Arndt and Th. Graebner who later in 1945 were among 
the men who worked towards the change in the doctrine of Church 
fellowship in the Missouri Synod. Their erroneous position is outlined 
in The Statement of the 44. The signers of this notorious Statement 
"destroyed the Bible doctrine of 'Church Fellowship', declaring 
amongst other things that true unit was not necees for church-
fellowship, and that the Scriptural injunction 'avoid them' Rom 16: 
17) was applicable only to non-Christians." (Letter of Pastor 
Kleinig to Pastor F.W. Noack, then of Swan Reach, S.A., dated Aug 8, 
1972). 

(NOTE: A later chapter will deal with this PARALLEL SITUATION 
IN AMERICA). 

Dr. Hamann Snr. had apparently accepted this antiscriptural idea 
while in America and brought it to Australia with him. As Pastor 
Kleinig has stated concerning The Statement of the : "I have no 
doubt that had Ham~nn Snr. been there America, GLW , it would have 
been '45' instead of '44'" (ibid). 

Cunningly Dr. Hamann privately sought to gain followers for his 
false views on Church Fellowship. For the start he was very careful, 
because the ELSA, like old Missouri, faithfully taught that the words, 
'avoid them' (Rom 16:17) apply to severing church fellowship with ~ 
persistent errorists, whether they Can be proven to be Christians or 
not. In due course he found support for the start amongst some of the 
younger men. Pastor (later doctor) John Darsow was an especially 
vigorous supporter of his. This is later shown by his essay on Rom 
16:17-18 in~. Pastor G. Kuechle who nearly destroyed Dr. Janzow's 
Adelaide congregation while Janzow was away recovering from a nervous 
breakdown, and whom Janzow referred to as follows: "A billy-goat was 
appointed as m¥ gardener", was also a supporter of Hamann. For a time 
Kuechle taught at Concordia College. As a matter of fact, Kuechle 
returned later to America in time to put his Signature to the Statement 
of the 44. 

Hamann was definitely,in his own right, a brilliant man, not 
only in his great learning (he came to Australia with a Master of Arts 
degree and later obtained the Doctor of Divinity (D.D.) degree), but 
also in his practical abilities, as some of his many excellent essays 
and articles in the early Austrahsi~heological Review's show. 
Without realizing the long term effects whichllis actions might have, 
Dr. Janzow asked Hamann to deliver essays and talks at Synodical 
Conventions and Pastoral Conferences. Of course Janzow did not know 



at the time of Hamann 9 sfalse viewso Janzow really believed that Hamann 
could teach the ELSA pastors and lay-people something, and wanted to 
make use of his excellent talentso Unfortunatelyp gradually the attitude 
developed among many pastors and lay people, ttHow can such a learned 
man be wrong?" 

I n hi s lec tUres on -=T~h~e~=~:.=oL~o;.:;f-::t~h:.:::e:...:L:.:u:..:t::;h~e:.:::r:.:::an::::....;C~h~u;:;:r:.:c;:.:h.:.....;i;:n~A~u:::s~t::.:r:;.:a::;l:;,;l~· a 
(Part V, Lecture 9, page 8 Pastor Kleinig sums this up as follows: 

"Hamann being an educated and influential man became the leading 
figure in the Faculty at Concordia Seminary. The pastors began 
to respect him highly. He was certainly a highly educated man. 
At South Australian Pastoral Conferences they very often put 
Hama~ Snr. on for the Essay. He delivered some excellent Essays. 
The pastors in general began to look upon him as the leading 
light. So 'Prof Hamann could teach and say no wrong', was the 
attitude that developed. It was due to that man's influence that 
a change came over the doctrine of church fellowship." 

A STRIKING COMMENT. 
Pastor Kleinig relates a striking comment made to him on one 

occasion in passing through Adelaide in 1930 on his way to Ceduna. The 
comment was made by his old professor, Prof. Zschech, no longer" a 
young man: 

"We vividly remember a conversation we had with the late Professor 
W. Zschech in his study way back in January 19300 This is what he 
said: 'We are no Ion er what we were· a different 
to enter our Church'" STEADFAST, 1968, No 11 p.6 

What did the Professor mean by this comment? Pastor Kleinig 
comments that he was too young to understand fully what was meant by 
this statement. However, many years later, he realized that Profo 
Zschech had noticed a dangerous spirit entering the ELSA~ a spirit 
determined only for union, a spirit leaning towards the UELCA and 
willing to unite despite the doctrinal differences. 

Dr. Janzow, then the General President of the ELSA, also started 
to notice this dangerous trend and in several ways attempted to strengthe: 
the knowledge of the members of the ELSA. In the first place he very 
thoroughly dealt with the doctrinal differences between the two churches. 
Our previous chapter has noted the powerful articles he wrote on this 
matter. Seoondly, he emphasized the Scripture doctrine of church 
fellowship. While Janzow was the General President, those who 
supported the wrong teaching on church fellowship cleverly increased 
their following, only bringing their false views into public when they 
felt they were strong enough in numbers. When Janzow was voted out from 
the General Presidency in 1941, they really had no-one to fear, for there 
was no-one who would take the lead to discipline them. 
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AUSTRALIAN LUTHERAN ASSOCIATION. 1938. 

Another rather dangerous sign for the old ELSA, was the formation 
of the Australian Lutheran Association, a movement amongst the laymen 
of both churchese The aim was to begin discussions amongst the laymen 
of both churches who were keenly interested in unione 

Dr. Wm. Janzow explains this movement: 

"In this connection we feel in duty bound to make reference to 
a layman's movement which was inaugerated in February last by 
a circular issued by one of our South Australian laymen, in 
which he endeavoured to interest laymen of both synods of such 
intersynodical discussionso SubsequentlY9 a notice calling a 
laymen's meeting to be held at a convenient time, for the purpose 
of furthering intersynodical negotiations and bringing about a 
union of the churches of the Lutheran persuasion in our land j was 
published and broadcastc We have studied the circular and notice 
and have also interviewed the writer. it' (The Australian Lutheran, 
1938, July 22). 

Though it was heartening to see the interest of lay people in church 
matters, such intersynodical discussions between men not deeply instru
cted in the doctrines of their churches was extremely dangerous8 
Not having a deep knowledge of where the differences between the 
churches lay, with the ELSA laymen thus not able to in depth stand up 
for orthodox Lutheran teaching, the danger was that they would become 
confused in debate, be misled and be tempted to compromise on 
Scriptural teaching. It is hard enough at times for a pastor or 
theologian to debate deep matters of doctrine, let alone to entrust 
this job to lay people~ 

Further, such a layman's movement promoted the idea:· UNION 
AT ANY COST. The lay people tended to feel: "After all, what is it 
that divides us?" Each became friendly and pally with the othero They 
said: "These UELCA people are really trust-worthy, sincere Christians. 
What wonderful people they are! All this argument about doctrine is 
pOintless. Can't you see that the best thing to do would be to lmite 
with them?" It is easy to see how the devil used this mutual friend
ship to promote the idea of UNION. But union cannot be based on 
mutual friendship, or understanding or trust. According to God's 
Word, union must be based upon COMPLETE AGREEMENT ON MATTERS OF 
SCRIPTURE. 

Dr. Wm. Janzow also saw the great danger of the Australian 
Lutheran Association, and therefore sounded the following note of 
warning and disapproval: 

"Much as we welcome the keen interest of our laymen in this 
important matter and recognize their, no doubt, good intentions, 
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we cannot countenanc~. endorse or support this movemento We are 
guided in our decision by the following considerations: 

"10 In view of the information supplied in the first portion of 
this article the laymen's meeting to urge the resumption of 
inters odical ne otiations in the manner contem lated is not 

Dr. Janzow is here referring to the decision of 
accept.the ELSA's offer to resume discussions, GLW 

"2. The circular sent out in February contains many statements 
which are directly contrary to fact and also passes judgements 
which are manifestly unjust. The blessings of God cannot rest 
on a foundation of that nature. 

"3. The aims and objects of this laymen's movement are not clearly 
defined and, judging from our discussions, may be contrary to 
our doctrinal position and therefore fraught with danger to 
our Church and its individual members. 

"4. The organization contemplated is to consist of laymen only ~ 
makes no provision for full cooperation with. and supervision 
by. the divinely called teachers of the Word and servants of 
the Church, and that in matters of the gravest import to the 
Church. This procedure we regard as being in disharmony with 
the universal practice of our Church, 1 Cor 14:10; but, what 
is more, we fear that the plan underlying the movement is in 
conflict with the spirit of the Gospel, which describes the 
pastors as overseers, watchmen, stewards, etc., and makes it 
their duty to teach the truth and warn against error, etc. 
(Compare 1 Cor 4:1; 14:10; Acts 20:28; Titus 1:9; Heb 13:17; 
Jas 3:1; Mal 2:7). 

'~e have always urged the participation of the laymen of both 
church~bodies in the intersynodical discussions; but we cannot see our 
way clear to give our support or endorsement to this movement, nor can 
we advise our congregations and church-members to do sOo 

Wm. Janzow, General President". 
(The Australian Lutheran, 1938, July 22). 

How sad it is for the ELSA that the warnings put forward by this 
faithful Lutheran Confessor of God's truth were not heededo 

INTERSYNODICAL NEGOTIATIONS OPEN FOR RESUMPTIONo 

As has previously been mentioned, the UELCA had, for many years~ 
refused intersynodical discussions, demanding that such discussions 
begin with joint prayer, a demand that the ELSA could not observeo 
In 1930 the UELCA had adopted a resolution that they would no longer 
enter into discussions with the ELSA regarding church union while the 
ELSA refused tlFIRST TO FELLOWSHIP WITH THEM IN PRAYERtI. (The Australian 
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Lutheran, April 4, 1930, p81). In refusing prayer fellowship with the 
UELCA while there was still disagreement in doctrine and practice, the 
ELSA was taking its stand on an unbreakable rule of Scripture as taught 
by John 8~31=32; Matt 7:15; Titus 3:10-11; Amos 3:3, and was 
abiding by the position of the orthodox Lutheran Churche This remained 
the ELSA's position until it was changed in 1948, when it altered its 
position on church fellowship to a false one. While the ELSA stood 
firm on this Scriptural position no agreement whatsoever with the UELCA 
was reached e 

Let Dr. Janzow relate how the UELCA agreed to restart discussions, 
without joint prayer to begin. He writes in the Australian Lutheran 
(July 22, 1938): 

"Intersynodical negotiations, which have the purpose of removing 
doctrinal differences and establishing unity, have again become 
possible since the chief obstacle, which for years prevented such 
negotiations, has been removed by the United Evangelical Lutheran 
Church of AUstraliao When, prior to his departure for the Brisbane 
General Convention of the UELCA in September 1937, I personally 
approached the President of the UELCA with the request to work 
towards the removal of the Waila Walla resolution of the UELCA, 
which. some eight or nine years ago. stopped intersynodical 
discussions. I found him very willing to do his best in this matt
~o After his return from that Convention he informed me that 
his Synod had declared the Walla Walla resolution 'inoperative' 
and had thus cleared the way for the resumption of 'inter-
synodical negotiations. In a letter dated February 8, 1938, 
President Stolz confirmed this information, supplying me with a 
copy of the official report of the UELCA. According to this 
information their Committee for Intersynodical Negotiations had 
received free hand as to the time and the manner of the reopening 
of the discussionso He also stated that such discussions could 
only take place after the printed reply to our pamphlet, The 
Differences, had been placed on the market and that, when the time 
came, discussions by correspondence would most likely be preferred. 

"Hence we may look forward with anticipation to the resumption of 
these negotiations which we on our part have never ceased to 
desire and to urgeo We also believe, and always have advocated~ 
that discussions of this nature would be most profitable if they 
were held in public, in the presence of lay members of our 
respective churches." 

(Emphasis added) 

The South Brisbane General Synod of the UELCA in 1937 had 
instructed its committee "to take any steps it deems necessary, 
advisable, or practicable to attain the desired goal of union in spirit 
and in truth with our fellow Lutherans in the EDCAo" 

It was several years however before this resumption took place. 
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THE GREAT PUSH FOR UNION. 

As the decade of the 1930 i s neared its end, some members of both 
churches began to become more vocal in their desire that a union between 
the two churches be consumatedo This desire was brought about by a 
number of causes 9 amongst these being:-

10 the Australian Lutheran Association, a movement amongst 
the laymen of the Lutheran Churches pushing for uniono 

20 the attempts which were being made for union with the~ 
by the Missouri Synod, American theologians hoping for 
similar 'progress' in Australian church relations. 

30 a growing laxity as regards doctrinal instruction in the ELSA 
on the part of its pastors 9 especially as regards the doctrinal 
differences between the two churcheso This resulted in the 
opinion amongst many lay people: "If there is so little that 
divides uS j why don't we join together?" 

Speaking on the desire for union j Dr. Hamann Snro wrote, 

"There is the scandal and offenoe of a divided Christendom and a 
divided Lutheranismo Australian Lutherans feel uncomfortable when 
they see, in many a tiny settlement 9 a church of the UELCA on one 
side of the road, and a church of the ELSA on the other; they 
know what heartburnings, what misery and wretchedness are caused 
in many a family by this state of affairs~ There is the foreign 
mission field o We wish that we could send all those armchair 
critics who speak slightingly of the present movement into the 
foreign field for a term so that they might see with their own 
eyes the shock of pained surprise in converts who learn that there 
are many Christian churches and that there are various Lutheran 
bodies not in communion with each othero't 

We agree, that it is sad to see such divisions existing within 
the Visible Church, but according to Scripture they cannot be overcome 
by compromising on the teachings of God's Word o 

How many UELCA people looked at the division between the two 
churches is well described by Rev. FoH. Schmidt, (former President of 
Qld District UELCA, and for many years President of the Qld District LCA) 
in his description of the 1937 General Convention of the UELCA held at 
South Brisbane. 

He writes: 

"The record merely gives a hint of the keenness of the debate, 
of the impatience expressed by some and the frustration felt 
by many that in union negotiations so little progress seemed to 
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be evidento Finding it difficult to understand or to appreciate 
the difference, there were those who believed it could be 
removed by the stroke of a pen, by a popular vets. They fo~~d 
it hard to understand why the division should be continuing 
almost a century after the rift had occurred especially when~ 
as it seemed s beth Churches had so much in commono How many 
felt, is well illustrated by a remark reputed to have been 
made by a layman, when asked about the difference betwe~n 
the two Lutheran Churches: 'Oh', he said, gthat is like two 
magpies s one is black and white, the other is white and b~~ .. 
While this may by some be regarded as being facetious 9 it does j 

also, it would appear9 reveal something of the frustration 
which was being felt by many$" 

(A Mono~ph - the Events Leading to The Formation of th~ 
LCA" page 3)G 

Thus the 1930 Qs ended with no further progress towards union j 

but with a very strong movement within both churches pushing for 
union at any costo Any perceptive onlooker with an orthodox Lutheran 
background would ~ no doubt, as Dro Janzow j have been very concerned 
as to the direction the ELSA was headedo 
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CHAPrER VIIo 

Studying through the history of the Lutheran Church over the past 
fifty years, we are amazed as to the mar~ coinciding events between the 
downfall of the old ELSA and that of the old Missouri Synodo Since 
these events were so similar in nature. and since the position in the 
Missouri Synod so influenced that within the ElSA p we will spend a 
chapter examining a number of striking but sad events in the Nissouri 
Synodo 

The old Missouri Synod was organized in ~o Because of his 
outstanding theological qualities, Pastor (later Doctor) CoF.W~ Walther 
was elected their first Presidento Over the years he built the Missouri 
Synod into one of the most outstanding orthodox Lutheran groups that 
has ever existed~ Due to its most faithful adherence to Scripture and 
the Lutheran Confessions, the Old Missouri Synod firmly held its ground 
against all the bitter assaults of Satan. Many are the names of those 
like Sihler, Wyneken g Fuerbringer, Fo Pieper~ A~Lo Graebner~ Engelder» 
Zorn, Dau and Bente, who during their day kept Missouri four-square on 
Scripture. 

But Satan never sleepso Because of its staunch orthodoxy his eyes 
were firmly fastened on the old Missouri Synod. With the help of the 
Lord, Missouri had successfully weathered controversies on the doctrines 
of _the Church ahd Ministry, the Office of the Keys, Unionism, Election, 
Inspiration of Bible, Free Will and Conversion, the Analogy of Faith~ 
binding force of Confessions, the Millennium and the observance of 
Sunday 0 But now they were to face another struggle which in the end 
lead to their downfall$ It all revolved around the doctrine of Church 
Fellowship. 

"ROUND TABLE" MEETINGS 0 

During World War I~ large numbersof Missouri Synod young men were 
called up for service in the armed forcesQ In order to provide for the 
spiritual welfare of these men, camp pastors were sent with themQ The 
majority of Missouri Synod camp pastors remained faithful to the ScripturE 
doctrine of church fellowship and refused to commune those of heterodox 
Lutheran groups even though this caused them many difficult problemso 
However, a small n~~ber of these camp pastors permitted servicemen who 
belonged to heterodox Lutheran Church bodies to commune at Missouri 
Synod altars, as well as having Church and Prayer fellowship with other 
heterodox Lutheran chaplains. These unionistic practices were encouraged 
by many camp pastors when they came back from the services at the end 
of the war and began to cause people to question the orthodox doctrine 
of Church fellowship~ 
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A n~mber of Missouri Synod men~ among them foreign missionaries~ 
pastors and even theological professors, began to meet together secretly 
to discuss their common idea-53 One of their very influential leaders 
was Dro Theodore Graebner~ a son of the orthodox Lutheran teacher 
Dr~ A~Lo Graebne::" ~ and a seminary pl.'ofessor and editor of i~Th<:: 
Lutheran Witnes6o'l9 ht states that a number of pastor9~ professors and 
synodical official::: had their first so=called ~Ro1.ll:d. Tablet! mt~eting 
in Chlcag0 in 1926 0 Th<::y d.i:ocussed what they rE:gard~ was a lao strict 
application of Scripb.u.:'9j) especially Rom 16g 17 and began grad'1.ally to 
take steps to change the Scriptl.1.ral doctrine of fellowshipe These 
disc.lss.i.ons were very private and were by invitation only ~ The 
"invl ted ones'" were such cG.nc€'rnir~g whom hopes were ente.1:ta:.ned that 
they might be won for the causeo 

BRIEF STATEMENT. 

Dre Fo Pieper p that giant of orthodox Lutheranism, died in 19310 
Before he died~ Dro Pieper was instrumental in drawing up the "Brief 
Statement of the Doctrinal Foai tion of the Missouri S,ynod:~ e It was 
adopted. in 19320 Please note the two paragraphs on CHLTRCH FELLOWSHIP: 

"Since God ordained that His Word only, without the 
admixture of human doctrine j be taught and believed in 
the Christian Church, 1 Pet 4811; Jorm 8:31,32; 1 Tim 
6:3j4, all Christians are required by God to discriminate 
between orthodox and heterodox church bodies~ Matt 7~15, 
to have church fellowship only with orthodox church
bodies i and, in case they have strayed into heterodox 
church-bodies, to leave them p Rom 16~17o We repudiate 
unionism, that is, church fellowship with the adherents 
of f~lse doctrine, as disobedience to God's command, as 
causing divisions in the church, Rom 16:17; 2 John 9,10 j 

and as involving the constant danger of losing the Word 
of God entirelY9 2 Tim 2:17-210 

"The orthodox character of a churoh is established not 
by its mere name nor by its outward acceptance of and 
subscription t0 9 an orthodox creed, but by the doctrine 
which .is actually taught in its pulpits, in its 
theological seminaries g and in its publicationso On the 
other hand~ a. ch1;;.rch does not forfel tits orthodox character 
through the casual intrusion of errors s provided these are 
combated and eventually removed by means of doctrinal 
discipline, Act 20:30; 1 Tim 1:3H 

Though various voices warned against the intrusion of doctrinal 
laxity (e.go Dr. P.E. Kretzmann, cf CTM 1934 p4), those with the "new 
interpretation" became bolder and gradually gained a following. 

It is interesting that during the 1930's, doctrinal laxity began 
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to show itself in Missouri by a corruption in the doctrine of RIGHTFUL 
ENGAGEMENT being tantamount to marriage (Gen 29:21; Deut 22:22-24; 
Matt 1:18-20)0 Sadly this was the little leaven (Gal 5:9) that lead to 
the corruption of .the doctrine of Church Fellowshipo 

UNION NEGOTIATIONSo 

In 1935, the ALe, a church body at that time in fellowship with, and 
similar in doctrinal position to the UELeA g extended an invitation to th~ 
Missouri Synod for discussions towards the establishment of fellowship~ 
This invitation was accepted. 

It was also during this year that Drs Pfotenhauer, for many years 
a sound and powerful lea.der of the Missouri Synod, was not reelected to 
his positiono He was replaced by nro Behnken, a MIDDLE-OF-THE-ROADERe 
Although he knew the orthodox Scripture teaching on church fellowship 
and even later expounded itw yet because of the danger of a split in 
the church he refused to dis~ipline errorists Q 

During the period between 1935 = 1938 Missouri's Union Committee 
had met six times with the ALe's committeeo At the 1938 Convention of 
the Missouri Synod, the Missouri Committee reported that the ALe 
Committee pleaded for toleration in connection with the doctrines of 
the Church and of the Last things (Antichrist 9 Conversion of Israel~ 
Physical Resurrection of Israel g Thousand years of Rev 20) and asked the 
Missouri Synod to declare that these points "are not disruptive of 
church fellowshipn~ 

Unfortunately the Missouri Committee recommended that ituntil church 
fellowship has been officially established9 the pastors of both church 
bodies meet in smaller circlesoo •• to discuss both the doctrinal basis 
for union and the questions of church practice"o (LW~ 1938, p233,234). 
By this action many of the Missouri pastors became friendly with the ALe 
pastors and very soon it occurred that they began to tolerate the false 
teachings of the errorists$ , 

At this Convention the above recommendation was approved and, worse 
still g Missouri now gave official "tolerance to certain teachings and 
interpretations" that had been rejected by Missouri in the past and 
resolved that these did not need to be divisive of church fellowshipo 
Besides the ·'Brief Statement" of Missouri it was decided that the 
"Declaration" of the ALC be accepted as "the doctrinal'basis for future 
church~fellowship between the Missouri Synod and the American Lutheran 
Church" & But what was not realized was that the language of the 
"Declaration",consisted of nYes-No" double-talk statementso It is from 
this Convention that Missouri officially tolerated error and false 
practice. 

A number of men voiced warnings to Missouri on the dangerous step 
it was taking. Rev W. Oesch; wrote from London in January, 1939~ 
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"Plainly our church is at the parting of waysoft 

Despite official disapproval, a small group began publishing 
ttThe Confessional Lutheran" in January, 1940, with Pastor 
H. Burgdorf as editoro 

Warnings came repeatedly from sister synods, the ELS (Evangelical 
Lutheran Synod) and WELS (Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod), all to 
no availo Pastor John Moldstad of the ELS wrote in 1944: 

ttThe future does not look bright. We are few and we have 
the unpopular side of all questions; but God lives and 
rules; and one with ~d is always a majority. So let us 
be faithful and free from worry". 

(A City Set on a Hill, Aaberg, po 154) 

VIGOROUS MISSION PROGRAMME. 

During the late 1930's, 1940's and 1950's, the Missouri Synod 
undertook a massive mission programme under the slogan, "Each one 
win one ft • Instead of keeping in mind that the chief aim of mission 
work is to bring the Word of God, Law and Gospel rightly divided, to 
the sinner 9 in order to bring him to the true Christian faith, 1h! 
false idea arose equating mission work with church membership. Faith
fulness to Scripture as the mark of the faithful pastor now gradually 
faded away. A pastor was now judged by how quickly and by how many 
he could increase the numbers in his congregationso Because of this 
desire to grow in numbers i many pastors lowered the quality of their 
instruction and no longer required those wishing to join their 
congregations to accept everything in DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE which God's 
Word teaches. 

ALTERATION OF POSITION F~GARDING PRAYER FELLOWSHIP. 

At Missouri!s 1944 Convention it further departed from its 
original position on prayer fellowship permitting joint prayer with 
the heterodox at intersynodical conferences. A false distinction was 
made between joint prayer and prayer fellowship. Scripture, however 9 

maintains that th~se are simply different expressions of the same 
fellowship concerning which God's Word demands that there must be full 
agreement in doctrine and practice before it can occur, 1 Cor 1:10; 
Rom 16:17; Matt 7:15. 

A change also took place at this Convention concerning the Boy 
Scouts Movement. Whereas old Missouri had previously consistently 
opposed it because of its religious unionism, -pecause it taught work 
righteousness, rejected Christ as the Saviour, and required false oaths, 
now it took a more lax position and left it up to the individual 
congregation to decide whether membership should be permitted or not. 
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There soon followed a rewriting of Missouri's definition of unioni~m. 
Where previous to this~ certain acts in themselves had been called 
unionistic j now it was not the act itself which constituted ~nionism9 
but whether or not it was done in such a way as to imply denial of truth 
or support of error. This erroneous addition found its way into the 
1945 edition of Fritzis Pastoral Theology. Compare the two definitions 
for yourself: 

1932: "Joining in religious worship, or in religious work 
or in both by such as are not in doctrinal agreement 
is religious unionism." 

1945: ttJoining in religious worship or in religious work 
or in both by such as are not in doctrinal agreement, 
or, in other words, joint work or worship by which the 
truth is either denied or the appearance of a denial9 
or at least of indifferentism, is given, is religious 
unionism." 

The Open Questions prinCiple comes in when the question is asked~ 
Does everyone agree just as to exactly what acts and on which occasions 
these acts constitute a denial of the truth or the appearance of a 
denial or indifferentism? 

STATEMENT OF THE 44 (1945). 

Since 1937 the secret plotters, intent in overthrowing the 
Scripture doctrine of church fellowship, met on two further occasions 
for their closed-door meetings -- 1940 and 1941. These meetings were 
attended by an influential group of men consisting of pastors, professor~ 
and synodical officers9 These errorists claimed that up to 1941 their 
false ideas "were never given wider circulation". 

So in l242 the Missouri Synod experienced a period of convulsion o 

It was shaken by a document entitled "A Statement" which was drawn up 
in Chicago after a group of pastors and professors had met from 
SeEtember 6 to 1i 1945. It was originally signed by 44 prominent men~ 
amongst whom the names Theodore Graebner, Oswald Hoffmann, George Kuechle 
C.J. Friedrich and W.G. Polack were found. The "Statement of the 44u 

(also known as the "Chicago Statement") was circularized throughout 
Synod. 

ItA Statement" claimed that Rom 16:17-18 only applied to errorists 
who could be proven to be unbelievers, and not as a Scriptural directive 
against the sin of unionism. It also favoured altar, pUlpit and prayer 
fellowship with heterodox Lutheran Churches. The signers of this 
statement issued an accompanying pamphlet of supporting essays entitled 
"SEeaking the Truth in Love"o The ALC were quite happy to accept the 
false teachings this statement contained G 
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When the President 9 DrQ Behnken, received a copy of this statement, 
he immediately telephoned and requested them to postpone issuing of the 
Statement 0 The request was declined and the Statement mailed to all 
of Synod's pastorso Thereafter a telegram was sent from the President 
protesting tne public issue of "A Statementt

• 0 Like white ants which 
have been at work secretly and unobserved now came out of the woodwork~ 
liberals who supported the signers of itA Statement" by the hundreds 
rallied behind themo 

The President met with a committee representing the signers on 
two occasions~ December 1945 and February 1946, and on both occasions 
requested the signers to withdraw what they had written. Both 
requests were refused. At the second meeting, it was decided that 
the issues involved be- examined, and,if possible, resolved, by a 
joint committee - 10 men from the signers and 10 to be appointed by 
Behnken to represent the Scriptural position. This joint committee 
became known as the "Ten and Ten" 0 - Amongst the, ten men appointed by 
Behnken were PoF. Bente, Theo Laetsch, W.H. McLaughlanand HoWo Romoser .. 

Three meetings between the committees took place in 1946. The 
signer's position was examined carefully and every effort was made by 
the President's committee to convince them of their errors and get them 
to retract their position. The conservative pastors had the liberal 
theologians on the very verge of retraction. On September 25, 1946 
Theodore Graebner, a member of the signer's committee moved a motion to 
adopt the correct understanding of Rom 16:11 9 18, namely that it 
applies "to any and all who persistently teach contrary to Apostolic 
doctrine and not merely to such as teach subverting errorso" :But 
this was never adopted. When this stage had been reached, Behnken, 
fearing a split in the Missouri Synod, discontinued the meetings of 
the "Ten-Ten" and declared that "A Statement" was withdrawn 'as a 
basis for discussion. 

On December 10. 1946 the President's committee delivered their 
report on their meetings with the signer's representatives. They 
condemned the many errors and stated that unless these false teachers 
were disciplined, the whole unity of Missouri would be disrupted. On 
January 11. 1947, Behnken informed the representatives of the 
President's committee that the signers agreed to withdraw their 
statement as a basis for further discussion. Pastors would be 
selected to draw up a series of special study documents to deal with 
the issues involved. The following was also made clear: 

"Nothing has developed. however,-which is divisive of 
church fellowship." 

This is amaZing, because on July 1. 1947 Behnken claimed that 
the doctrinal errors of the signers "are in t~mselves potentially 
divisive of fellowshiptt. It was also made clear on January 11, 1947 
that the withdrawilof "A Statement" did not mean a RETRACTION of it, 
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nor an apology for the error of its contentso To "withdraw" a statement 
means that the statement is removed from public eye, but that the person 
who subscribes to the statement still retains the views contained therein 
and may promote them privatelyo . Satan certainly won the day in this 
battle and his victory can be seen by the later events in the Missouri 
Synod 9 and especially its heterodox position todayo Error was granted 
official tolerationo Those of the liberals who were once on the verge 
of changing their position were now "§!i" in their erroneous positiono 
The confusion and error spread as the liberals now publicly spread their 
false doctrineso 

Instead of the signers being disciplined p the President even allowed 
some of them to' be elevated to more prominent positionso Through the 
President's action 9 the Missouri Synod adopted an official policy of 
toleration of error 9 in which Truth and error are given equal rightso 

This then paved the way for the acceptance in 1950 of the ·Common 
Confession- with the American Lutheran Church in the Synod's Convention 
at Milwaukeeo This was really a masterpiece of "double talk" and at 
compromising Truth with errore The Common Confession could be accepted 
by both sides, each retaining his own previous views o There were no 
NEGATIVE statements condemning and denounCing the false doctrine which 
was taught in the liberal ALCo An errorist in the ALC could read this 
"Common Confession" and a conservative Lutheran in the Missouri Synod 
could read his Scriptural position in the same words o It was simply 
an agreement to disagree and to tolerate error in doctrine and practiceo 
The spirit of compromise with error was the guiding spirit which lead 
the Missouri Synod to adopt "The Common Confession" -- the same spirit 
which tolerated the errors a.f the signers of "A Statement" and permitted 
those errors to persist and grow~ 

In 1950 the Missouri Synod recognized "The Common Confession" as 
Ita statement of agreement on those doctrines between us and the American 
Lutheran ChurCh". Both the. Wisconsin Synod and the ELS objected 
strongly to this action by Missouri, but to no availo Eventually ~ 
lead to WELS and ELS leaving the Synodical Conference and severing 
fellowship with Missouri in the early 60'so 

Because of Missouri'~ heterodoxy, a small new group was formed 
on September 26, 1951 calling themselves the "Orthodox Lutheran 
Conference". They were led by Dro Po Eo Kretzmann and nine other pastors 
including their congregations, who withdrew from Missouri because of 
its erroro From this group was formed a number of years later the 
Lutheran Churches of the Reformation (LCR) and the Concordia Lutheran 
Conference (CLC). 

Sadly since this time the Missouri Synod (LCMS), although later 
cutting off fellowship with the liberal ALC g has continued its doctrinal 
declineo In 1974 a substantial number of liberals left the LCMS to 
form the AELC, but still unionism is rampant throughout Missouri, 
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little is done to combat gross error and liberals rejecting major 
teachings of the Bible are tolerated with no discipline~ Unless 
in Missouri there is a complete turning back to the Bible doctrine 
of Church Fellowship, unless those who depart from God's Word 
are Scripturally disciplined, unless in all points of doctrine 
Scripture is heeded and obeyed, LCMS will continue its decline~ 
and soon lose any last vestiges of Lutheranism it still retainsG 
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CHAPl'ER VII I .. 

A SAD DAY FOR THE ELSA: 
---~--.---------------

Let us now compare this corruption of the Doctrine of Church 
Fellowship in Missouri with a similar corruption of this Scriptural 
teaching in the old ELSA. 

JANZOW NOT REELECTED AS PRESIDENT .. 

Dro Janzow had been a faithful and orthodox leader of the ELSA 
since 1922, spending 19 years as General.Presidento During this time 
he started to notice the dangerous trend in the ELSA and attempted to 
strengthen the knowledge of the members of the ELSA in two wayso In the 
first place he very thoroughly dealt with the doctrinal differences 
between the two Churches. In the second place, he emphasized the 
Scripture doctrine of church fellowship_ These things can be seen by 
the articles mentioned in Chapter V. However in 1241 he was voted out 
of his position and replaced with Dr. CI. Hoopmann. The ELSA thus lost 
the direct influence of a faithful confessor of God's Word and one who 
was not afraid of speaking out against and disciplining those who 
taught contrary to the Word of· God. Sadly, Dr. Janzow's absence 
permitted those who· supported a yrongteaching on church fellowship 
to increase their following, .only to bring their false views into 
public view when they felt they were strong enough. 

Dr. HooPmann's message, oft repeated, was to show love to the 
members of the UELCA; not to do anything or say anything that might 
offend them, or endanger progress of union negotiations. Sadly this 
"love" was not one which always rejoiced in the truth of God's Word 
and its defence against false doctrine. 

UNION NEGOTIATIONS RECOMMENCE. 

Upon official resolution of both churches, union negotiations 
began again in .1241. 

Of these, the editor of the Austraas.ia.n Theological Review writes 
in 1944: 

"Of the 'official' meetings it may be said that the represent
atives of the two bodies learned to know one another, that a 
friendly spirit prevailed and manifested itself in mutual 
recognition and esteem, and that in some instances at least 
seeming differences were found to be due to a different 
theological terminology. Besides that, little or no progress 
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has been madee When the discussions were resumed a few years 
ago--after a lapse of close to fifteen years, we believe--it was 
agreed by both parties that nothing was to be published except 
by mutual ;consento" 

(~ 1944, p60, emphasis added). 

We can &ee a gr~at danger in the agreement mentioned at the end of 
this quote. This was only to publish matter which was mutually agreed 
to by both parties. The UELCA certainly would not agree to any 
statement which portrayed it in a bad light •. How could the ELSA in its 
totality confess the truth of God's Word, and especially speak out 
fully against the errors of which the UELCA held? The danger was that 
the lay people and pastors of the ELSA were kept ignorant as to the 
results of the discussions taking place. How were they to express their 
happiness or concern with the discussions, if the ELSA committee was 
not allowed to give its regular individual reports of the happenings 
in Intersynodical meetings? Surely the ELSA committee was responsible 
to the whole of its church and therefore should have revealed every
thin~ that took place. One of the complaints of many at the time of 
the union was: "We were kept in the dark. We did not know fully 
what was going on. We were asked to trust the assurances of our 
leaders that everything had been settled". If regular published 
detailed reports of the meetings had been given by the ELSA committee, 
this situation would· have been avoided. The impression is given that 
the committee members wereconc,erned about the reaction ELSA members 
might have had when they saw the contents and results of discussions. 
If a unified God-pleasing settlement was to be reached, everything 
should have been done to keep things out in the open before the eyes 
of all church members. 

For a start union negotiations were slow. Many .discussions were 
held in which the differences between the two churches were outlined 
but little progress was made. The chief differences getween the two 
churches, as outlined in Chapters 3 to 5 revolved around the evil 
OPEN QUES~IONS principle of the UELCA, with their subsequent toleration 
of errorS contrary to Scripture in many doctrines. Sadly the ELSA 
committee did not go back to previous papers outlining its· doctrinal 
position and particularly the errors of the UELCA9 and use these as a 
basis for convincing the UELCA men that their previous position was not 
based upon God's Word, but had their theologians draw up new papers on 
these matters. The danger was that the old differences would be 
forgotten and overlooked in the efforts to bring about union. 

The first matter to be discussed by the Intersynodical committees 
was MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CHURCH FELLOWSHIP. Here the chief question 
asked was: How much agreement is required for the two churches to join 
together with one another? or rephrased: Are two churches able to join 
together or fellowship while there is still disagreement in matters of 
doctrine? The ~ answered: Definitely not!- All forms of church 
fellowship, whether they be united prayer, altar fellowship or pulpit 
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fellowship are forbidden ~til complete agreement in doctrine and practice 
is reached. The UELCA however answered: Yes e On the basis of the evil 
open questions principle, they believed that two churches could coex~ 
together while doctrinal differences remained e We will thoroughly 
examine the Theses of Agreement, the Theses which were drawn up on each 
point, in a future chaptero Here we will show that although each side 
agreed with its contents, it cleverlY allowed each side to retain their 
beliefs on the matters of difference between themo 

One of the chief matters holding up discussions was that the ELSA 
committee refused to begin the discussions with joint prayer~ Each 
group would separately have their private prayer to begin, and then join 
together for their discussions. This attitude of the ELSA was that 
outlined by Dr. O. Nich~liein: . 

'~e believe that public fellowship in prayer is expressive 
of unity of faith. That is why we uphold the principle 
that FIRST UNITY OF FAITH MUST BE ESTABLISHED BEFORE THERE 
CAN BE UNITED PRAYER •••• OUr attitude is: First let us 
agree as to the truth that we are going to proclaim. and 
when we have reached agreement we will make that manifest 
by fellowship in prayer.~ 

(A.L. 1930 po81) 

The ELSA here was taking its stand on the unbreakable rule of 
Scripture as taught by John 8:31-32; Rom 16:17; Matt 7:15; Titus 3: 
10,11; Amos 3:3 and was abiding by the position of the orthodox Lutheran 
Church. 

The UELCA maintained that Lutherans could join together in prayer 
and worship without first settling matters of doctrine. Their committee 
therefore pleaded with their counterparts: "Can't you see your way 
clear at least to open our meetings with a prayer? Surely we could 
do this since we recognize one another as Christians.~ The claim was 
even made: "Fruitful negotiations cannot be expected while joint 
prayer is refused.'" (CTM. 1950 p778). 

Sadly the ELCA (as it was then known) in 1948 compromised their 
position and the UELCA won the day. We now answer the question: 
HOW DID THIS HAPPEN? 

HAMANN SNR.'S NEW POSITION ON CHURCH FELLOWSHIP~ 

Dr. Hamann Snr. had come to the ELSA in 1926, and apparently 
already then held his private views on church fellowship contrary to the 
official teaching vf his church body. Up until the early 1940's he was 
able privately to gain supporters, not only through introducing his 
views to others, but also through the respect he obtained through his 
otherwise great learning. However in the early 1940's he started to 
come out publiciy with his 'false ideas. 
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As well as other brief references to matters·connected with 
Church Fel''lowship, two articles' appeared in the Australasian 
Theological' Re~iew, the pastors magazine of the old ELSA9 in which 
Hamann brought forth his new views on church fellowshipo These 
articles were entitled~= 

'~T CONSTITUTES UNIONISM"(ATR,'1940, July - September, 
ppo70-83) 

l~ROMANS 16; 17 218" (ATR, 19419 Oct = Dec,,!!.pp108~1i4) 

Frcm the comment of the writer, "this article embodies 
convictions long held by the writer", (ATR 1940p70), we may 
presl~e that Hamann Snro had held these views for many years 9 even 
from his arri val.many years before. in Australia ... 

We read of Hamann Snr: 

t'When the controversia.l 'Statement of the Forty~four in 
Chicago appeared in 1945, Henry Hauiann Spros.found no 
great diffigulty in accepting the pointslistedo" 

(When the Murray 'meets the Mississippi, p. 235) 

In fact if Hamann had been in America still, he would have been 
one of the signers of this notorious document" The views brought 
forth in the above articles are the same as those put forth, contrary 
to the official position of the Missouri Synod, by the 440 

In summary, these articles proposed the following errors:-

10 Not all joint prayer with Christians belonging to 
heterodox churches can be regarded as unionism, and 
therefore sinful and contrary to the Scripture passages 
fo~bidding such fellowship with the fieterodoxe Thus 
Christians of different Churches are privately permitted 
to pray with one another in certain situations" 

2. Rom 16:17-18 (Now I beseech you, brethreng mark them ~hich 
cause divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine 
which ye have learned; and avoid them. For they that 
are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own 
belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the 
hearts of the simple) can only be applied to false tea.chers 
who can be proven to be UNBELiEVERS, and cannot be applied 
directly to those who, though still Christians, in one 
point or the other stubbornly hold to teachings contrary 
to the Word of God. 

He claimed, amongst other things: Rfn the eyes of the apostle 
these errorists were not weak. erring Christians. but enemies of Christ 
and of Christians; they were heretics in the true sense of the term; 
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they were to him extra ecclesiamo " (Extra ecclesiam means 'outside the 
church', i.e. 'non-Christian'). 

These two essays must have caused quite a deal of discussion within 
the ELSA because they proposed false teachings clearly contrary to its 
official position. 

WHAT WAS THE TEACHING OF THE ELSA ON THESE MATTERS? 

Let us bring a number of quotes from the old ELSA to show the 
orthodox Lutheran stand it had taken on these matters. 

10 PRAYER FELLOWSHIP. 

Dr. O. Nichterlein, the Editor of the Australian Lutheran, defended 
the ELSA's position as follows (as before quoted): 

WWe believe that public fellowship in prayer is expressive of 
unity of faith. That is why we uphold the principle that 
FIRST UNITY OF FAITH MUST BE ESTABLISHED BEFORE THERE CAN BE 
UNITED PRAYER <>.... Our attitude is: FIRST LET US AGREE AS 
TO THE TRUTH THAT WE ARE GOING TO PROCLAIM, AND WHEN WE HAVE 
REACHED AGREEMENT WE WILL MAKE THAT MANIFEST BY FELLOWSHIP IN 
PRAYER." (AoL. 1930 p81). 

The orthodox Lutheran theologian of the QLD DISTRICT of the ELSA, 
Dr. E. DARSOW wrote in 1926: 

"The Queensland District of the UELCA through its officials refuses 
to have ~y doctrinal discussion with us, unless we unite with them in 
prayer at all such meetings. Repeatedly we have pointed out to them 
that according to God's Word church bodies or representatives of 
different church bodies can only then unite in prayer when they are one 
in faith and doctrineo As we are not one with them in faith and doctrine 
we cannot conscientiously pray together. Unity in faith and doctrine 
must precede united prayer. The District Synod of the UELCA persist
ently refuses to acknowledge this position of ours j which is but 
Scriptural." (Synodical Report of Qld District of ELSA p 1926 9 p11)o 

The Australian Lutheran of April 27. 1924 reprinted a very 
instructive article written by the late Theo. Lutze entitled, t'MARK 
THEM 00 o AND AVOID THEMe" (Romans 16g17)o Amongst other thingsj he writes: 

nAnd 'avoid them i does not mean that we are to avoid all 
intercourse, for example. civil and commercial intercourse, 
with those who teach falsely. But spiritual intercourse, 
fellowship, joining them in worship and prayer we must care
fully and diligently avoid, no matter how difficult it may be, 
no matter how uncharitable it may seem, no matter what abuse 
and censure we may incur. Rather obedience to the Lord and 
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the enjoyment of His gracious favour than the open-armed, 
God-displeasing welcome of men who refuse to abide by the 
truth of Scriptures" 

This same position was outlined in an Essay to 1923 Convention of 
the ELSA (QId District) by Dro Emil Darsow entitled "UNITED PRAYER"o 
Here he wrote: 

"Now you have perhaps hea.rd members of the other Synod sa.y~ 
As we pray with a heathen and with anyone j how is it that 
your pastors could not pray with our pastors at the pastoral 
Conference held at Toowoomba'? 000 

"It is true j we 9 the pastors of tha.t other church body and 
our pastors had conferences together for discussing the 
doctrin6~ and it 1st-rue that we declined to pray with them 9 

with the pastors of the other church bodyo How could we 
do this? S,hould not Christians pray together? "00 

"Because we shall pray for that which God has taught in 
His Word p ther~fore we canno'!; pray with such who deny wha.t 
God has said in His Word. For the same reason we cannot 
pray with other church-bodies which profess erroneous 
doctrines, for they contradict the Word of God in this or 
that respeQt eoo 

"It is clear that communion of prayer is communion of worship 
and religion, and is admissable only where all other exercises 
of religion, and acts of worship might be performed in common. 
Communion of prayer with those who adhere to and profess 
erroneous doctrine in this and that respect is taking away with 
one hand what is offered with the other, namely, the hallowing 
of God's .nameo If we would have prayed with them, as they asked 
us to do, then ·we would have acknowledged that we are united in 
one faithj in one doctrine, in one confessiono That we could 
not d0 9 because it was not the truth~" 

(1923 Convention Proceedlngs~ ELSA Qld District, pp}5,36). 

110 ROMANS 16: 17-180 

Dr. Theo. Lutze wrote in the sa.me article quoted previou~lya 

"There really should be no need to mention that in 'mark them' we 
are not asked to pass judgement upon persons. Neither are we 
asked to judge the personal faith of those who differ from uS o 

Nevertheless, note it carefully, dear reader, we oannot read 
the heart; God alone can do that. 'Mark themt asks us to 
ascertain and note those who teach contrary to Holy Writ and to 
judge the dootrines they hold and teacho 'Beloved, believe not 
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every spirit, but try the spirits', - that is, test, examine 
their teachings in the light of Scripture - 'whether they are 
of God'. (1 John 4:1). If the doctrines the teach are in 
conflict with the Word of God the that tea~h hem are to be 
avoidedo" 

The former application of this passage was very clearly stated by 
Dro Theodore Nickel in his fine essay on Church Fellowship delivered 
at the Special Convention held at Eudunda ll S.A., September 14 ~ 19. 1902 
(This fine essay has been translated by Pastor Kleinig and is available 
through the ELCR)o There he declared the followingl 

"Should now a congregation desire to join a Synod, then the 
question which comes into consideration is this one, and this 
one only~ Is the Synod orthodox or not? If it is not, then 
the congregation must not enter into any kind of church
fellowship with that Synod. And furthermore: Should it become 
clear to a Christian that the congregation or the Synod to 
which he has hitherto belonged is not orthodox~ that is, 
teaches otherwise than God's Word teaches, he must not, if he 
values his soul's salvation, remain a member there~ And the 
same applies to every congregation over against a heterodox 
Synod. For what does the Lord say? He admonishes us in 
Romo 16:17: "But I beseech you, brethren, mark them which 
cause divisions and offences contra to (Luther'S translation: 
alongside the doctrine which 1e have learned. and avoid them!" 
It must be carefully noted here that the Apostle does not say: 
Avoid them which bring a new doctrine; oh no! they claim to 
have the same doctrine as we have; but alongside that doctrine 
they bring their own teachings, and thereby cause division& 
And from such we must turn away." 

Finally, Dr. W. Janzow writes: 

"In Romans 16:17 we read God's direction: 'Now I beseech you, 
brethren, mark them which cause divisions and offences contrary 
to the doctrine which ye have learned and avoid them!' This 
requires separation f spiritual separation from everY persistent 
errorist within the churcho It expressly forbids the fellowship 
in faith with such." (AoLo 1932 p194-196)o 

In summary, the official position of the ELSA, as also that of 
old Missouri on these matters was: 

10 The passages of the Bible forbidding Church fellowship 
with the heterodox forbid all spiritual fellowship whether 
of prayer, worship or attendance at the same altaro Also 
joint prayer of church representatives or individuals is 
included here. 

110 Rom 16:17,18, (which is really the most definite passage 
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of the Bible dealing with Church Fellowship), forbids all 
chu~ch fellowship with false teachers, whether they-can be 
proven to be Christians or not. 

This position 1s backed up by the same taken by past th~ologians of 
the Missouri Synod, Walther, Sihler. Stoeckhardt, Laetsch, S~elder and 
Fritz (1932). 

So Dr~ Hamann was, through his essays, proposing somethi9g entirely 
new to the orthodox Lutheran Church in Australiao 

Between the years 1941 - 1948 Dr. Hamann both publicly and 
privately gained supporters for his views which in essence were the 
same as those of "the Statement of the 44". When this American state
ment arrived in 1945, it was readily accepted in Australia, and fueled 
the fire of false teaching which spread throughout the church.. Dr. 
Hamann (Snr) and others wrote further essays on their new position, 
which gradually took a hold on the ELCA. It was only a matter of time 
before this matter came ~pat a pastoral conference of the ELCAo Since 
it involved the burning question of joint prayer at Intersynodical 
Conferences~ the supporters of the ttNew Interpretation" decided it was 
time to have their positio~ officially adopted. 

GENERAL PASTORAL CONFERENCE, JINDERA, NoS.W. 1948. 

Sadly, these few qays marked'a great turning point of the old 
ELCA from orthodoxy to the toleration and adoption of error, for it 
was here that the change took place in the doctrine of church 
fellowship. 

Dr. Cl. Hoopmann spe~s of this with the words: 

"One matter which had caused considerable friction and heart
ache at intersynodical meetings was the fact that we did not 
begin our meetings with joint prayer.. This was not due ,to 
personal animosity on the part of any member of our cowmittee 
but to the fear that we would be anticipating union and could 
be acting contrary to ,Romans 16:11~18Q We therefore decided 
to give special consideration to this matter at a General 
Pastoral Conferenceo This conference was held at Jindera in 
New South Wales. As a result of this conference we were able 
to reach an agreement with the UELCA intersynbdical committee 
on 'Joint Prayer and Worship', and were able to begin our 
meetings with pray~~~ This was another step forward." 

(Luther League Monitor, Dec 1965, p 14) 

We allow Pastor F.H. Schmidt (former President of the Qld District 
of the UELCA, and later LCA) to describe this sad event. Note: this 
man was not from the ELCA but from UELCA background and therefore has 
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nothing to hide "about thts black day for theELeA. He writesl 

"The ELCA had always held and taught that Joint ""Prayer was possible 
only when there was comp1e~e agreement in doctrine; that even 
to open an intersynodica1 meeting with prayer was not pe~iss~ 
able for it would be unionismo The UELCA could not understand 
andLijid not share this view and had ever and again asked for a 
relaxation of this attitudeo While respecting the ELCA's 
conscientious objection, this nevertheless was seen as an offencet 
perhaRs especially to the 1aymembers of the Church. The change 
came following on the Pastoral Conference of the ELeA held at 
Jind~ra, N.SoW. (May 1948) on the basis of papers read: by. 
Dr. Hamann on 'Prayer Fellowship', Dro A. McKenzie on'Romans 163 
11-18, An Examination' and by Dr. J. Darsow 'A Doctrinal Treatise 
on Romans 16:11-18.' In the Theses on Joint Prayer and Worsh~p 
careful provision is made to guard against unionism but it is 
acknowledged 'that on thebas"is of Scripture and of the 
Confessions joint prayer cannot under all circumstances be 
identified with unionistic prayer or church fe11owship~'" 

(A Monograph ••• p5) 

The author comments regarding this change: 

"Conversely, one~ca.rr understand that those who o"D"l)osed and still 
oppose Lutheran Union contend and deplore that the Jindera 
Pastoral Conference of 1 8 marked the be innin of the ELCA 

,departing from its traditional position." Monograph,p6 

To this remark we reply:" Thank you. Sir; at least you realize 
how the ELCA contributed to the formation of the LeA - b.1 compromising 
its confesSional position tor the sake of union. What a pity a few 
more in the former ELeA did not show spiritual insight, take a stand 
on God's Word and show backb"one by remaining separate from ".this union
istic merger. 

Of the events of that notorious Pastoral Conference we relate the 
following. On Frida Ma. 2t" 1 8, Drs. Mackenzie, Darsow and Hamann 
presented their papers previously" mentioned) in that order. Most of 
the d~ was spent discussing them. The first two papers urged the 
adoption of the new interpretation on Romans 16:17-18 (that this passage 
only apply to unbelievers). Dr. Hamann's paper urged the Conference to 
permit thtirintersynodica1 committee to begin their deliberations with 
joint prayer. The following day a committee was appointed to make 
recommendations to the Conference on Prayer Fellowship. 

On the Monday, Pastor E. Appelt read a brief paper on Rom 16:11,18 
in which he claimed that this passage did not deal with matters of 
doctrine at all. but Christian life (laughable, if it was not so serious! 
GLW). He made the following godless remark: 
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union with 

Finally th~ resolution was passed: 

"30 that.on the basis of Scripture and of the Confessions 
we acknowledge that ,joint prayer cannot under all 
circumstances be identified with unionistic prayer or 
church fellowship 0.0. 

"5. that the question whether joint prayer may be offered 
at a joint Intersynodical Conference should be decided 
by our representatives in accordance with the particular 
circumstances, under which that conference is held o If 
the marks of unionism are present, there should be no 
joint prayer; where these are absent. however. such a 
prayer may be offered. 

"7. This recommendation was adopted in this amended form-

We express the hope that it would be possible in accord
ance with Matt 18:19-20 and the above-mentioned principles 
to establish a better relation and understanding between 
the negotiating committees if the Inter-Synodical 
discussions could be opened with prayer for divine 
guidance." 

It appears that one of the chief causes of this alteration in 
the position on Rom 16:11-18 was the lack of deep knowledge of the 
Greek language. If the pastors of the ELCA really knew their Greek 
thoroughly, would they have been "hoodwinked" into accepting the 
"new" interpretation of this passage? We answer: Definitely not! 

The only one report~d to have raised any objection to this 
whole sordid affair was poor old Dr. Janzow, of whom it is stated: 

"Dr. Janzow was given an opportunity to state his views. ~ 
warned against what might be termed as unwarranted retreat from 
our previous stand." 

This dear gentleman, whQ.for years had stood firm on the 
doctrines of the orthodox Lutheran Church, could see the way things 
were heading. Sad to say, as one pastor who was present at the 
Conference wrote to Pastor Kleinig, "The unionists won the da.yo It 

The beginning of the joint meetings with joint prayer had the 
desired effect of quickening the pace. A number of Theses were 
very quickly adopted. As Dr. Stolz, President of the UELCA related: 
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"Wi th this point of differe'nce overcome even the most 
pessimistic among the committee members became hopeful 
of the goal of Lutheran unity eventually being reached o " 

We will deal with the Theses of Agreement in Chapter X. but 
first, since it played such an important role in the downfall of the 
ELCA, we will deal with this vital passage, Romans 16:17-180 
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CHAPl'ER IX. 

THESCRIPl'URAL POSITION ON ROMANS 16:17-18. 

Romans 1':17-"8 has been described- as the seat of the Doctrine of 
Chureh FellowshiE* There are many passages of the Bible that deal with 
this same subject, but few as forcefully and as vividly as this one~ 
But Satan too has realized this, and in order to corrupt the doctrine 
of Church Fellowship, over the last 60 years he has worked with might 
and main to corrupt the Scriptural understanding of this passage. The 
devil realizes that if the doctrine of church fellowship falls, the 
floodgates will be opened tQ- error, which will soon spread and place 
many souls in great danger. So has come the "newtt interpretation of 
Rom 16:17,18, only of relatively recent origin. 

Much has not only been written by liberal Lutherans, but also by 
sound confessional Lutherans on this subject. Among th~ sound materiaL 
we may include the following: 

-- A Grammatical stu~y of Rom 16:17 by Dr. R.G. Hoerber 
-- Not~ on Romans 16:11818 ~y Pastor H.W. Romoser 

Both of these are deep exegetical papers, in many ways above 
the heads of the average lay person. It would defeat the purpose of 
this book to give such a deep exegetical analysis of this passage, with 
many Greek words and meanings, as well as many theological terms. It 
is our ~ to present a simple explanation of the Scriptural exposition 
of this passage which in language readable to the lay-person reveals 
how the "new" interpretation is ungrammatical and therefore unbiblical. 

Pastor Kleinig writes: 

"In previous years, up to about 1940 .. this text was, in orthodox 
Lutheran circles, applied to all who kept on causing divisions 
and offences contrary to the doctrine of the Scriptures and who 
refused to be corrected. It made no difference who these people 
were, whether Lutherans or others. Nor did it matter whether 
the teaching they erred in was fundamental or non-fundamental, as 
long as it was a clear teaching of the Bible. And according to 
the grammatical construction of the Greek text, this application 
is correct. The unalterable rule reads: Theology must conform 
to the rules of grammar~ 

"In more recent years, however, due to the terrific spread of 
unionism in the visible church, things changed. In 1945 a 
Statement was issued by a group of professors and other prom
inent men in the Missouri Synod claiming that the text Romans 16: 
17,18 applied only to non-Christian false teachers, that is, only 
to such as erred in the great fundamentardoctrines of the Bible, 
and hence of the true Christian faith. This statement became 
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known as the 'Statement of the 44' ••• " 
(Answers to Questions on Church fellowship, F.G. KI~LP1g, p6) 

This incidentally was also the "new" interpretation adopted, by 
Hamann Snr. and his followersandunofficially adopted by the ~LCA pastoral 
conference in~o(cfo Aspects of the Problem of Church Fellowship, 

. GPC, Adelaide, 196~)o 
Since the Lord Himself says, "Thy Word is a lamp unto my feet and a 

light unto my path" (Ps 119: 105), it does not require a deep knowledge 
of theology or the Greek language to grasp the meaning of Paults words 
given by inspirationo In fact Dr. Pieper writes: "The entire Christian 
doctrine is revealed and set forth in Scripture passages so clear that 
the learned and unlearned alike can understand them; they do not stand 
in need of 'exegesis' fc1r explanation" (Christian Dogmatics, I p~59)o 
All that it needs to understand this passage is a simple study of the 
words in the english translation and their meaning will soon become 
clear. Sadly, it is when false teachers, claiming to be Scripture 
expositors, put their own meaning into clear passages of God's Word, 
tha~ they soon befuddle the minds of simple lay folko The Greek 
decisively condemns these false 1deas and therefore it is important for 
us to be clear on what the original Greek says, in order that we may not 
be beclouded by the deceitful ideas of false teacherso 

Let us therefore look at the meaning of these words in the original 
Greek, and see how the "new" interpretation is exposed for what 
it is - a aevilish corruption of the Word of Godo Romans 16:17-18 reads 

"NOW I BESEECH YOU! BRETHREN, MARK THEM WHICH CAUSE DIVISIONS AND 
OFFENCES CONTRARY TO THE DOCTRINE WHICH YE HAVE LEARNED; AND 
AVOID THEM .. 

"FOR THEY THAT ARE SUCH SERVE NOT OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST. BUT THEIR 
OWN BELLY; AND BY GOOD WORDS AND FAIR SPEECHES DECEIVE THE 
HEARTS OF THE SIMPLE .. " 

We will take this text word by word and explain its meaning; and 
then expose the false "new" interpretation of this passage. 

NOW I BESEECH YOU, BRETHREN: Gk: "I beg of you, entreat you" -
an appeal to the Christians at Rome, from the Gospel out bf love to the 
Saviour to follow a command. 
~: Gk: "to be on the lookout for, to be on guard for". The 

Lord places the duty of being on guard against false doctrine upon every 
individual lay person of the congregation. 

THE ONES CAUSING - The Lord here is describing a general class of 
people i.e. the ones (whoever they ~ be) who are teaching false doct
rine. The word CAUSE is in the durative; The Lord says to mark and avoid 
those who keep on (despite admonition) teaching false doctrine. 

DIVISIONS - Gk: tta standing apart, division" from verb "to cut 
apart". It refers to the divisions which occur when a false teacher 
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teaches contrary to the Word of God. All such divisions occur, also 
within visible Christendom, not because faithful Christians cling to 
God's pure Word, but because there are those who refuse to teach in 
accordance with Scripture. 

AND OFFENCES - GK: from verb "to cast a stumbling block in front 
of someone, to cause~hem to be snared". It refers to anything we may 
say or do whereby we cause another either to fall from the faith, to 
be led aw~from the Word of God or to have his f~ith endangeredc All 
false teachingj whether it be great or small, is a danger to faith. 
and may cause us to stumble on the pathway to eternal life (Gal 5:9)0 
Those who teach such false doctrine, whether they be Christians or 
not, are endangering the faith of otherso All false teaching therefore 
should be abhorent to the Christian and should be avoided for the sake 
of his soul~s salvation. 

COl'l""TRARY TO: The english word gives the impression that such 
false doctrine is completely opposite to the doctrine of Scripture~ 
diametrically opposed to. 

diametrically 
opposed to 

alongside (para) 

The Greek word is para which means "beside 9 alongside ofno 
In many points such false teachers may be teaching in accordance with 
God's Word. ~ut in one point or more they have departed from Scriptureo 
'l'heir teaching ia not,exacUy the same as Scripture, but alongside of 
llo -

THE DOCTRINE WHICH YE HAVE LEARNED: This refers to the DOCTRINE 
(teaching) which had been plac~dbefore them by the Apostles and other 
true, teachers of God's., Word. I.t was the teachings of the Scriptures 
that they were to cling to in all points. 

AND AVOID THEM: Finally this powerful command of Godoveragainst 
those who propagate false doctrineo 

Pastor Kleinig explains; 

"Since the 'eye-gat€lY is a good iheart-gate'9 to make the matter 
quite clear we shall draw the following little dia arns: The 
GreeK sentence °Ekklinete a.p' autoon 1 (avoid them, GLW means not 
only thIs: r.d" that is: Lean mit and away from them, namely 
protest ~ld speak against their unscriptural ideas and 
practices, et at the same time remain one of them (Compare 
1 Timothy 5,22; Ephesians 5,7;' Reyelations 18,4; on ,the 
cont:r:ar;v~ this is what it means·O~that is, Completely 
separa~ yourselves from them " 6 and .'have 'nothing more to 

,do with them, because you know such a man is set 'in 'his, wrong 
way and is a sinner who condemns himself'. (Titus ;,10011;'Beck's 
',rranslation)." 

(Answers to Questions on Church Fellowship, Pastor F.G. Kleinig) 
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Paul has made it qui.:te clear in the context that he is dealing with 
spiritual, churchly matters and not with earthly, day to day association 
with oth~r people. Therefore he here forbids all forms of church 
fellowship (altar, pulpit, prayer etc) w~th those ~elongin~ to false 
teaching churches, not everyday worldly intercourse.whi~h~ust take place 
because we exist in this world. 

Now we t~n to .VERSE'18. 
!Q!: This j.s Qnly a simple word in the Greek but has been greatly 

misunderstood. 'The word !Q!t (gar) "adduces the cause or gives the 
reason of a preceding statement or .opinion~.ooe3. To sentences in which 
something is commanded or forbidden gar annexes the reason why the thing 
must either be done or avoided". (Thayer) 

. . 

So vo18 does not fUrther describe those errorists of v.17 that 
must be avoided, but simply gives God's reason for the co~d previously 
given. 

Let us now hear the reason the Lord wants us to· avoid all false 
teachers: 

FOR THEY THAT ARE SUCH SERVE NOT OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST: The word 
SERVE means "to serve or be subject to, to obeYott One who is a slave 
serves his master unquestionably. The Lord here describes such false 
teachers in so far as such ones cause divisions and offences (verse 17). 
If He was making a judgement upon their Christianity, and said to us 
"AVOID ••• THOSE WHO ARE UNBELIEVERS", who would be able to follow this 
command because none of us can see into the other's heart to see whether 
he isa.true Christian or not? No, the Lord is not asking us to 
determine whether faith ispreserlt; but is simply pronouncing His 
judgement upon the false teachers mentioned in v.17. 

And about these He says: THEY SERVE NOT THE LORD JESUS CHRIST. 
In so far as they proclaim false doctrine, since such false teaching 
comes from Satan, they are serving him and not the Lord. Such a one 
may remain a true Christian, but according to his old adam he is also 
serving the devil. Even Paul, the greatest of the Apostles admitted that 
he had within himself a divided allegiance, serving (same word as in v.1B 
Christ according to his spiritual nature and sin according to his carnal 
nature (Rom 7:25). Therefore such, though they may be true believers 
(it is not for the Christian to judge), are still serving sin and Satan 
by propogating doctrines contrary to the Word of God. Only in so far as 
the)- by their faith subverting confess10l'l or sinful way of-life· reveal 
themselves to be non-Christian can we treat them as such. 

BUT THEIR OWN BELLY: Some have said: "There you-are, such ones 
do not serve God but their own belly, i.e. they are in it simply for the 
money. Therefore they must be unbelievers". 

But in the New Testament the word BELLY is used only three times 
where the context does not specify something physical, John 7:38, Phil 
3:19 and the p~~ ~assage. In both of these other passages the term 
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in a metaphorical sense refers to the innermost thought and emotional 
lif!, ones coarse and base desires. So such false teachers are serving 
their own sinful corrupt human reason, placing their own wicked earthly 
opinions above the Word of God. 

If we were only to avoid the most coarse and gross false teachers 
(those who are in it for the money), fellowship could even be had with 
the likes of Arius (the raIse teacher in the early church Who denied 
Christ was true God), because noone can doubt that he sincerely believed 
he was acting as God's servant and certainly did not propagate his false 
views just for the sake of filling his own stomach. 

AND BY GOOD WORDS AND FAIR SPEECHES DECEIVE THE HEARTS OF THE 
SIMPLE: What an apt description this is of the false teacher, 
outwardly claiming that he is coming in the name of Christ, but by his 
deceptive words leading others astray from God's Word. 

Surely, even to the eye of a child in the faith this text can be 
seen to condemn and demand separation from all false teachers, whether 
they be Christian or not, whether they have faith in their hearts or 
not. 

But Satan, since he knows how important this passage is to the 
doctrine of Church Fellowship, has done his utmost to twist and distort 
it so as to agree with the thoughts of human reason. Since sinful 
human nature loves to compromise God's Word to give equal time to 
error, it is also willing to corrupt those passages which decidedly 
forbid fellowship with false teachers. So also with Rom 16:17.18. 

The claim has been made, begun by those who took the position of 
the '44' in America, and supported by the views in Australia of Hamann 
(Snr) and the notorious papers presented at the Jindera Pastoral 
Conference in 1948: The command of Rom 16:17-18 can only be applied to 
false teachers that can be proven to be unbelievers. We therefore cannot 
apply it to those dear Christians in the UELCA. In order to back up 
their claims, they have gone to the Greek of this passage and ignoring 
the rules of Greek grammar made a number of false claims. 

Before we look at these distortions of Scripture, it is important 
that we remember a vital rule of Scripture exposition. THEOLOGY MUST 
CONFORM TO THE RULES OF GRAMMAR. In order properly to expound the 
message of God to us in His Word, it is vital that we follow the rules 
of the Greek language in which the New Testament was originally written. 
Luther said: Whoever blunders in his Greek grammar. must also 
of necessity blunder in his theologY_ 

The reason why the following erroneous claims have been made is 
because of serious blunders in Greek grammar. 

~ It is claimed that the definite articles in verse 17, (Tous, 
Tas, and Ta) infer that these errorists were "well known" to Paul and 
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the congregation 'the well-known divisions and~ffences'o It is then 
presumed that Paul was referring to some well-known unbelieving false 
teachers (antagonistic Jews p Gnostics) & Therefore/ It""" i'S' 'claimed, since 
Paul was speaking about unbelieving false teachers, we biuet apply it to 
such today. . 

To this we reply: 
(a) According to Greek grammar, "The context alone can give the 

added connotation of the 'well-known'" (Hoerber~ A Grammatical Study of 
Romans 16:17, p25). There is no evidence in the immediate or remote 
context that the article should be taken as such 0 Therefore it is adding 
to Scripture to make this claim. 

(b) The definite articles (the divisions and the offences) simply 
place the divisions and offences into a groupo It is the false teachers 
who cause these such divisions and offences that are to be avoided. 
Nowhere does Paul say that it was one specific well-known group of false 
teachers, set apart from other false teachers, the first ~lse teachers 
to be avoided, but of all others we may remain in fellowship~ 

(c) All Scripture explanation based on presumption and guesswork 
is false and to be condemned. To presume that Paul was referring to a 
particular group of false teachers is taking liberties where Scripture 
does not speak. This is putting your own meaning into Scripture; not 
expounding the meaning of Scripture itself. 

~ It is also claimed that verse 18 gives a fUrther description of 
the false teachers to be avoided, a description which we must now use to 
determine who God wants us to "markee •• and avoid"~ Since these people 
"serve not the Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly" (it is presumed 
this means such are unbelievers), the conclusion is drawn that we ~ 
only to mark and avoid false teachers who are unbelievers. 

We reply: To make such a preposterous claim completely ignores the 
grammar of verse 18, especially the little word FOR (gar) at the beginn
ing of the verse. This word (FOR) gives the reason for the command given 
in the previous verse. It tells us why we are to mark and avoid false 
teachers. It does not give to us a further description of the false 
teachers whereby ~ are to determine whether they are Christian or not 
and should be avoided or not. 

To illustrate: A farmer is speaking to his son. He gives a 
command, and then gives the reason. 

vo 17: 
Vo 18: 

Command: Please son, Go and chip the weeds out of the crop, 
Reason: because they are causing great damage to the plants. 

The father tells his son to do something, and then gives his reason 
for the command. 
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Is the son to say: "Yes, I am to chip out the weeds, but only the 
ones that are causing great damage to the plants; . the others I may 
leave"? Definitely not! V 9 18 does not give the son a further descrip
tion of the weeds to be chipped out, but only the father's reason for 
the command9 The son is to chip the weeds out, all the weeds; he is 
not to ask: . t'W~~l1.. this weed cause great damage; will this one not?" 

So the Lord simply gives to us a command in Romans 16:17, "Mark o .. o 

and avoid" false teachers. This is quite simple to do, for the Lord 
determines what we are to look for with the words ttthe ones causing 
divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine "Ie have learned"o We 
are to examine their teaching, and if they stubbornly cling to teachings 
contrary to God's Word, they are to be avoidedo It is left to God 
in the final analysis in verse 18 to make His judgement upon such ones 
whether they have the Christian faith in the hearto This is of great 
interest to us for it gives the reason for the previous commands, but 
does not enlighten us further as to the criterion we are to use to 
judge those to be marked and avoidedo 

So the anti scriptural claim that the command of verse 11 applies 
only to those who are described by vo:8 (unbelievers), ignores the rules 
of Greek grammar and involves a dangerous blunder in expounding of 
Scripture. Such who deliberately twist the Word of God are in danger 
of the condemnation of the Lord (Rev 22:18-19). 

h Finally, it is claimed: the words "to serve not the Lord 
Jesus Christ, but their own belly" surely could only apply to unbelie
vers. Surely Christians in other false teaching churches could not be 
said to Itserve not the Lord Jesus Christ", nor be termed "belly 
worshippers", 

We reply: 
(a) In the first plac~, ~do not make this 'ud ment over 

against false teachers in other churches whether they be Christians 
or not); God does. Surely He is viser than us and is able to make any 
such judgement, since He alone ~~ows whether faith exists in the hearto 

(b) As already statp.d~the word SERVE means "to Gerve or be 
subject to, to obey". The word .is used elsewhere in Scripture as 3. noun 
to describe a slave, who se~,es his master unguestionably. Can false 
teachers, who propagate false doctrines be said to be giving slavelike 
obedience to Christ? Is God highly pleased 1vi th their flouting of His 
Word? Definitely not! In so far as they teach false doctrine they are 
serving the. deviL :But that such false teachers may be still true 
Christians in their hearts? though misled by false doctrine, is made 
clear by the Apostle Paul (Ro:n 7:25), when he describes himself as 
having a divided allegiance, serving (same word as in Rom 16;18) Christ 
according to his spiritual nature and sin according tc hi..s ~.arnal 
nature. In ~mch false teachers, their old adam misleads them into 
teaching contrary to God's Word. 
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(c) The word BELLY is an interesting one in the Greek. Itsprim~ 
usages are as 1. "stomach" and 2. "womb". The third usage is "ones inner 
feelings", "ones inner carnal desires"; which,certainlyJ"Jl.ts the text 
and the context. This is the same meaning as·use~ iiri1t John. 1:38 arid Phil 
3:19. Therefore to claim that such false teachers "are self-servers and 
perhaps, glu~tonous" (as claimed by the '44') or are in the ministry 
to fill their bellies (for the money) is not textual. In so far as fals~ 
teachers proclaim false doctrine, they are not serving the Lord Jesus, 
or the new man implanted by the Holy Ghost, but their sinful carnal 
desires, their old adam and their corrupt human reason. 

(d) To claim that verse 18 can only refer to gross unbelievers and 
that we are then to avoid only such false teachers who are unbelievers, 
places Christians into a difficult predicament. Since only the Lord can 
determine who are unbelievers, since one man can not look into anothers 
heart, how can God expect a human being to determine who are unbelievers 
in their hearts and to be avoided; and who are Christians? This would 
be impossible. Since the Lord. Himself has said that man cannot judge 
anothers Christianity unless outwardly he shows himself to be an unbelieYe: 
surely He is not so foolish as to demand such judgement for any of His 
commands to be obeyed! 

Thus the ELCR has included in the doctrinal paragraphs of its 
constitution the following statement: 

"The command contained in v.17, namely 'Skopein •••• kai ekklinete 
ap autoon' (in the sense of 'watch out for •••• and have no church 
brotherly fellowship with them', i.e. altar, pulpit, and prayer
fellowship, or any other form of communio and co-operatio in 
sacris, e.g. joint missions, Christian education, student welfare 
and joint services) applies immediately and with full force to any 
and all teachers and their supporters (Lutherans and others alike) 
who, despite repeated admonition (Titus 3:10), keep on teaching 
and/or practising contrary to any doctrine of Holy Scripture, 
irrespective of whether or not they still cling to and confess 
all the fundamental articles of the historic Christian Faith and, 
in addition, also lead, as far as men can judge, a holy life." 

Finally we conclude with the excellent words of Pastor Romoser: 

"God has spoken in these verses and He has spoken clearly. He is 
in earnest in His Word. 1 Peter 4:11, 'If any man speak, let him 
speak as the oracles of God.' Jer 23:28 ff: 'He that hath My Word 
let him speak My Word faithfully, etc.' 1 Cor 1:10: 'Now I 
beseech you brethren, by the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye 
all apeak the same thing, and that there be no divisions among you; 
but that ye be perfectly joined together in the same mind and in 
the same judgement.' John 8:31f: 'If ye continue in My Word, then 
are ye My disciples indeed, and ye shall know the truth.' Matt 28: 
20: 'Teaching them to observe all things.' And so the passages 
are multiplied. God is concerned that His Word be held and taught 
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clearly and fully because of His holy wisdom and because of His 
infini te love for sinners" because He knows that each single error 
in teaching His Word is potentially destructive of faith, capable 
of leadinol?: men away from their eternal Saviouro He tells us that 
'a little leaven leaveneth the whole lump', that the word of 
errorists ~oth eat like a cancer'. Therefore His earnestness in 
Rom 1,(1:17:.,. that hard command, and His stern judgement upon 
error~s'"s in v.18". 

(Notes; on Romans 16:17i.Ji3., Reprinted in The Faithful Word~ 1960 9 

No 3 g p4) 0 

Those therefore who accept the "new" interpretation of this :f.'8.ssag':' 
stand condemned by the clear Word of Scripture. They are adopting views 
contrary to the Word of God and as such must themselves be marked and 
avoided. It is easy to see why those who have accepted the "new" 
interpretation are so easily led on the pathway of unionism and 
compromise, and are so willing to give away the teachings of God's 
Word for the sake of uniting outwardly with false teachers. 
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CRAPI'ER X. 

During the period 1947 - 1953 a series. of meetings took place 
attended by the Intersynodical committees of both churches. Since the 
ELCA had now changed its official position on Rom 16:17,18 and the 
matter of Prayer Fellowship, much more "progress" was made in dealing 
with the points of difference that existed. These meetings were 
responsible for the drawing up of a series of statements or theses 
which were given the Title: Theses of Agreement. 

A~together this Document comprised nine articles, as followss

I." 'l'heses on Principles Governing Church Fellowship. 
II .. Theses on Joint Pr.qer and worship. 
III.Theses on Conversion. 
IV. Theses on Election. 
V.. Theses on the Church. 
VI. Theses on the Office" of the Ministry. 
VII.Theses on Eschatological Matters. 
VIII.Theses on Scripture and Inspiration. 
IX. The Lutheran Confessions. 

" As well an Appendix was drawn up dealing with a number of practical 
matters; "Lodges, Marriage and Betrothal, and Marriage with a deceased 
wife'"~ sister. 

This document is highly regarded by many from both former churches. 
It was claimed to have settled the differences between the two churches 
in the matters with which it dealt. In fact Dr. Stolz, General Presiden 
of the UELCA, in his 1953 General Convention Report stated: 

"The Committee is privileged to report the most outstanding 
event not only of the last synodical period but of many decades, 
yea of the history of the Lutheran Church in Australia: 
AGREEMENT IN DOCTR!h~ AND PRACTICE BETWEEN THE INTERSYNODICAL 
COMMITTEES OF THE UELCA AND ELCA REACHED". 

Therefore the BIG QUESTION we raise is: DID THIS DOCUMENT SETTLE 
THE MAT'l'ERS OF DOCTRINAL DIFFERENCE WHICH EXISTED? Can the Theses o'f 
Agreement be said to have brought about a oneness of faith between the 
UELCA andELCA? 

Sadly, we give the answer NO to this question, for not only did 
the differences remain in the matter of Church Fellowship and Open 
Questions but in many others as well. The Theses of Agreement was based 
on the evi. OPEN QUESTIONS principle. It was a YES-NO statement, which 
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was happily accepted by both sides with the cry: "Now we are agreed"9 
but which allowed those accepting it to retain their former ideas and 
oplnlons in doctrinal matters. It has been said: TWO MEN MAY SAY 
EXACTLY THE SAME THING BUT MEAN IT IN AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT WAY. Such 
can also be said of the Theses of Agreement. It is drawn up in such an 
ambiguous fashion, using double-tongued statements, that men with 
entirely different doctrinal positions are able to accept it, but still 
retain their former positionso Those within the UELCA still held to 
their former errors~ but claimed to accept the Theses of Agreement. The 
ELCA men rejoiced with the cry, "We have won them overG They now teach 
as we do," However, they were simply deceived into believing that there 
was doctrinal unity\! without reali.zing that all along the differences' 
still existed. 

These differences in doctrine continued right up to the time of 
Uniono They were never properly settledo Therefore outward union did 
take place j but not on the basis of complete unity in Scripture doctrine 
and practice, as the Scriptures and the former ELSA taught. 

Even the "highly respected" theologian of the UELCA, Dr.-H. Sasse, 
said as much about the Theses of Agreement. 

Pastor FeW. Noack (formerly of Swanreach, South Australia) writes: 

"On June 19, 1966, that is only a few months before the amalgam
ation of the two churches was. to take place, Dr. Sasse claimed, 
in a letter which he sent overseas, that the Australian Theses of 
Agreement were a COMPROMISE! H~ wrote: ••• (German quoted, GLW) 

It! In Australia I had the freedom to follow up the mattero The 
fruit is the contribution which I was able to make towards the 
Theses. You are right, that they are a compromise!"o 

(The Luth!ran Church of Australi~, An Examination~ p13). 

So here 'we have one of the chief architects of the Theses of 
Agreement claiming it was a compromis9Q Surely this learned gentleman 
is in a position to know. 

In condemnation of the ambiguous and two-tongued language of the 
Theses of Agreement, we bring some strong words of orthodox teachers of 
the past~ 

Luther wrote in condemnation of the errors of Erasmus: 

"So great a rhetorician and theologian (as Erasmus) ought not only 
to know, but to act according to, the teaching of Fabius: 'An 
ambiguous word should be avoided as a reef'. Where it happens now 
and then inadvertently, it may be pardoned, but where it is sought 
for designedly and purposely, it deserves no pardon whatever, but 
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justly merits the abhorence of everyone ••• 

"For what else would result if the custom of speaking ambiguously 
and craftily in religion, in law, and in all important matters 
were adopted than a thoroughly confused babel, so that finally 
noone could understand the other?1t 

(StoL.XVIII: 1996) 

Dr. Pieper wrote: 

"Christians are .to use the same words also in the same sense~ 
Agreement in words with disagreement in meaning is altogether 
contrary to the unity God calls for, and to seek such a 'unity' 
(1\"e agree to disagree i ) is immoral, a trifling with sacT'ed i 

divine things 9 which is unseemly for Christians. 1t 

(Christian Dogmatics, III p426) 

Dro Luther again, 

"On the contrary, one who has fallen prey to a perverted under
standing should not be tolerated even when he uses correct words 
and zealously appeals to Scripture. tt 

(ST.L.x, 1143f) 

Dr. Walther states: 

"Now there is no doubt that these men wish to convert people by 
using such false terms. They believe that they can. convert men by 
concealing things from them or by presenting matters in a manner t~at 
is pleasing to men as they are by nature. They are like sorry 
physicians who do not like to prescribe a bitter medicine to 
delicate patients, or if they do prescribe it, they add so much 
sugar to it that the patient does not taste the bitter medicine, 
with the result that the effect is spoiled. Accordingly preachers 
who do not clearly and plainly proclaim the Gospel (here used in 
the sense of the whole Word of God, GLW) , which is offensive to thE 
world, are not faithful in the discharge of their ministry and 
inflict great injury on men I s souls. Instead of advancing Christiarls 
in the knowledge of the pure doctrine, they allow them to grope 
in the dark, nurse false imaginations in them, and speed them on ir 
their false and dangerous path." 

(Law and Gospel, p276) 

THE EVIL OPEN QUESTION~ PRINCIPLE IN THE THESES OF AGREEMENTo 

As we saw in Chapter III, one of the chief differences existing 
between the ELCA and UELCA was the evil modern Theory of "OPEN QUESTIONSr, 
One would therefore expect that a special Article would have been drawn 
up dealing with this matter. But no; the term "Open Questions" is not 
even :nentioned in the Theses of Agreement. Veiled allusions are ma.de to 
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it in several places. I~ Article I (Theses on Principles Governing 
Church Fellowship), Paraflt'aph 4(e), it is cunningly stated: 

"In case of differences in exegesis (Scripture exposition, GLW) 
that affects doctrine, agreement on the basis of God's Word must be 
sought by combined, prayerful examination of the passage or passages 
in question." 

We now let Pastor Kleinig continue: 

"So far, so good. But now listen carefully to what follows: 
'If this does not lead to agreement, because no unanimity 
(complete agreement, all be in of the same mind and the same 
~Udgement,compare 1 Cor 1,10 has been reached on the clarity 
clearness) of the passage or passages in question, and hence on 

the stringency (binding nature) and adequacy (sufficiency) of the 
Scriptural proof, divergent views (remember this refers to doctrine) 
arising from such differences of interpretation are not divisive 
of church fellowship.' (emphasis ours). 

"Here we surely see the cloven foot-prints of the devil. This 
quotation from the Theses of Agreement is quite a startling and 
at the same time satanically clever statement, for it provides 
full play for the notorious 'Open Questions Theory', which not 
only permits, bbt also legalizes and condones differences in 
doctrine in the same church body, and not only flatly contradicts 
but also abolishes the rule of Scripture THAT YE ALL SPEAK THE 
SAME THING, 1 Cor. 1 :10". 

(Answers to Questions on Church Fellowship, etc., p. 2,,) 

Again, in regard to certain practices, as for example united prayer 
with eo Ie of heterodox denominations, these things are placed 'into 
the area of casuistics' a cover-word for 'Open Questions') and are 
left to the conscience of the individual. 

The terrible thing is that a number of otherwise conservative 
Lutherans have failed to detect this evil theory. Rev. K. Marquart 
writes: 

"The anomaly was cor:rected, by the way, in our 'l'heses of 
Agreement, which clearly state that all doctrines of Holy Writ 
are equally ~j~al~ (1/4) and that no differences, even in Bible 
interpretation',iuay lie tolerated if they in any way impair the 
teaching of Scripture and Confession'~. 

(A Christian Handbook on Vital Issues, p. 434). 

Pastor Thos. Dudley in an article of the Reporter, the official 
j0urnal of the Federation of Conservative Lutherans, states that 
"there is nothing inherently wrong with the Theses of Agreement". 
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Among other errors, it contains this devilish "Open Questions" Theory. 

We now hand over to Pastor Kleinig who examines the so-called 
safeguards to this thesis and points out the loopholes, which many 
conservatives fail to see: 

"Now it would appear-that someone, probably a member of the ELCA 
Committee, had some qualms of conscience concerning that ungodly 
statement in the above-quoted paragraph~ for the following was 
then added; 

I Providing that 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

there be readiness in principle to submit to the 
authority of the Word of God; 
thereby no clear Word of Scripture is d~nied, 
contradicted or ignored; 
such divergent views in no wise impair, infringe uponi 
or violate the central doctrine of Holy Scripture j 

justification by faith in Jesus Christ; 
nothing be taught contrary to the publica doctrina 
(Public doctrine) of the Lutheran Church as laid" down in 
its Confessions; 
such divergent views are not propagated as the publica 
doctrina of the Church and in no wise im)air the doctrine 
of Holy Writg e (Underlining ours~ F.GoK. 

"Right from the outset we would like to say that all these provisos 
or safeguards, as they are also called, are quite beside the point 
and cannot solve anything unless there is first of all complete 
agreement on the authority and clarity of the Word of God, espec
ially on that concerning the passage or passages in question. But 
the very fact there are ~divergent views' with regard to the DOCTRINE 
contained in the passages in question indisputably shows that such 
complete agreement is not in existence. What one holds to be clear 
and certain, another one regards as unclear and uncertain. 

tlSo let us have a close look at these provisos or safeguards, which 
we shall quote once more: 

'Providing that 

(i) there be readiness in principle to submit to the 
authority of the Word of God'; 

"Comment: Whenever this time-honored phrase 'submit in principle! 
is used, we may be quite certain that such submia,sion is not 'in 
all things'. We recall that at the beginning of tQis century, when 
the Hermannsburg Mission controversy occupied thecentr.e of the 
stage in the Lutheran C~urch in Australia, the ~ry of ~he Heidenr
eichs and some of their supporters was: 'Yes of course we agree ~ 
principle, but not in this particular case'. Today even such people 



.. the vJehovahfs Witnesses i will rea.dily fin principle i subait to 
the author! ty of Scripture 9 12rovided they are permi tted to interpN~ 
the Wod in their own vv! 

·So then proviso (t) is'quite w0rthle •• l 

(il) ~the"b,. no clear Word of Scripture 1. deDi_, 
contradicte4 or ignored t • 

"ColIIDI.en$' But nppo.lac no 'WSNlia ltl' can be rea.ched OD the 9clal'
ity? of the paa .... or pas.ap. ill question" what then? Again., 
!lothing would. be aolftdfjl and the matter remains an OlD <llJE...~IOln 

(lii) 9nch divergent 'Yi."s in DO vi_ 1apaJ.r. lntz-i .. \\pOD, 
or violate the central doctrine of Bo17 Scripture, 
just1t1catiOll b.J, cnce through faith in -rena Chriat', 

.Coput. To aq the l.ut. W. Bounds remarkable ind .. ! Did not 
the t1'8lUra ot th11 eo-calle4 'aalepard' nall_ that ul tiate17 
vea cleviation tro. the Word or God J2I! aml .Ell' arfect the 
t central dootr1_ ot 11017 Scn)ttuft'? Did DOt St. Paul umler 
inspiation Warft Gal. 5,9 ••• little leaven l ..... ttl the 1IIIlIDle 
luapr, ... apin. In 2 Tia 2,17' 'Their 110" vll1 _t as doth • 
oaDkft t ' !be 0Dl7 tbiDc ve can say in this OODDHtlO1l i. 
'Poor 8bgwtl ' 

(1,,) 'noW. be ta.u&bt cODtn.r.r to the "publica doetrina· 
(PlbllC 4octriae) ot the -LatU!'&D Church aa laid dow 
111 It. Coat_1oaa'. 

"CqDllllttnta '!'his proY180 i .... 4 atai-blt. the OUIIIlina or the d .... 111 
At lint sipt 1t scnmda 80 orthodox, 80 aell"-evident. 80 correct! 
'l'he Book ot COncoN ot 1580 vh1ch contat. iIle Conr ... io1'l8 of the 
orthodox Luther&ll Church In4eed pards PII'lQ ot doc\ri_l aat 
we IlU8t not overlook the tact that tM Lutheftll C'onfe •• iODll deal 
sain17 with point. ot doctrine which bad been 1n di.pute prior to 
and up \0 that time, namel" 1S801 .. t the,. contain no special and. 
.eparate articles on such matters as the 'Inspiration and Inerrancr 
of Scripture' or on 'Evolution', tCreation', ·Church Fellowship' 
and other i teu which the dey!l up to that ;time had not y-et raiae4 
within the visible Christian Churcho Bov comes the important 
guestiOP' Since these mattere are not dealt vi th and settled 0II0e 
8I1d tor all in and b7 the Lutheran Confe.sioM, ia it then 
permissible to raise and debate these mattera tod,,? 

"It vouldcerta.lnly se .. so, tor ."er .1~the to~tion of the 
teA these matters have been debatedrthere. and are not really 
settled yet.. Ever, an,d, aga.~ .the appeal is made to t brotherlY' love t 
to bear a little longer with such as hold 'd1Y~nt vievs'. But 
it is a 3brotherly love t which Luther calls q, iis right name! 
In his fa.1l!.out E:x:posi tien of Galations he writ.s. 'Cursed into the 
depths of hell be that kind of love which vants to exist at the 
expense of puritl Qf igtpP',Slfticu:l,}yt!.i.oh eveathing !lUSt give 
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way. be it love. or apostle. or angel from heaven, or whatever else 
it may be'. 

"In 1932 the formerly orthodox Missouri Synod adopted a very fine 
Statement known as the Brief Statement, drawn up by one of their beet 
!I!£ Scripture theologians, Dr. Francis Pieper. In this Brief ---
Statement all the false doctrines which Satan has introduced into 
the visible Christian Church since 1580 are dealt with in a very 
efficient manner and rejected, especially also the false teachings 
with regard to the Inspiration and Inerrancy of Scripture, the 
Creation, ab well as Church Fellowship_ 

"Ir anyone wants to convince himself as to whether the Australian 
Merger has the correct Scriptural teaching on thes~ matters, let him 
try to get the LeA to adopt the Brier Statement as part of its 
doctrinal confessiono We can guarantee a negative result~ 

(v) 'such divergent views are not propagated as the publica 
doctrina of the Church and in no wise impair the doctrine 
of Holy Writ'. 

"Comment. But what guarantee is there that this will not be done? 
Can it be expected that a teacher in the Church who is convinced 
in his own mind that his 'divergent view' is right will remain 
silent about it? Did not the Lord Himself say. 9 Of the abundance 
of the heart his mouth speaketh'? {Luke 6,45. Matt 12,34}." 

In order to Frove that the "OPEN Q.UESTIONS" principle as allowed by' 
Paragraph I, 4(e) of the Theses of Agreement is now in practice in the 
1£!, Pastor Kleinig goes on to quote several examples of divergence in 
public doctrine by leading men 'in that Church bodyo 

"And has this not been done already? A Seminary professor (Dro Pahl, 
GLW) some time ago claimed in a public lecture in Adelaide that the 
Creation story as related in Genesis 1 is not to be regarded aaliteral. 
but is to be taken pictorially! That means, that God's own recoJ:d of 
the Creation did not really happen in the manner as recorded in the first 
chapter of the Bible~ 

"Then, in a Brochure entitled Basic Studies in Christianity and 
printed by the Lutheran Publishing House in Adelaide another Seminary 
professor declares that the Pentateuch, i"e., the first five books of 
the Bible were 'written down bY various writers'; this evidently is a 
reference to the liberal and .odernistic J.E.D.P. theory, which claims 
that what we regard as the Five Books of Moses were not writtenAl Moses 
at all, but by various unknown writers, labeled J,E.D,P by the liberals; 
furthermore, the claim is made that the Pentateuch was not completed till 
about 1100 years after Moses'death. 

"After referring to the 'various writers' of the Pentateuch the 
Adelaide professor also makes a somewhat disparaging remark about 'otherg 
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holding that Moses va, t~e autho~ of t~e whole Torab'g concluding this 
statement (as you Bee vlth an exclamation mark. which 1n this connection 
signifies as much as ~Well, Just fancy that!' 

"furthermore t the Lutheran, official Church Paper ot the WA, of 
26/3/73 contained the address delivered by a third Seminary professor 
on the occasion of the opening of the new achool year at the Seminar,r. 
In that address the speaker twice made reference to the 'Second Isaiah~g 
a term applied by the liberals to th. last twentY-lix chaRter! of the 
book of the prophet Isaiah, which these fellows 'claim was not written 
01 Isaiah, but by some unknown writeFe However, since they do not kpov 
this writer~s name, they con~en1entI1 call him the 'Second Isaiah'o 
But the fact ia that in the N!W" Testament a nWlber of Old Testament 
passages which occur within th1v$ twenty-six chapter! or the Boo! ot 
Isaiah" are vln definitely; ascribed· to the prophet Isaiah, 8ftd Ei to a 
mythical 'Second Isaiah'o Compare 1sa.40,' with Matt 3.', I .. 5'.7.8 
with Acta 8,28Q32033. 

"low nppoaing such professors are then confronted vith tHog Writ' 
to shov the. that their' 'divergent views' ~ 'impair' Scripture but the7 
then :reply. 'The passage you show lJ8 lacks tclarity', he •• 1t do •• not 
convince us tba;t we are wrong, where do ve go trom there' 

"Moreover, what would professors who hold such t4iverpnt' and 
liberal vievs teach their students? 

"That the principles enunciated in Article Ie paragraph del ot 
the Theses ot Agreement were in operation already betore the actual 
ea1gamatio9 of the UELCA and the EtcA is clearly evidenced by the 
Minutes of a Pastoral Conference held at Concordia Memorial College. 
Toowoomba, Qld., on Aug\lst 15'h-17th, 1966. This vu one ot the last 
Pastoral Conferences of the now defunct ELCAQld. District, and vas 
attended by the R,v. Drs. H. Sasse and H. Hamann Jnr., both of Adelaide. 
Both of these learned Doctors held forth with regard to their ideas 
concerning 'Inerrancy of Scripture', ~Creationt, 'Genesis 1_" and 
related BBues~ When one of the pastors present asked one of the learned 
Doctors whether according to his (the Doctor's) viev it would be perm
issible to take also the Fall account in some figurative sense, so that 
there might not have been a real tree with real fruit, or a real snake 
involved, the learned Rev. ~octor (according to the Conference Minute,) 
answered in the affixma:tive and also questioned whether there was a .I!!! 
Garden of Edeno 'These things are quite possibly figurative' he saido 
To the astonishment of ~ of the pastors present the learned Doctor. 
aaintalned that all theBe views are permitted bX the Theses of Agreement, 
and, of course, not church divisive. Do you notice Satan's cunning 
trap, Al$1018 I, :par;gr;ph 4(.), in action? 

"Also, as th. Minutes point c~t, evon though some of those paetora 
pre-sent ~ declared that the had never beta unde 0 d the Theses 
permit such viev,' , they-did nothtns about it. they really could nott 
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since they had alread the Document of Union which embodies the 
Theses of Agreement; on the contrary, they expressed (by resolution) 
their thanks to the Rev. Doctors Hamann Jnr.· and Sasse for their presence 
and the profitable discussion! I I expre:!:~'h~~ ;~~a!~r~!;s!~i~t~~~ ~;~~!!s~~~~ ~is!h:p~~~f~~e~~: 

~ thankfulness for the great degree of agreement which was more than he had 
I hoped for at the outset! 

i impro~e~!·t~~e~r~~.~lei~rW~~~~~o:!!!l~l~~SO!~~;i!~~gs wil 
'! judgement' (Compare 1 Cor 2,14Q15016) or he simply refuses to heed what 
~~ God has to sayan this matter, and thus brings himself under the condemn

ation announced in such passages as Epho5 9 6J Col 3,6; Reb 10, 26 Q 27" 
But, then, that is their business, and the~~ll some day have to face 
up to it: 

"So then the provision for 'divergent views' in doctrinal matters 
without in any way endangering church fellowshi£ was well and truly laid 
down in the Theses of Agreement, and under these circumstances? each of 
the five so-called 'safeguards! which were unctiously added to paragraph 
Ip 4(e) are plain 'humbug', and each one of them is actually·a idud'o 

"Moreover 9 that the 'Open Questions' Theory of the former UELCA, 
and which allowed for 'divergent views' in matters of doctrine, was 
actually sheltered by paragraph 19 4(e), is very plainly shown by a section 
of the former UELCA's official Statement read at the Albury Convention 
of the EtcA in 19590 There we read the following: . 

'We earnestly beg you, therefore, to consider whether the present 
situation is not analogous to that provided for in Thesis It 4 of 
our Theses of Agreement~OQoWe submit that the provisions laid down 
in this Thesis in section (e) are applicable to the question of co
operation dividing uSooo~We now ought to be able to affirm conjoint 
in this matter of co-operation, as it affects us, 'divergent views 
arising from such differences of interpretation are not divisive of 
church fellowship'o 

"Again, in 196, the then President-General of the former UELCA wrote 
concerning a statement made in that year by a pastor of the former ELCA~ 

'The writer (the above-mentioned pastor) states that the theory of 
'Open Questions' is unscripturalo He should read his Theses of 
Agreement, which also have something to say regarding this matter'~ 

"The UELCA President-General was of course referring to Article I, 
4(e). which safeguards once and for always the principle of the 'open 
questions'" 

mrhis is now becoming more and more evident in LCA circleso And 
because this false, unscriptural principle has made its home in the Merger 
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any real doctrinal discipline is in the last instance quite impossible, 
since divergent interpretations in matters of doctrine are not divisive 
of church fellowshipo 

"Moreover 8 any LeA people who under such cond!tlons are still 
hoping for improvement are very naive, an~ are 11 ving in a ~fool' s 
paradise' $ Jra the late Professor Koch used to s83~with respect to 
such cases. 'Whoever believes such things. dese!!es apen9Y~1 

"And we have no doubts whatsoever tha.t Satan by the successful 
inclusion of Article It 4(e) in the Theses of Agreement has scored a 
major and decisive victor/l" 

(Answers to Questions on Church Fellowship, F.Go Kleinie)o 

Furthermore, to examine this highly important matter, we present 
portion of an article written by Pastor BrYce Winter entitledl ~ 
DEVIL is HOOK IN THE THESES OF AGREEMENT - THE SOURCE OF THE TROUBLE 
IN THE LUTHERAN CHV"RCH OF AUSTRALIA. (STEADFAST, January 1980, pp10-12) 

From the beginning of the ELCR in 1965 until now, like voices 
crying in the wilderness, we of the ELCH have testified that the 
~utheran Church of Australia is heterodox (falaa teaching) because--
{1) none of the doctrinal differences existing between the ELeA and 
DELCA were settled in a Scriptural manner before the union, but a 
wicked compromise took place; (2) the OFFICIAL doctrinal basis tor the 
union, the Theses of Agreement, in clever high-flown double talkg 
contains, besides many other errors, the EVIL GODLESS OPEN QUESTIONS 
PRINCIPLE, to wit, "In cases of differences in exegesis that affects 
doctrineo o-~divergent views arising from such differences of interpret ... 
ation are not divisive of church fellowship" (Paragraph I(4).~ 
EmphaSis added, BW}. . . 

Here we surely see the cloven foot-prints of the devilo This evil 
theory not only permits, but also legalizes and condones differences in 
doctrine in the same church body, and not onl7 flatly contradicts 9 but 
also abolishes the rule of Scripture THAT IE ALL SPEAK THE SAME THING, 
1 Cor 1 :10~ 

Now some of the conservatives in the LeA are beginning to realize 
that in the Inerrancy and Genesis statements there are some "loopholes"& 
However, we contend that in all the official statements concerning 
matters that once divided the ELCA and the UELCA the evil Open Questions 
principle; "We agree to disagree agreeably" is in action through 
ambiguous, high-flown, difficult language, often involving auch compl
icated and difficult theological terms that the average layman (and 
often the naive conservative pastor) has no idea what they are saying. 
Worse still, the liberal theologians who are also involved in draving 
up these evil statements often express their thoughts in such a veiled 
and camouflaged manner that unless a person knovs their doctrinal 
stand and realizes what the7 are aiming at, hels apt to be deceived. 
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Again, they act in a cunning manner by stating the Scriptural truth at 
the beginning of the statement so that the conservatives think they have 
won the day. But later on, clothed in ambiguous language come the anti
scriptural ideas of the liberals. Pastor Kleinig has demonstrated this 
to be the case in an excellent fashion on numerous occasionso 

For the present we simply intend to prove that paragraph I 4(e) 
of the Theses of Agreement contains the evil Open Questions Theory. Now 
it is true: there are true Open Questions. These are questions "which 
Scripture answers either not at all or not clearly" (Brief Statement, 1932 
section 44)0 But what is condemned by Holy Scripture is the erroneous 
teaching that doctrines contained or indicated in Scripture are declared 
"free:; or "open", so that each person can please himself what he believe! 
teaches or practiseso Hence such people regard such differing opinions . 
in matters of Scripture doctrine as not being divisive of church fellow
ship. The following are wrongly treated as open questions in the LCA: 
the doctrines of the Church and Ministry, the Office of the Keys, the 
Future Millennium, the doctrine of Sund~, the Antichrist, first 
Resurrection, Conversion of Israel, Church Government, Predestination, 
lenosis, Inspiration, Creation and the word Day in Genesis One. 

We contend that the ambiguous language and double-talk based on the 
evil Open Questions principle was used deliberatelY by the liberals when 
drawing up these statements in order to deceive not only the lay people 
but also naive conservative pastors. Dr. Luther writes concerning such 
evil people: 

_ "Fabius teaches that an ambiguous word must be avoided like a reef; 
if we undesignedly happen to use such a word, it may be overlooked' 
BUT INTENTIONALLY AND PURPOSELY TO CHOOSE SUCH A WORD IS INEXCUS
ABLE AND DESERVING OF THE MOST RIGHTEOUS HATRED OF ALL.o •• For what 
else would result if the custom of speaking ambiguously and 
craftily in religion, in law, and in all important matters were 
adopted than a thoroughly confused babel, so that finally no-one 
could understand the other?" (Quoted in Christian DogmatiCS, Pieper 
III, 426). 

Dro F. Pieper states stern words for these type~ of devil's 
theologians as follows: 

"Then the Apostle continues: 'But that ye be perfectly joined 
together in the same mind and in the same judgement.i ••• oHere he 
clearly says that Christians are to use the same words also IN 
THE SAME SENSEo Agreement in words with disagreement in meaning 
is alto ther CONTRARY TO THE UNITY God calls for and to seek such 
a iunit i 'we a ee to disa ee' is IMMORAL A TRIFLING WITH 
SACRED, DIVINE THINGS, WHICH IS UNSEEMLY FOR CHRISTIANS" 0 Ibid. 
III, 426. Emphasis added, BW). 

Again, Pieper writes: "The use of ambiguous terms is forbidden 
by the moral code" (ibid. II, 497). 
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Dr. C.F.W. Walther urges true Christians to note that '~en two 
men seem to say the same thing, the meaning is not always the same". 
(L.u.W. XIV, 1868, quoted in C.T.M. 1939) 

Therefore, in order to avoid ambiguous statements it is necessar)' I to include positive and negative statements. 

~ By the use of "yes-no" statements the LCA grants error the equal 
I right with truth and in doing so RENOUNCES THE TRUTH i teelf. 
~ 

I 
I 
:] 
~~ 

That is why Dr. Fe Pieper described TRUE ORTHODOXY as follows: 

"We Missourians (old orthodox Missouri Synod, mI) consider a 
church body, as a body, ORTHODOX only when the-pure doctrine is 
proclaimed from ALL pulpits and professors'chairs and in ALL 
writings that become public within the communion, and when, on' 
the other hand, EVERY ERRONEOUS TEACHING IS STOPPED in the manner 
prescribed by God AS SOON AS IT MAKES ITS APPEARANCEe We 
Missourians must and will be satisfied to be judged by that 
doctrine that is held by our individual pastors~ whether it be in 
San Francisco or New York, St. Paul or New Orleans, or in our 
periodicals, whether they be published officially or unofficially. 
If it were shown us that even BUT ONE pastor were preaching false 
doctrine, or that even but ONE periodical were in the service of 
false doctrine, and we would not put a STOP to this false doctrine, 
we would thereby have then CEASED to be an ORTHODOX SYNOD, and 
would have become a UNIONISTIC FELLOWSHIP. In short, it is the 
earmark of an orthodox fellowship that throughout'it ~ the pure 
doctrine is not only officially recognized, BUT ALSO ACTUALLY 
PREVAILS". (Lehre und Wehre, XXXVI, 2611'). 

Because the Theses contained the evil Open Questions principle ~-
12£ Kleinig rejected them as antiscriptural. Referring to this he 
wrote in a public letter circulated to all the pastors of the ELCA: 

"That is one paragraph I would for my person never subscribe to, 
as I believe in that paragraph is the nigger in the wood-pile •••• 
As far as I personally am concerned, I believe that the real and 
essential difference between the two Lutheran Church-bodies in 
Australia consists in their differing attitude towards the 'Open 
Questions' affair, and unless this problem is solved in accordance 
with the Scriptures, there can be no true and lasting unity 
between them. And that means, the UELCA will have to alter its 
unscriptural and un-Lutheran attitude with respect to them. I AM 
REALLY AMAZED THAT IN THE THESESOF AGREEMENT THERE IS NO PARAGRAPH 
DEALING WITH THIS VITAL AND BASIC MATTER •••• It certainly seems to 
me that it is on the basis of the 'Open Questions' theory that the 
UELCA refuses the idea of being tied down by the Scripture texts 
which rule out Unionism in any shape or form. And so it remains 
a matter of the pup chasing its own tail". (Emphasis added, EW. 
Letter to Koch, 3rd September 1962, page 5, Pastor K1einig)~ 
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That is why the late Pastor H.E. Temme did not vote for the Theses 
of Agreement. On the 12th September, 1962 he wrote to Pastor Kleiniga 

"I do not know whether you know that in 1954 I was'the only pastor 
(and the Adelaide College Assembly Hall was almost full at a General 
Pastoral Conference) who stood up when the chairman asked who was 
against the adoption of the Union Theseso My reasons are enclosed 
herewith. I felt pretty blue for a while. I later found that 
Dr. Zschech, Hassold, MacKenzie, Brinkworth, Kriewaldt, late 
T.W. Lutze were right behind me. But I was the only one who stood 
up". 

On the 13th September. 1962, Pastor C. Priebbenow, then of Lowood, 
Queensland, wrote to Pastor Kleinig: . 

"Your hit at the par. I 4(e) of the Theses was well-made •••• What 
seems needed is that a detailed criticism of I 4(e) is made. (It 
need not be long), a re-wording of how it ought to r~ad and sent 
along to our Intersynodical committee with the demand for its 
consideration. It might well.be accompanied with the demand that 
Theses be drawn up also on the Open Questions principle, togethel.' 
with antitheses. That would knock the whole union busiJess into a 
cocked hat, show up the UELCA in their true colours before all and 
sundry". 

It is very clear that the UELCA did not give up their wrong position 
as it was claimed by the leaders in the ELCA. This is proven not only 
-by recent history, but also by an article in the Lutheran Herald (official 
church paper of the UELCA) which makes the following point: 

itA question that may come into the minds of some people is: 'Who 
gave in?' This is a question which really cannot be put, beqause 
the concluding negotiations were not carried out in this spirit. 
Both groups have come forward to meet each other. respecting each 
other's differing viewpoints on the extent to which it is possible 
to co-operate-with Lutheran bodies beyond our shores, and willing 
to face these questions together in the future". 
(February 13, 1965, page 31, emphasis added, BW). 

In effect, this is the same Open Questions principle as in the 
Theses of Agreement; 

On FebrUary 26, 1965, an ELCA pastor, Pastor Glen Zweck, then of 
Rockhampton, Queensland, also realized the ambiguous statements in the 
Theses of Agreement; as well as the evil Open Questions principle. He 
writes: 

"I have previously mentioned that the Theses of Agreement suffer 
from ambiguity, which leads to widely differing interpretations •••• 
In other words, ~here is good reason to believe that the Theses of 
Agreement by no·means have settled the points with which-they deal" 
(Lutheran Union, G. Zweck, page 8). 
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Again he writes: 

"There is plenty of evidence to prove that theuELcA believes that 
4(e) of the Theses on Principles Governing Church Fellowship 
endorses 'their stand on Open Questlonse Only lack of time prevents 
me from listing it. But the UELCA has consistently taken this 
attitude: Since you cannot convince us from Scripture that we are 
wrong, therefore this matter on which we cannot agree is an Open 
Question, and is not divisive of church fellowship"o (Ibid, p.9). 

Dr. So Hebart stated the position the UELCA took into the union in 
a paper entitled: liThe Statement of Minimum Requirements for Church 
fellowship of the UELCA is in complete harmony with the teaching and 
practice of the New Testament, the Early Church and the Lutheran 
Reformation"~ Here the same evil Open Questions principle is clearly 
stated, in very learned and theological language we might sayo 

Here Dro Hebart takes issue with the ELCA which demanded that 
"Church fellowship presupposes the common acceptance and confession of 
~ doctrines revealed in the Holy Scriptureso" (Page 14) 

On the other hand he claims, "that on the other hand they (the 
Apostles, GLW) clearly extend tolerance to those who differ from them 
in non-fundamentals, always provided that such a difference does not 
interfere with the foundation of faith or any organic part thereofo In 
other words, beyond the sphere of fundamentals certain differences are 
possible which are by no means divisive of church fellowship, for 
charity is the perfect bond"o (Page 10) 

Thirty-one pages are spent in justifying this unscriptural claim, 
showing that it was firmly held by the UELCAo 

Dr. Lohe (General President of the UELCA) presented the position of 
the UELCA to the General Meeting of the Australian Lutheran Association 
(ALA), October 29p 19610 He wrote in his report: 

liThe UELCA has always taken the attitude that the 'satus est' ('it 
is enough') implies that in the fundamental doctrines of 
salvation there must be agreement.~~o 

"The notion that those who wish to enjoy church fellowship must 
agree in all points of doctrine rests upon an erroneous 
interpretation of 1 Cor 1:10 and similar texts •• oobut here we 
have an indication as to the kind of doctrines on which there 
must be agreement, namely the articles of fundamental importance~ 
but certainly not those of non-fundamental importance. Amongst 
these we find points concerning which in the opinion of some there 
must be full agreement, unless one is willing to bear the odium of 
unionism •• ~oMore important, however.e.ois the lack of Scriptural 
proof for both the contention that church fellowship can be 
established and maintained only when there is absolutely complete 
agreement in every non-fundamental truth; and for the claim that 
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one may have prayer fellowship' only with euch persons as differ 
from him in no point of doctrine." 
(H!nutes of ALA, Walla Walla. Octo~r29, 1961)Q 

SO here ve see that the' amalgamation of the two ch~h.8 vaabaa.a 
on this evil OPEN QUESTIONS PRINCIPLE, that samefalae teaching held b.J 
the former UELCAo One of the Conservative.ministers in thetcA. 
Pastor F.W. Noac!., ro~r17 of Swan Reach~ S.Ao ~ commentsx . 

~USt at the time o£ the amalgamation, and even before that 9 
there were differing theologies among Lutherans in Australia! 
some people regarding a8 open questions matters which otb!£! 
believed vere settled by Holl Scriptureo 

"Members of the Church were not in general informed of this 
officiallY9 the impression being given that there was tru~ unit Yo 
~ were fd ven the im;eression that in the ne", church ve WO"llJA, b.av,,;,? 
~he same doctrine as we had had o Now many di3~qver that thel,.!r! 
1D a church which has differinRtheological attitudego~Go 

"It is clear that there are differing theologies in th3 l-CA, eOM 
people treatil".g as open questions matters that others beliave aN 
settled by clear teaching of God's WordQ" 

(Reporter j June 1979, pp 697) 

That this evil OPEN QUESTIONS principle is in practice in the LeA 
today, is clearly evident from the many differins o~inions, publicI, 
stated in matters of doctrine which depart from the orthodox Lutheran 
posltiono Amongst many such matters where teachings contrary to 
Scripture are tolerated, we may mentiona· 

1. Attitude towards LWF membership; 
2. Attitude toward. church fellowship with false teaching 

churches, joint pr81er. mini.terQs fraternal.a 
,. Attl tude towards Oeneais 1, and the vord "d~" in thilJ chapter, 
4~ Teaching of Evolution; 
S. The writer of the first tive books of the Bible; 
6~ The author of Isaiah, and other books of the Old Testaments 
7. Inspiration, Inerrancy and Authority of Holy Scriptures 
8. Charismatic movement; 
9. Worldliness: Modern Dance. Modern MUs~c. Gamblingj 

10Q Position of Women in the Church. 

Ample documentation of the above could be given but does not ~Cm9 
into the. scope of this book" Although much "noise" is made by consarl
atives in the LeA regarding these matters, rarely are they Scripturally 
settled; in the main those harbouring and officially teaching thess 
errors are allowed to remain in the church with their ideas of£ioia117 
tolerated". 

(We will deal with,the pre.ent aituat10a 1ft the LeA in a lat.~ 
chapter). 
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DIFFERENCES ON JOINT PRAYER AND WORSHIP NOT SETTLED. 

As already shown in Chapter VIII, the ELCA sadly changed its 
position on the matter of Prayer Fellowship with heterodox churches 
in 1948. 

It is therefore understandable that the ELCA was willing to adopt 
the following statements in the 'Theses on Joint Prayer and Worship". 

"1. We acknowledge that on the basis of Scripture and of the 
Confessions, joint prayer cannot under all circumstances 
be identified with unionistic prayer or church fellowship." 

"3. We agree that joint prayer is not unionistic, and hence 
permissible when it arises from some external circumstance 
and is yet based on a common Christianity, i.e., the common 
acceptance of Jesus Christ as the Son of God and Lord and 
only Saviour." 

(Theses of Agreement, p.4,5) 

But, unless there is full agreement on Scripture first, all joint 
prayer under any circumstance is strictly forbidden. 

The above two statements are also very ambiguous and open to 
interpretation. Who is to determine in which "circumstances" one can 
have fellowship and in which one may not? According to these state
ments, it is up to the individual to decide, in order to suit himself. 

The old ELSA maintained, on the basis of Scripture that all church 
fellowship with heterodox churches was forbidden, whether it oe-joint 
prayer, worship, fellowship of altar or pulpit. This Thesis maintains 
it is "left to individual consciences" to determine whether to join in 
Or not. The term Itcasuistics" is used to describe such matters~ which 
appears to be a clever term used by the authom of the Theses for the 
evil open questions prinCiple. 

So also the LeA today, while some pastors may object~ are prepared 
to permit other pastors and lay people join in ecumenical services, 
jOint services, minister's fraternals, women's world day of prayer, etce 
on the basis that these do not constitute unionism. Dr. J.R.e. Fritz 
correctly defines unionism: 

"Joining in religious worship or in religious work or in both 
by such as are not in doctrinal agreement is religious unionism." 

(Pastoral Theologr, p.218) 

The willingness of the ELCA to adopt this statement (Theses of 
Agreement) was brought about by its change in church fellowship several 
years beforehand. 



If true agreement had bstir;. reached. between the ELCA a.nd iJEI£A. on th.is 
matter j ";Ib.y ~iid the ma:t~e1 01 LWF m€:'mbership and ~@r8esa .'~e~l(:"w~hl r 
(which involved prayer and churoh fellowship ';;rith ~he 'teterodc~) {tela,y 
fellowship for 80 many years until 1%51 Surely if these Theses did tlhmr 
Scriptural agreement, agreement should have also b&en attained on the •• 
mattere, since they both involve the same prineipl$$ or church tellowsnlp 

The ELCA and UELCA were not agreed on joint ~~ and worahip~ 
This was another of those matters on which the Thea.s involved ~ 
compromise and did not settle the difference between tht.two c~urcbes ... 

DIFFERENCES ON CONVERSIOP AND ELECTION NC1f S~o 

Two very short Theses were drawn up supposedly settling tn. 
differences on CONVEBSIOJ and EQPTIQBo 

'l'be 1JBLCA had formerly permitted it to be taught: 

- "that converaion or comins to tal th is a long d:ra;wn ... out process", 

- "that taith, 'already present in seed and gem 4 t though iatill 
as if none, and even in tact actually none ~» is eventual17 
'brought to a state of relative perfection or matur1t79-, 

- "that man betore his conversion, inasmuch as the responaibil1t7 
is upon him, 'must decide in his will for the acceptance O~ 
rejection ot the grace working upon hill in the Word i.. (synergia 

- "that God has elected 'all humaait7' on the condition of their 
coming to falth"(talse view or Blection). 

(Brief statement or Doctrinal Ditt.rtQ9", Janzov and MacKensie, 
. pp. 15-19) 

When it came to the point, the two churches had to get around the 
difterences. Someone apparentl1 struck on the idea of reading the 
portion in the Confessions and simplJ stating their agreement to 1t. 

It 1s claimed. "Sinoe no difterence in belief and teaching vas 
noted by either body during the :rea.cling, 1 t wa.s established wIth thanks 
to God that the doctrine of conversion does not constitute a dirterence 
between the two churches." (Theses, p6) 

And againa "No difference in belief and teaching was noted bl 
either body during the readingo" (Theses po 6) 

A brief summary of the doctrine ot Election. is then given. 

We regard these two Tnesee as being grossly !ta~~~~~ fortne 
tollovlQS reaaonsl-

- the,. do not settle. or even mention the d.tf1~erence'i! ex;.;,'t,jn« 
beWeen the two churen.l! 
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_ no mention is made of the article of Janzow outlining the 
differences, even that it was read; 

- no statement is made condemning the false teaching formerly 
held by the UELCAe 

A true orthodox Lutheran, knowing the history of the Lutheran 
Church in Australia and America, and realizing the points of controversy 
in these doctrines that have occurred, could never put his name to 
statements like this, knowing their complete failure to confess the 
orthodox Lutheran stand. 

DIFFERENCES ON CHURCH AND MINISTRY. 

The Theses on the CHURCH and the MINISTRY are certainly far more 
detailed than the previous two$ Unfortunately they neglect to mention 
the following points, controverted in the Lutheran Church in recent 
times:-

10 That the word "Gospel" as used in the Augsburg Confession, 
Article VII ('For the true unity of the Church it is enough 
to agree concerning the teaching of the Gospel and the admin
istration of the Sacraments') is not explained in its correct 
sense as referring to the whole Word ot Godo 

20 That the local congregation is a divine instltutiono 

3$ That groups of Christians gathered together apart trom the 
local congregation do so merely by human arrangement, 
(eog. Church Council, S1Dod)o 

Pastor Schmidt (UELCA Qld. District President) writes concerning 
these Theses. 

"Students of Church Histor,r are aware that it was 'on this 
doctrine that Loehe and Walther (pioneer fathers of the Lutheran 
Church in America) had parted w~s. one inclining to over
emphasizing the ministry, the other the congregation - to pOint 
at just one point of difference' to quote trom Dr. stolz's 
report to the 1950 General Convention, in which he continued. 
'The truth in both viewpoints was not given up but the right 
synthesis found 0 ° It would appear that this difference of 
understanding and emphaSis, although important, was not so much 
in the forefront of the doctrines which were held to be dividing 
the Churcho" 

(A Monograph, p6) 

From the above it is evident that the UELCA regarded the Theses 
on CHURCH and MINISTRY as a "Synthesis" (might we say compromise) 
between the correct position held to by the Missouri Synod and the old 
ELSA, and the antiscriptural ideas of Loehe and his followers. The 
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UELCA obvlous17 realized that they were able to retain these false ideas 
and .till claim to accept the statements in the Thase~·ot !ireemento 

~ 

We therefore ask the question. IS THE I!IL OPEN QUEslImls IDE!, 
AWO '1'0 BE APPLIED TO THE DOCTRINES OF THE CHUB AND MINISTRY SO AS TO 
CALL MY PIllERpCiS NON-DIVISI~ . .. p . 

DI"B1FSi fWlI1Tlip II E§W1!TOkPG1C!k 1Jl~" 
The UELC.l{althouah it "rejecb Chillum with an external, earthly 

aDd Yor1d1y kingdom or gl~. prece4e4 ~ a resurrection") yetj "permit. 
Chilian to be 8I'l open queat10e ina8FJCb .. it may be held and tau&htg 
or discarded" Since the tmLCl ho14s tbat SerlptUJ."E: is not suffidently 
c~ OIl this poiat, turtheJ.' 11Ft 1. apeckd throUBh fulfilment" 
, .. ,,,,. Bo~ , p.78) 0 . 

Since its formation. the UILCA has regarded mattera connected with 
the tal.. teaching of the MillenniWl as an open questiop. This i. not 
aurprisins. 81nce In the ear17 Lutheftll Church. this ... one of the 
burning ie .. e vtUch lawl be14 to, wbicJa t1nal17 led to hie eeparation 
t~ h1tuche. 

Thua the Theses on Bech!tolOJd.cal MatHn. thouab contaiB1Dc 
poriicma which are quite correct, still Mve a gber ot loopholn 
which permit n.ri.oua views regarding the millennium to be a.cceptedo 
This essentially 18 juel aavroag as if those errors were officiallY 
atatecl and. accepted the ... lvu. A docuaent that baa loophole. perJli ttiN 
tala. teacb111tP IlUst be conde!D!Cl to~ ta11~ to confess the whole Word 
ot CocI. (See the introductol'7 e_tloa of the chaptu). 

When, tor aap1e, 1 t states, 
"'1'be PeftOD all Work aD4 eo.pel ot.l .... Christ are alao the 
noa an4 on tenon for the iIltftPfttation or all eschatological 
,.. ..... and ti8'l1"8. iD the 014 aD4 in the New Testament" 

(lZe1iminar,J Statements (b»9 
this cou14 be tateD to Man that 41fteNllt views on thi. doctrine 

are peradtted as lQQg as th-., do DOt OODt~ct the central doctrine of 
Christ's Saving work .. the .. i1 Open Qge.tiona Principle in actiono 

The same could be UDderetoocl vhft it .tat ... 
"Therefore a detailed interpretation and application ot prophetiC 
passages on the Last Things i* not alva,ys possible and no 
inte retatlon ot all rts ot the 0 eo or the Last Thin 
can be made binding upon Christian'". Preliminary Statements 15) 

Even though the following Theses 1 and 2 are quite correct. what is 
to stop a person who holds antiscriptural teachings in these matters trOd 
appealing to these loopholes to justify his talse teaching? Even though 
other parts of the Theses may contradict hi. falae teaching, liberals 
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! I have the habit of often quoting those portions which permit their false 
I ideas. 
, 

Similarly the statement, 

"The question, whether the 'thousand years' of Revo 20 designate one 
i thousand ordinary yearS, • .or 'Whe.:tber this term designates a period known 
i to God only and fixed by Him, ~t divisive of Church fellowship. No 
, interpretation of these 'thousand years' dare be given contrary to the 
. analogy of faith" (Thesis ,4) , 

leaves the matter wide and open to anyone who wishes to retain 
their false ideas in the matter. 

Sadly also the section on ANTICHRIST is very cunningly worded in the 
same vein. 

The orthodox Lutheran Church has always taught that the Papacy is 
the very Antichristo 

The Brief Statement of the Missouri Synod of 1932 states: 

"As to the Antichrist we teach that the prophecies of the'Holy 
Scriptures concerning the Antichrist, 2 Thess 2:3-12; 1 John 2:18, 
have been fulfilled in the Pope of Rome and his dominion. All 
the features of the Antichrist as drawn in these prophecies, 
including the most abominable and horrible ones, for example, that 
the Antichrist 'as God sitteth in the temple of God', 2 Thess 2:4; 
that'he anathematizes the very heart of the Gospel of Christ j that 
is,the doctrine of the forgiveness of sins by grace alone p for 
Christls sake alone, through faith alone, without any merit or 
worthiness in man (Rom 3:20-28; Gal 2:16); that he recognizes 
only those as members of the Christian Church who bow to his 
authority; and that, like a deluge~ he had inundated the whole 
Church with his antichristian doctrines till God revealed him 
through the Reformation - these very features are the outstanding 
characteristics of the Papacyo (cfo Smalcald Articles$ Triglot, 
p~5159 paras 39 to 41; p.401 para. 45; M., PP336,258)~ Hence we 
subscribe to' the statement of our Confessions that the Pope is 
'the very Antichrist'. (Smalcald Articles8 Triglot, p.475 para 
10; M~, p~308)." 

That the ~ held to this same teaching is shown by articles 
entitled nThe Antichrist" and "Is our teaching of the Antichrist Based 
Upon the Scriptures?'· in the Australasian Theological Review, Jan-March, 
1941 ~ 

On the other hand, the UELCA, 

"forsaking the Confessions, treats this doctrine as an open 
question, whereby the 'old opinion' may be discarded, and the 
'opinion! may be held that a personal Antichrist may yet 'emerge 
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from the Papacy, or perhaps from the ranks- ·oYf yoltftic-al potentates' 
'during the last times." (ATR 1936 p~'(9). 

That this was the official opinion held by the DELeA in the 1940's 
is shown by an Editorial in the Lutheran Herald (official church paper 
of the DELCA) in which the author says: 

"Is the Pope the true Antichrist? It has always puzzled us how 
some find-it possible to uphold the opinion that he is.oovln our 
times •••• it seems contrary to the truth to designate the Pope the 
very antichrist.1t 

(Lutheran Herald, July 7, 1941, pp 210,211). 

Although challenged by the editor of the Australian Lutheran (ELCA 
church paper), the UELCA still held to its views. (Lutheran Herald, 
1941, July 21, p227). 

Again, commenting on Theses VII on ESCHATOLOGICAL MATTERS, Pastor 
Schmidt states: 

"This occupied a great deal of time, thought and care. There were 
differences of understanding on these matters, e.g. the Antichrist. 
But whereas these were not regarded as church divisive on the part 
of the UELCA, they were so regarded by the ELCA. tt 

(A Monograph, p6) 

These comments, made in 1976 show where the DELCA stood on the matter 
of ANTICHRIST. 

The Theses of Agreement basically call the doctrine of the Papacy 
as the Antichrist an open question. They do no~ accept the orthodox 
Lutheran position on this matter. 

With statements such as: 

"We recognise that in the interpretation of these passages no full 
a eement has existed or exists. Such differences of exegesis 

regarding the passages that deal with the Antichrist, GLW) need 
not be chur,ch-divisive, prOVided the interpretation offered does 
not contradiet any clear word of Scripture (cf. Theses on Principle 
Gov'erning Church Fellowship 4(d) and {e».11 (Thesis 7(a» 

and: 

"(d) the Church cannot definitely state how and in what form the 
prophecy on Antichrist may still be fulfilled in the future in the 
Pa.pacy and elsewhere" (Thesis 7(d», 

it is clear that the DELCA won the day, and the ELCA abandoned the 
position it had previously held. It is quite astounding that the ELCA 
men who were still relatively sound in their teaching could be duped intc 
putting their names to a statement like this, which runs contrary to what 
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their church had previou$ly stood for. 

DIFFERENCES STILL EXISTED ON SCRIPTURE AND INSPIRATION. 

Sadly, on this fundamental doctrine of the Bible, differences 
existed at the time of the Uniono The former teachings of the UELCA 
were permitted to be accepted and taught by the Theses of AgreementQ 
No Scriptural discipline is followed in the LCA today over against those 
who hold views contrary to the orthodox Lutheran positiono Even a 
professor of theology from the ELCA at the time of the Union attacked 
this doc trine as shown by the Pastoral Conference Minutes in Toowoomba, 
1966. 

The orthodox Lutheran position, also formerly held by the old ELCA 
is outlined in the Brief statement of the Missouri Synod a 1932: 

"OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES 

"10 We teach that the Holy Scriptures differ from all other books 
in the world in that they are the Word of Godo They are the 
Word of God because the holy men of God who wrote the 
Scriptures wrote only that which the Holy"Ghost communicated 
to them by inspiration, 2 Tim 3:16; 2 Pet 1:21 0 We teach also 
that the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures is not a so
called 'theological deduction,' but that it is taught by 
direct statements of the Scriptures, 2 Tim 3:16; John 10:35; 
Rom 3:2; 1 Cor 2:13. Since the Holy Scriptures are the Word 
of God, it goes without saying that they contain no errors or 
contradictions, but that they are in all their parts and words 
the infallible truth, also in those parts which treat of 
historical, geographical, and other secular matters, John 10: 
35. 

"2. We furthermore teach regarding the Holy Scriptures that they 
are given by God to the Christian Church for the foundation 
of faith, Eph 2:20. Hence the Holy Scriptures are the sole 
source from which all doctrines proclaimed in the Christian 
Church must be taken and therefore, too, the sole rule and 
norm by which all teachers and doctrines must be examined and 
judged. -- With the Confessions of our Church we teach also 
that the ' rule)f faith' (analogia fidei) according to which 
the Holy SCrlptures are to be understood are the clear passages 
of the Scr~ptures themselves which set forth the lndividual 
doctrines, (Apology. Triglot, p.441 1. 60; Mueller, po284)" 
The rule of faith is not the man-made so-called itotality of 
Scripture' ('Ganzes der Schrift'). 

1t3· We reject the doctrine which under the name uf science has 
5ained wide popularity in the Church of our day that Holy 
Scripture is not in all its parts the Word of God, but in 
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part the Word of God and in part the word of man and hence does 
or at least, might, contain error. We reject this erroneous 
doctrine as horrible and blasphemous~ since it flatly contradictE 
Christ and His holy apostles, sets up men as judges over the 
Word of God~ and thus overthrows the foundation of the Christian 
Church and its fai tho tt 

The false teaching of the DELeA has already been stated in Chapter 
Vi Part Go 

Though the Theses of Agreerr:ent~ (Part VIn) ha7e ;"C:D.€ fjn2 things 
to say about the doctr.ine of the Inspiration and. inerrancy;: the 3i tl.e, 
yet there are enough loopholes remaining to permit antiscriptural views 
of those who wish to deny this doctrine~ This lS shewn (i) by statements 
in Theses VIII whi,:h are open to interpretatiani (i i) by the need of thE 
LeA to draw up further statements to vclarifyQ its posltion on th~ 
inspiration and inerrancy of the Bible; (iii) by attacks which have 
been made by leadirig·'semrriaryprofessorsin theLCA with no Scriptural 
repentance, retraction and apology for such attacks or Scriptural 
Doctrinal discipline by the leaders of the LCA of those who propound 
these attacks. 

The ItTheses on Scripture and Inspiration tt contain the following 
ambiguous statements:--

tt Scripture teaches the fact of inspiration, but is silent on 
the 'howl i.e., on the manner or method" (Thesis 8)0 

Comment: The word inspired (Gk: God-breathed) in itself te:ls LlS 

that God breathed the words into the minds of the Holy writers seeing to 
it that .they were written down on their manuscripts as Retold them. 
Isn't this the 'how t of inspiration? This statement co~ld be used by a 
Ii beral to cast doubt on God i 3 use of the Holy writers to g1 ve '.lS His ,~cr d 

n l'he :fact that God dealt w~th each of the propnets in a different 
way shows that the personality 9 cha.racter ~ ';ay ·::f thinking a!:ld 
speaking of the i.ndividual man were net 8xtingc.ishecL" ~ c~;.t; 
they retained their individuality and 1:rere not exempt f:::-om the 
labour methods and responsibility of human authorship." (ThesiE 

Comment: These words can be understood correctly~ out Llnless they 
are fully explained leave the matter open to false interpretation. 
Liberals speak of the "human side" of Scripture too, and conclude that 
since humans have limitations in their knowledge, make errors and 
mistakes and are responsible for any inaccuracies in their work, so also 
the "human" writers of the Bible. One in the LCA who denies the 
Scriptural teaching could appeal to this portion of the Theses to support 
his view. 

tt We believe that the holy writers, whom God used, retained 
the distinctive features of tneir personalities (language 
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and terminology, literary methods, conditions of life, 
knowledge of nature and history as apart from direct divine 
revelation and prophecy)" (Thesis 10). 

Comment:f Cou~d a liberal conclude from this statement that when 
the holy writers spoke of geography, history etc., since their human 
knowledge may have been incorrect, these errors also may have been 
included in the pages of Holy Writ? 

-- It God made use of them in such a manner that·even that which 
human reason might call a deficiency in Holy Scripture must 
serve the divine purpose". 

Comment: Here it speaks of "human reason" finding deficiencies 
in Holy Scripture. Such a statement plaTs right into the hands of 
those who deny the absolute inerrancy of the Bible. 

-- EVen as early as 1961, the Theses of Agreement were quoted b7 
an out and out· liberal in the Missouri Synod (Dr. M. Sharlemann) 
who. used them to support his erroneous views claiming the Bible 
has errors and mistakes (ATR 1961, No.2 p.61). 

In a letter dated Jan 15. 1952, Dr. H. Sasse reported on the 
completion of the Theses on Scripture and Inspiration. Speak
ing of the Theses of Agreement, he stated: 

"Our document, then, is a parallel to the Common Confession 
of Missouri and the American Lutheran Church in the Un! ted 
States of America. We tried to overcome the old scheme of 
the Orthodox fathers and to build the doctrine on Scripture 
on Luther's understanding of the Word of God. I think you 
will like this approach, which tries to overcome the 
Fundamentalist issues." (CTM, 1952, p.221) 

Comment: Does Dr. Sasse here indicate that, according to his 
understanding, a departure took place from the old position on the 
inspiration and inerrancy of the Dible? He certainly was one of those 
who denied this doctrine at the time of the union. 

Since 1966, the matter of the Inspiration and Inerrancy of the 
Bible has never been settled in the L.C.A. Every now and again leading 
theologians from their midst attack this doctrine in articl~a or books 
dealing with the matter. 

Therefore a number of state~ents have had to be brought out, 
trying to settle the matter" The necessity· of ,the@e sta.tements proves 
that it is not settled in the LeA today and wa~ Bot settled at the time 
of the union by the Theses of Agreement. 

The statements are those of Albury (1968) and Hor3h~ Conventions 
(1972) and "A Consensus St~tement on Holy Scripturen (1984). 



On the first two of these statements, we pre~~nt 'tne following~ 
This same error appears in both the Albury' (A) and HOL'sh~ (H) statement, 
on the Inspiration and Inerrancy of Scripture whi~h wer~ adopted by the 
LCA. Because of time and space the full text of both statements will not 
be reproduced. But if anybody would like complete copies of these devil
ishly cunning statements in order to compare them, they are available upo: 
request. Our comment3 will be based on the parts of these statements 
which contain the errors. 

First of all som8 gene.!"al comments about both statements are given: 

10 On close examination and wi th careful study the reader will find that 
they both cover the same ground, and that there is no essential differenic 
between them, the only variation being in expressions and wording. Eoth 
the A and H statements .are so arranged that they make both the liberals 
and the conservatives happy. Eoth statements are of the "yes_no" type, 
which affirm a thing and then again deny it, and are not worth the paper 
they are written on. 

2. It is rather striking that both statements bring no Scripture text to 
prove their assertions. How different from the paragraph of the "Erief 
S~atementlt which we quoted on Page 92. :But·then we recall the fact that 
several years ago an LCA pastor told us: "The Theses of Agreement are 
our Ei ble! " 

3. The reader will notice that the learned theologians who prepared the 
statements used 11igh-flown and difficult language, often invol"dng such 

-complicated and tlifficnlt t.heolclisical terms that the average . layman has nc 
idea what they are really talking about, and even. pastors sometimes do 
not get the point as to · ... hat is really meant. Worse still, liberal 
theologians often express thei:r thoughts in such a veiled and camouflage 
manr~er that unless one [laS knowledge of their stand on various doctrines 
of Scripture and realizes "/I'hat they are really aiming at, he is apt to be 
deceived. Moreover, they also have the habit of not fully spelling out 
their thoughts, so as to keep one guessing, or else putting them in such 
a.way that they may be taken in different 'Nays. This of course is done to 
keep both "conservatives" and nliberals" happy, and, above all, to keep 
them together in the same camp • 

.:3t. Paul handled matters: differently. He wr6teto the congregation 
at Corinth: "' .. /hen I came to you, fellow Christians, I didn't come to tel: 
you God's truth wi t11 extra fi ne apeech or wi sdom;~ ~: I didn't us e clever 
talk to persuade you, but I let the Spirit and His power prove the truth 
to you so that your faith ~.ri 1 1. not -depend on mel).! s wisdom but on God's 
power" (1 Cor. 2: 1 ,4 ... 5, Be('l~ts Translation)" 

The point St. Paul here makes is perfectly clear. Most of the 
members of the Corinthian congregation were no doubt plain, simple folk, 
not versed in the language and thinking of the philosophers and learned 
men of their day. Therefore Paul preached to them the Word in the 
language they could follow and understand. 
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type of statement is not infrequently 
submitted to conven~lons for adoption. But since most church convent
ions are made up not only of pastors but also of lay members, the 

Ilatter as a rule in the majority, and most of these latter ones not at 
all well-versed in theology--most lay people seem never to get much 
Ibeyond the ABC of the Christian religion--then how in the world can 
!such people vote intelligently on such statements? What of course 
lusuallY happens is that they take their cue from the speakers debating 
lthe motion, and then cast their votes in accordance with their own 
Ipersonal feelings on,the matter and also in favour of the speaker who 
,1appealed to them most. Such remarks as: The Seminary professors say 
so, and such learned men must know what is right; the President 

I 
[supports it; our own pastor is in favour of it, are often heard. 
!And that then as a rule decides the issue. But the question: "~ 
does the Lord say about it in His Word?" is seldom heard. And so the 
motion is put, adopted, usually unanimously, the statement becomes "the 
voice of the church", and as such provides the guide-line to be followed. 
But if the statement happens to be a cunningly veiled "double-header", 

,matters go on as before. 

" Finally, we must have a look at both statements A (Albury) and H 
: (Horsham), since both are basically the same, even though the wording 
, is somewhat different. Here are the points we desire to make. 

1. Both Statements appear to be designed to make both "conservatives" 
and "liberals" happy. For example, when we read in both that "the Theses 
of Agreement use the term 'inerrancy' in its normal sense of freedom 
from all error and contradiction" and thus one "should not speak of 
'errors' in Holy Scripture" then no doubt the "conservatives" rejoiced 
and believed they had scored a vital point. Statement A also points out 
that "the hermeneutical principle that 'Scripture interprets Scripture' 
must not be abandoned"; that is correct. The "conservatives" must 
have felt happy to notice these points appearing in both statements. 
And since "conservatives" generally are inclined to be rather naive 
(meaning possessing childlike simplicity and trust mixed with a dash of 
stupidity), they must have also thought: Now we have our friends the 
liberals in the corner. 

But when it also speaks about someone regarding "as a mere allegory 
or symbol what the Scriptures clearly recognize as historical truth or 
f!£!" is acting contrary to the sound doctrine of the Scriptures and of 
the Theses of Agreement (H) then we ask: "Are all LOA theologians 
agreed on what constitutes such 'clear recognition'? What about Gen 1-3, 
which is regarded by a number of Seminary professors as 'pictorial'? 
Will they be required to change their minds about that, and if not, 
will they be disciplined?" 

But we must come to the main pOint, which renders both statements 
really useless, and that is the one which harps on the so-called "human 
side" of Scripture. Although the writers of both statements do not 
mention the matter by this name, they certainly refer to it in unmist-
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akable termso Statement A speaks thus in Section 3: " •• othe Theses of 
Agreement carry a very difficult subject to the limits of human cognition 
and linguistic expression, without either violating the character of the 
Sacred Scriptures as the inspired Word of God, or stripping the holy 
writers of human thought, feeling, and activity" (Underlining ours). 
Statement H deals with the matter in more detail. It points out that 
the Theses of Agreement take "into account the rich complexity of the 
Holy Scriptures as Word of God in all its parts and aspects and also 
word of man in all its parts and aspects" and later on informs us that 
the Theses of Agreement make reference to ttseeming deficiencies relating 
to and caused by the fact that the holy writers retained the distinctive 
features of their personalities, that they used contemporary methods of 
historio~aphY and used the terminology of contemporary views of nature 
and the world. These evidences of the limitations of the human mind in 
no way invalidate the inerrancy of God's written word, but illustrate 
the servant form of the written Word of God, which is interested not in 
technical recision for its own sake but in a 0 ular intelli ible 
resentation which best serves the savin ur oses of God" Underlining. 

ours • Then follows: "It must be borne in mind that a proper and 
adequate description of the written Word of God with its unity of the 
human and divine is beset with great difficulties. tt 

It is definitely true that the Scriptures have a "human side", if 
we wish to call it that. 

The Bible was written by human beings, using human language, the h01y 
writers recorded human events 9 human history, at times carefully collectec 
and checked by human historians. But in spite of these human efforts the 
Scriptures themselves declare, 2 Peter 1:20: "Holy men of God spake as 
they were moved (literally carried) by the Holy Ghost". The result of 
this "moving" was, as St. Paul puts it in 1 Corinthians 2:12-13: "The 
things that are freely given to us of God we speak, not in the words whicb 
man's wisdom teacheth, BUT //HICH THE HOLY GHOST TEACHETH." And since 
the Holy Ghost is tithe Spirit of Truth" (John 16:13) Who guides t'into ill 
truth" (John 16:13), we know from the very outset that, since He is the 
real Author of the Bible, and ALL Scripture has been inspired by Him, and 
that '·Scripture cannot be broken" (John 10:35) that in Holy Scripture we 
indeed have God's truth, the absolute truth, the truth without the least 
admixture of error, also when it speaks of secular matters, as the Lord 
Himself said: ItThy word is truth" (John 17:17). 

When liberal ·'theologians" speak of the Ithuman side" of Scripture -
and they usually stress that - they mean something very much different 
from what we do whenever we happen to mention this term. They figure 
this way: The Scriptures were written by human beings; all human 
beings are subject to error; therefore the Scripture contains~. 

But all liberals are not the same; there are also so-called 
"moderate" liberals. The "moderate" liberal still teaches that the Bible 
is inerrant in the great doctrines pertaining to salvation (theological 
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inerrancy), but contends that there are mistakes in Scripture with 
respect to secular matters (history, geography, bad grammar, etc.) and 
therefore rejects ntotal» inerrancy, which is demanded by the Scriptures 
themselves, since Christ Himself declared: "The Scril't-ure cannot be 
broken». 

Now we also know that certain doctors of theology in the LCA have 
made statements which plainly indicate that they do not subscribe to 
the "total" inerrancy required by the Word of God o Therefore Dr. Sasse 
wrote (AoToRo, XIX,2): "One thing Christian theology can never admit, 
namely, the presence of 'errors' in the sense of false statements in 
Holy Scripture'·., (Underlining ours). 

To the uninitiated this sentence will probably appear correct; 
but it is so shrewdly constructed that it says something quite different 
from what it seems to say~ The writer uses two words in that sentence~ 
"error" a..."ld "false" which originate from the Latin language? "error" 
from "errare'· (to wander away, to make a mistake) and "false» from 
IIfallerett ( to deceive). So what this doctor of theology means is this: 
The Scriptures do not contain any statement by means of which the 
reader is intended to be deceived, but they could, and in fact do, 
contain mistakes in secular matters, in numbers, etco, which are unint= 
entional, mainly due to the rather limited knowledge in secular matters 
of the holy writers living in those ancient times. (By the way, were 
these writers not inspired? Does, then, the Holy Spirit also possess 
only limited knowledge?) 

So .::!:hll professor certainly does not believe in "total" inerrancyo 

Another LCA doctor of theology (Dr. J.TeE. Renner) wrote several 
years ago in an essay entitled "Soundly Interpreting the Scriptures" 
po2: "It pleased the Holy Spirit to give us God's Word through human 
beings limited in their outlook and often not equipped with historical 
and cosmological acumen and knowledge known by men todaY.a •• Should not 
it be openly and frankly admitted that apparently it did not please the 
Holy Spirit to provide us with Scriptures that are in all their hist
orical, cultural and cosmological details accurate and that in many 
parts of the Scriptures it is so that the historical facts do not 
measure up to the scientific historio-graphical rules supplied by hist
orians? All this belongs to the human side of the Word tt

• 

This long involved sentence with its "big" words briefly means 
this: The men who wrote the Bible were of limited education. They did 
not know many of the things we know today. These were the men the Holy 
Spirit had to appoint to write the Scriptures, since there were no 
better ones around at the_ti~. As a matter of fact, it pleased the 
Holy Spirit, for some reason. or other, to provide us with a Bible that 
contains a conside.rable number of errors .. 

Well, this professor also certainly does not believe in "total" 
inerrancy, and we wonder just what he teaches his students! 
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Now comes the sixty-four dollar question: Could those last words 
of Section 3 have been inserted into the Statement on Inerrancy to 
provide room for and to keep within the LCA teachers holding such views? 

Again, in Section 4, the closing sentence: "It must be admitted, 
however, that the decision on what is literal and what is figurative may 
at times be difficult to determine" does call for some comment. 

It is on record that a theological professor (Dr. Pahl) in the LCA 
claims that Genesis 1-3 is not ~ history, "hence these things describ 
there must be taken as pictures or symbols, as in the book of Revelation 
A second professor, Dr. Hamann, according to the Conference minutes, 
"questioned also whether there was a real Garden of Eden. These things 
(Tree of Knowledge of good and evil, fruit, serpent) are quite possibly 
figurative. It was maintained that all these views are permitted by the 
Theses of Agreement". (Our underlining). 

Thus the last sentence in Section 4 must have been placed there for 
a purpose. What purpose? To provide room for professors who hold 
such views? 

Since then fUrther statements have issued from within the LCA which 
definitely prove that they have leading men, especially in their Seminary 
who hold heterodox ideas concerning the Scriptures, and which ideas appear 
in veiled and cleverly camouflaged form in both the Albury and Horsham 
statements, both making ample reference to the "human side" of Scripture. 

Note our under linings in the Horsham statement. That is why we could 
never accept a statement like that. A church that takes its stand on a 
basis of that kind has really not much to offer, but on the other hand 
can very seriously endanger a person's eternal salvation! (Taken from 
Pastor Kleinig's 1972 Fellowship Day Essay "The Inspiration and Inerranc~ 
of Holy Scripture", pages 14-17). 

That the LeA today has many problems with its leading theologians 
attacking this doctrine of the Eible is undoubtedly well-known to our 
readers 0 All of these men again and again have appealed to the Theses 
of Agreement to justify themselves. Surely this all proves that the 
Theses on this document do not settle the matter but permit those who 
outwardly claim to accept it to retain their false teachings. 

In order to show what a hold these false teachings have taken on thE 
LCA, we present the follOWing proofs: 

Pastor E. Kriewaldt reports concerning papers by Drs. Hamann, Hebart 
and Renner dealing with the inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture: 

1) "In his essay Dr. Hamann dealt with the relationship of the Holy Spirii 
to the Holy Scriptures. First he said some unusual things about the worh 
of the Holy Spirit, namely that the Holy Spirit has only one function, 
and that is to testify of Jesus. What profoundly disturbed me was that 
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the writer dared to affirm that the Scriptures contain mistakes, errors 
of history, etc. But then came the "double-talk". He claimed that such 
errors did not affect the doctrine of inspiration. Since I do not have 
the paper before me at present, I cannot quote directly, but can tell 
only of its contents. 

2) "Dr. Hebart (UELCA) praised the paper and spoke along" similar lines. 
He stressed the fact that the Bible has a human side, which could be 
the reason for the mistakes it contains. 

uDr. Renner's ~" on Hermeneutics repeated the same heresy. Even 
though the Conferenae ilJ.d not adopt the papers, it did not condemn them" 

3) "Now these are the men who will train our futUre pastorso What can 
be expected if men who have been moulded by professors who reject the 
inerrancy of the Bible slip further and fUrther away from the true 
doctrine? If faith in the Scriptures is lost, then " the way is open for 
all manner of errors". (Letter'to Pastor Kleinig, 1966) 

Dro Sasse in an essay entitled "Holy Scripture, Comments on this 
Inspiration Doctrine of Augustine" writes: "It is one of the great 
tragedies of Church History that~ supported by the authority of the 
greatest Church fathers Christendom has had to drag along through the 
centuries a theory (the verbal inspiration of Script,~ej BW) which is 
merely a laboriously Christ.i.anised form of a heathen. teaching about 
inspired writings"~ 

In a circular entitled "The Decline of the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church of Australia", the Rev" F oW. Noack, (Swan Reach, South.4ustralia) 
states the following:" " 

"At Luther Seminary there are instructors who made it evident that 
they believed that there were errors in the inspired Scriptureseo 

"Dr. Renner ••• also presented a paper claiming that there were weak
nesses and errors in the Bible because of the "human side'·. 

"Dr. H. Hamann, Jnr ••• too, presented a paper claiming that there 
were errors in the Bible. And in an article published in the 
Concordia Theological Monthly, of September, 1970, he speaks of 
Mark as being 'clumsy, inaccurate, and obscure', as being capable 
'of marring beyond recognition the best bit of Greek', and as 
'blundering' and 'botching' ••• 

!tDr. V. Pfitzner stated in a lecture to a £;roup of young people in 
1971: 

'~e have Paul doing some really violent things to the Old Testament 
text. The way he interprets the Old Testament at times is hair
raising, isn't it? 'Well', we say, 'Fair enough, htilts:'an Apostle, 
he can get away with it'. And he does. But if we were to do that 
kind of thing with the Old Testament - things that he does - the 
way he allegorizes and plays around, for example, with Hagar and 
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Sarah - what he makes of these two - Oh, it's abominable j in terms 
of literature and in terms of - well - illustrationso. The point he 
is making is absolutely true - it's inspired theoiogy'~ but -1 would 
~ecommend that we follow Paul'sinethod of getting to"the point that 
he doeso His literary method at this point I think is very poor9 and 
I wouldn't be ashamed todefend"this thesis in pubUco I still 
believe that what he writes is inspiredo But this is part of the 
hwnan side of what he writes"" And referring to sto Peter, Dr" 
Pfitzner stated: "The writing also of Peter - in the first chapter 
where he refers to the living and abiding Word of God - he takes an 
Old Testament passage which originally refers to God and which 
originally refers to the everlasting nature of God p and he turns 
the whole thing around and makes it refer top not God 9 but Jesus 
Christ, and not to the abiding nature of God 9 but the abiding natu.re 
of the Word. In other words, he doesn't really quote the passage 
correctly~ he misquotes it and he uses it for his purpose o Now we 
would say he's doing violence, and this is what the sects do now-a= 
days"., 

itA fourth-year student at Luther Seminary had the following, which 
contains most erroneous and misleading material, pUblished in the 
July, 1971 issue of the Youth Paper Encounter: 

"Inerrancy, Fallacies 

That the Bible is inspired leads us to conclude that the Bible is 
without erroro Yet. if we claim the human agency. surely mistakes 
must have occur~ed. For example, a conception of the Earth as flat 
covered by a great dome,Aolding out 'the waters'9 supported by 
pillars and~ set above 'the great deep', is found in the Old Testament. 
Today we know 'that this 'is simply not factual, and there are other 
ideas whic~ have similarly been debunked by science" 

What are we to say of this: Does it mean that we have good reason 
to doubt the truth of the entire Scriptures? To the person without 
faith it very often does. But we in faith accept the fact that the 
Bible contains the truth. 

Provable? 

There is no rational way of proving that the Bible is the truth~ 
The two texts cited about are not proofs because they do no more 
than the man who might say that he is a tree - the mere claim that 
he is a tree does not p!:'ove that he is a tree~ And cannot 'proofs 
like archaeolcigicaLdiscoveries, Unity, harmony, popularity and 
surVival be just as easily squashed? Where DO we, turn for proof? 
In ,,the end ther~ is only one proof! tt 

We have already recorded earlier in this chapter the dreadful 
statements made by Drs. H. Sasse and H. Hamann (Jnr) at a Pastoral 
Conference of the Qldo District, at Toowoomba in 1966. 

Of :r'ecent we mention. but 'do not quote in detail, the following 
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attacks on this same doctrine: 

- "Theology of the Word" by Dr. S.P. Hebart 
- "The B-lgle between Fundamentalism and Philosophy" - Dr. H.Hamann 
- Commel'!-lary on Genesis - Dr. J. Renner 

Not one of these learned doctors has ever publicly retracted these 
errors; confessed his great sin in clinging to them in tA~ past and 
promised to teach the truth in the future. 

T)1erefore the LCA has become a party to these false teachings~ 
officially condones and tolerates them, and itself becomes guilty of 
allowing the Bible to be charged with errors and mistakeso 

ELCA CHANGES ITS POSITION ON PRACTICAL MATTERSo 

In the matters of Lodges, Marriage and Betrothal, and Marriage 
with the Deceased Wife's Sister, the ELCA did not so much compromise, 
but CHANGED THEIR POSITION from that which was previously helde 

Although the statement in the Theses of Agreement regarding LODGES 
does condemn these antichristian organizations, and require "evangelical 
discipline" towards those who belong, it was a well-known fact that 
UELCA pastors had for many years tolerated known lodge members in their 
midst without such disciplineo 

That the ~ had become lax in such discipline, and based this 
on its acceptance of the Theses of Agreement is evident from the 
following minute in the SeAo District Pastoral Conference, ELCA, (June 
2-4,1959): 

"LODGE MEMBERSHIP: 
of Agreement, page 
registration where 

RESOLVED that in accordance with the Theses 
to membershi by 
Minutes, p1 

Here we see a "loophole" in the Statement on Lodges permitting 
"financial membership" being used to allow ELCA and UELCA members to 
remain members of these anti-Christian organizationso Such was not in 
accordance with the former position of the ELSA as shown in an article 
entitled FREEMASONRY by Pastor T.A. Reimers (ATR, 1937 p.85)o 

Regarding ENGAGEMENT being tantamount to MARRIAGE in God's sight, 
the old ELSA had taken the position of old Missouri that the Lord 
re rded a validl en ed cou Ie as bein alread husband and wife. 
Essay on Church Fellowship, Dr. Th. Nickel, 1902, po34 - English 

translation, F.G. Kleinig). 

Dr. J.B. Koch reports concerning the ELSA's position on engagement: 

"Gradually, however, the attitude became official doctrine ~ 
was modified onl later in the 1 O's and 1 O's in inter-
synodical When the Murray Meets the Mississippi, 
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J.B. Koch, p.81, underlining added) 

From this it is clear that the ELCA, together with the Missouri Synod 
altered their position on ENGAGEMENT when it accepted the following 
statements on Marriage and Betrothal: 

"Holy Scripture contains no specific doctrine or law for Christian", 
on betrothal or engagement. We agree, therefore, that betrothal 
or engagement is of human origin and its meaning and significance 
is for that reason largely subject to prevailing custom which may 
vary from age to age and place to place. It 

The ~, on the basis of.Matt 1 :18-20; Deut 22:22-24;. 28-30; Gen. 
19:14; Hosea 4:13,14; still maintains the Scriptural principle that 
A VALID ENGAGEMENT before God is regarded as TANTAMOUNT TO MARRIAGEo 

Finally the ELCA changed its position in regard to Marriage with the 
Deceased wife's Sister.. In articles entitled ItMarriage with a Deceased 
Wife's,Sister Prohibited" (ATR, .1931, No.3 & 4), Pastor A. Mackenzie 
outline~ the ELSA's position. that this was forbidden. 

The "Theses of Agreement'· state: 

'~e believe that the Scripture passage often adduced in support 
of the opinion that marriage with a deceased wife's sister is 
absolutely and for all time prohibited by God's Moral Law 
(Lev t8:6,16,1S), are not sufficiently clear, both intrinsically 
and in their relation to the Moral Law, to compel the formulation 
of a doctrine reflecting God's revelation and will, so that 
different views o~this matter are not divisive of church fellow
shipo" 

So these matters, since there were varying "opinions" on them were 
also placed into the evil OPEN QUESTIONS box. 

THESES ON "PRINCIPLES· GOVERNING CO-OPERATION BETWEEN CHURCHES 
NOT IN CHURCH FELLOWSHIP" NOT ADOPTED BY UELCA. 

In 1221 the Intersynodical Committees adopted Theses dealing with 
PRINCIPLES GOVERNING CO-OPERATION BETWEEN CHURCHES NOT IN CHURCH 
FELLOWSHIP. (They were printed in AL, 1956, June 27) 

Thes~ were finally adopted by the ELCA in 1959, but never became a 
part of the Theses of Agreement·because they were not accepted bi the 
UELCA.Pastoral Conference or Convention. The question is asked, WHY NOT? 

Dr. M. Lohe gives an iridicati'on"wheri he states concerning them: 

"It was recognised that these Theses on Co-operation were altogetheJ:' 
too negative. 1t (LH, 1965, p.4) 

The Theses (CTM, 1956, p.891), though not condemning membership in 
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the LWF with the very words 9 could be interpreted ae to take this 
position. That is no doubt why the UELCA would not accept them p because 
they could be taken to condemn their L~~ membership, and be used as a 
lever for the ELCA to get the UELCA out of the LWF. 

OTHER MATTERS OF DIFFERENCE NOT MENTIONED BY THE THESES OF AGREEMENT. 

It is interesting that a number of matters regarded as constituting 
differences between the two Churches in 1936 (ATR 1936, NO$3) are not 
even given a mention in the Theses of Agreement,. let alone Scripturally 
settled. These are j apart from the OPEN QVESTlONS MATTER mentioned 
previously: 

SUNDAY (Scriptural attitude towards) 
CHRIST'S STATE OF HUMILIATION - (Kenosis). 

Are we therefore to assume that these matters too constituted 
differences not settled at the time of the union? 

Other matters concerning which there were divergent op1n10ns in 
the two Churches, and on which false positions have either been 
officially adopted or are tolerated by the LCA today are: 

- Genesis 1 - 3 (attitude towards) 
- word 'day' in Genesis 1 
- position of women in the church 
- modern dance 

ADOPTION OF THESES OF A GREEMENT ~ 

The Theses of Agreement, having been drawn up 'by the Intersynod
ieal Committees, and studied by Pastoral Conferences and Conventions, 
were finally adopted by the UELCA at its 122£ Convention and the ELCA 
at its l222 Conventiono 

But opinion in the ELCA was by no means unanimously in favour 
of its adoption. 

Pastor Temme wrote to Pastor Kleinig: 

ItI do not know whether you know that in 1954 I was the only 
pastor (and the Adelaide College Assembly Hall was almost full 
at a General Pastoral Conference) who stood up when the chairman 
asked who was against the adoption of the union theses. 11Y 
reasons are enclosed herewith. I ·felt pretty blue for a while. 
I later found that Dr. Zschech, Hassold, Ao Mackenzie, Briukworth 
Kriewaldt, late T.W. Lutze were right behind me. But I was the 
only one who stood up." (Letter to Pastor Kleinig dated 12.9.62) 

What a great pity that these ELCA men who knew better did not 
faithfully confess the trClths of God's Word and oppose the Theses of 
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Agreement publicly because of its false teachings. Because leading men 
in the ELCA, especially those old and respected pastors, did not take 
a public stand against its contents tit was generallya:cepted by the 
younger pastors and lay people who looked to these men to take the lead. 
Thus their Church forfeited its doctrinal position and were led, not many 
years after, into an unscriptural uniono 

Many of the lay people and pastors of the ELCA were so crazy for 
this union at any cost that the union would have come about anywayo 
But the old solid men who opposed it, if they had taken a stand~ though 
not stopping the union~ would have created a larger nucleus of support 
for those who did not go ino Courageous leadership was necessary from 
these men to inform as many true Lutherans as possible and then to 
act in not going in& 
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CHAPl'ER Xlo 

DIFFERENCES'Bm'W'EEN TWO CHURCHES HALT PROGRESS IN UNIONo (1959-1964)0, ·" __ '_Q:!,·_·-=:i_-<:)·_c;::;IcaCII_-_·_.,_·_t-·_V_-_._' ___ '_' __ ~ __ .. ____ cat ________ ..:I __ omiD___ _ _______ _ 

Since the Theses of Agreement was adopted by the UELCA and ELC! in 
1956 and 1959, one would have expected the merger quickly to have 
resultedo But it was a number of years before this eventuatedo The 
question is then asked: Why did the final amalgamation take so long? 

Dro Stolz v the General President of the UELCAs stated in 1953:' 

"The one unsolved problem confronting the two Committees is 
that of the Overseas Connections of both Churches in their 
bearing on the Uniono" (Report of 1953 General Convention, UELCA) 

Simply stated, the UELCA was a member of the Lutheran World 
Federation (LWF), and also in fellowship with and a supporter of the 
Evangelical Luthera~.qhurch of New Guinea (ELCONG). ELeONG was 
supported by and. provided with missionaries from the .Bavarian State 
Church (Neuendettelsau Mission), the State Church 'of Hanover (Leipzig 
Mission), and,the American Lutheran Church (ALe). All of these were 
false teaching churches, the latter being a member of the World Council 
of Churches (WCC)o The UELCA could see nothing wrong with this situation. 
The ELCA on the other hand considered LWF membership contrary to 
Scripture~ Also they considered fellowship with and support of ELeONG, 
the mission of heterodox church bodies to be sinfulo The UELeA consid
ered it to be an adiaphoron (something neither commanded nor forbidden 
in the Scriptures), the ELeA taught that it was fO'rbidden by the Bible. 

THE DIFFERENCE WENT MUCH DEEPER. 

As has been pointed out the differences between the two churches 
went much deeper than just this pointo The matter of LWF membership 
and fellowship with heterodox churches was just one of the many matters 
the UELCA put into the Open Questions Box. It really came down to the 
attitude of each to God's Word, and the refusal of the UELeA to accept 
the clear instructions of Scripture in these matt~rs. The UELCA adopted 
the position in practice: WE WILL ONLY ACCEPI' GOD'S WORD WHEN IT IS IN 
HARMONY WITH OUR EARTHLY OPINION. GOD DOES NOT EXPECT US TO OBEY HIM 
IN ALL MATTERS OF SCRIPI'URE. 

That there were more basic differences· between the two churches 
was recognized by Dr. S.P. Hebart. He states: 

"The reason for this doubt (whether the problem of co-operation 
can be solved) is that for many years our Committee has believed 
that the remaining difference between the Churches lies far more 
deeply than the problem of co-operation. But it is not so easy 
to pinpoint this basic difference and our own Committee is not 
agreed on what it could be. 
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"It was a member of the ELCA Committee who suggested at this 
juncture that it might be worth asking ourselves whether there 
was not between us a real difference in the way in which we read 
our New Testament, understand it and apply it. 

"Professor Altus, of Concordia Seminary, has kept on reminding us 
that union in this country is so urgent that overseas connections 
are secondary and he has suggested that we might consider on both 
sides giving up all such relationships, uniting, and then, as one 
Church together, examine what overseas connections we desire to 
have or can have~ Such a prospect is indeed fascinating. But it 
has always been answered that it would be unrealistic to bypass the 
deeper difference that separates us, only to find afterwards thati.t 
is still thereo" 

(Report of UELCA Synodical Committee to 1962 Convention at 
Bundaberg, p.179, emphasis added) 

Let us inform Dr. Hebart, if he has not since found out, that the 
basic difference concerning which the UELCA ttcommi ttee is not agreed on 
what it could belt, was the notorious OPEN QUESTIONS PRINCIPLE and their 
attitude towards the authority of God's Word. 

But let us examine the vital differences between the two churches 
regarding CHURCH FELLOWSHIP. 

MEMBERSHIP IN LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION AND OVERSEAS CONNECTIONS. 

The Australian Lutheran (March 18, 1959) contains a Declaration 
Grawn up by the Intersynodical Committee of the ELCA and its Executive 
Council. This well summarizes .the differences in these points. 

"On the other hand, we sincerely regret that we have not reached 
agreement in all matters of Christian doctrine and practiceo 

"Although we have adopted Theses on ·'Joint Prayer and Worship', and 
although we have agreed that 'according to the revealed will and 
command of God all believers are directed to that visible church, 
which teaches the Word of God in its truth and purity and adminis
ters the Sacraments according to the institution of their Founder, 
and, conversely, are directed to avoid all erring and heterodox 
churches' (Theses of Agreement on the Church, v.15) and although 
the Joint Intersynodi6al Committees have adopted Theses on 'Co-oper
ation between Churches not in Church Fellowship' we are not in 
agreement as yet on what constitutes unionism and how the principle 
adopted against unionism are to be applied. 

"Our lack of agreement appears in the following: 

(a) The Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia is in fellowship 
with a number of churches with which the United Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of Australia is not in fellowship; (eg. Missouri 
and Wisconsin Synods, GLW) 
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The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia practices 
selective fellowship with members of churches, with which the7 
are not in fellowship; 

The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia is a part~ 
ner in a Mission (New Guinea), in which the United Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of Australia missionaries practise fellowship 
with missionaries from other churches with which United Evan
gelical Lutheran Church of Australia is not in fellowship -
churches that tolerate false doctrine and false teachers and 
belong to unionistic organisations; 

(d) The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia has so 
far not clearly defined its attitude towards the World Council 
of Churches which fosters the modern ecumenical movement, and 
which the Lutheran World Federation encourages in the purpose 
clause of its Constitution, whereas the Evangelical Lutheran 
Church of Australia has defined its attitudeo (See Toowoomba 
Synodical Report, 1950, po124); 

(e) The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia is a 
member-church of the Lutheran World Fellowship, whereas the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia has declined members
hip; 

(f) The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia continues 
to remain a member-church j even though the Intersynodical Com
mittees have declared that 'The practice of the Luthef!n 
World Federation is contrar to its own Constitution -

1 in admitting churches and church-groups, which are not 
really Lutheran; 

(2) in permitting such churches to retain membership; 
(3) in letting un-Lutheran practice continue unchallenged in 

member-churches; 
(4) in condoning un-Lutheran alliances.' 

(g) The United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australia continues 
its membership with the LWF, even though the Australian 
Proposals for a change of the Constitution to enable genuinely 
Lutheran Churches to join up and remain members with a good 
conscience were not adopted at Minneapolis~t9 

The reasons why the ELCA on Scriptural grounds refused LWF member
ship were outlined by Pastor F~ Noack, President of the Qld. District of 
the ELCA in an essay entitled, "The Lutheran World Federation and New 
GUinea," presented to the Qld. District Convention in Kingaroy, 1956. 

Amongst other things he states: 

ttWE CANNOT TAKE THE SAME STAND. WHY NOT? 

ItHere are some of the reasons:-
"1. The Lutheran World Federation claims that it is merely a 

Federation, that is a free league or association of Churches, 
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and therefore not a Church, and since the member-Churches are 
absolutely autonomous, that iS 9 completely self-governing, they 
do not become responsible for what is being done by other 
member-Churches of the L.W.Fo Therefore every and any Lutheran 
Church may be a member-Church with a good conscienceo 

t~e answer: Now 9 even though the LoWoFo professes to be merely a 
Federation, its ovm constitution does not confirm this claimo In 
chapter lIIi paragraph 29 clause (a) reads: !To bear united. ';fitness 
before the world to the Gcspel of Jesus Christ as the pows"" o1~ God 
for salvation i 0 Mark 9 the task of bearing witness t() the G.::-spel of 
Jesus Christ for salvation God has given to the Church" Hence 9 by 
carrying out clause (a) of its constitution, the LoW.,Fo does the 
task of the Church and therefore its claim that it is merely a 
Federat:i.on cannot be upheld, neither the a1"'gument that member": 
Cllurches -10 not become respoDsi ble for what the oths" member= 
Chl:l.rches do" As a matter of fact, it does not bear serious eXaffi= 
ination 1 for eyen in worldly- affairs it holds good 9 that if one is 
a member of an organisatioD 9 one is responsible for its actions and 
the actions of the memberso 

"20 The Lutheran World Federation, according to its constitution~ has 
the end and aim of cultivatin fellowshi and co-o eration in 
regard to the tasks which God has given the Church 0 Clause e) 
of the Constitution states: 'To develop a united Lutheran appr
oach to responsibilities in missions and education'. Note 9 

responsibilities in missions is a task which God has given to 
the Church. Here this task is assigned by the Constitution to 
the Lutheran World Federationo In carrying out this task the 
LoW.F. is again actually doing the work of the Church, therefore 
the claim that it is merely a Federation falls to the groundo 

"3. The Lutheran World Federation is gHiltl of sinful unionism. fOI 
it tolerates false doctrine and false teachers and encoura~s 
them. Where is the proof? The LoWoFo invited Professor 
Staehlin, of the Universi.ty of Erlangen, Germany, to read an 
essay on Holy Communion at the Hannover· Convention, 19520 In 
his ess~ Professor Staehlin openly advocated open Holl Comm
uriion9 that is, to give the Lordts Supper to everyone who 
desires to partake of it, irrespective of whether he believes 
that he receives the true body and blood of Christ in the Lord~ 
Supper or noto Clearly this ~ssay was in conflict with the 
doctrine of Scripture on Holy Communion. Did the Lutheran World 
Federation, in accordance with its Constitution, reject this 
unscriptural doctrine on Holy Communion? Certainly not, for it 
appears in ita printed report without any correction, censure, 
or disapproval whatsoever. Thereby the L.W.F. assigns to errox 
equal right with the truth. 

"Here is another example that shows that the Lutheran World Federa
tion is guilty of sinful unionism. At the Hannover Convention it 
listed the celebration of Holy Communion on the programme of its 
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inaugural (commencement) service, and it was part and parcel of 
the main service~ There was no break whatsoevero It was attended 
by the delegates with few exceptions. Orthodox and heterodox 
knelt side by side and received the Lordis SupperG This is sinful 
unionism and the LeWeFe has in no wise disapproved of it~ 

"4. Furthermore, the LoWoF. is guilty of sinful unionism, because 
it encourages orthodox and unorthodox Churches to co-operate 
in matters which require unity in doctrine and practice 
beforehand. viz; joint mission work and united witness. fin
ancial support for false Churcheso 

19 5$ The LoW.F. breaks its Constitution by accepting into member
ship heterodox Churches (Churches which teach falsely and 
refuse to be corrected by God's Word), e.g.: The Church of 
Sweden and the Church of Denmark, which have established 
pulpit and altar fellowship with the Reformed Church, that is 
with the Church of Zwingli and Calvin who falsified the doct
rine of Holy Communion. 

"Furthermore, the LoWoFo has accepted into membership the Union 
Church of Pomerania, which is still a member-Church of the Evang
elical Church Union of Germany, the former Prussian State Church~ 
which is grossly unionistic. Now did the Lutheran World Federat
ion request the Church of Pomerania to sever its connection with 
the E.K.U., because this Church does not uphold the Lutheran 
Confessions? It took no action whatsoever. How can the L.W.F. 
accept a Church which subscribes to a Constitution which is 
plainly opposed to the Constitution of the L.W.F., whose Confess
ional paragraph reads: 'The Lutheran World Federation acknowled
ges the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament as the only 
source and norm of all Church doctrine and practice and sees in 
the Confessions, especially in the Unaltered Augsburg Confession 
and Luther's Small Catechism, a pure exposition of the Word of 
God'? 

"Now by admitting heterodox (false Churches) side by side with 
orthodox Churches (those that teach according to God's Word), the 
LoW.F. breaks its own Constitution and gives equal room and scope 
to false and pure Churches and their proclamation, and thereby 
assigns to error equal right with the truth. This is sinful 
unionism. 

"6. The LoWoF. condones (overlooks) un-Lutheran affiliationsj eg: 
the affiliation of the Lutheran Church of Sweden with the 
Reformed Church of England and the affiliation of the Lutheran 
Church of Denmark with the Reformed Presbyterian Church of 
Scotland. Both the Church of England and the Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland confess, teach, and believe that at the 
Lord's Table we do not receive the true body and blood of the 
Lord in, with, and under the bread and wine. Both deny that 
the Sacraments work forgiveness of sins, life, and salvation. 
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"By establishing pulpit and·altar fellowship with these Reformed 
Churches, the Lutheran Church of· Sweden and ~he Lutheran Church of 
Denmark·have giv.en to error equal Tight with the truthQ Now what. 
has the Lutheran.. Wo:dd Federation . done to admonish or reprove these 
member-Churches in regard to these un-Lutheran affiliations? 
Nothing., 

tt . 

7. The Lutheran World Federation condones un-Lutheran alliances, 
eogo: the alliances of. the Lutheran Landeskirchen (former State 
Churches) . wi tho the unicni&t:i.c EvaI).geUcal Church, Ge:z::many 9 the 
EoK.I.D ... , to which belong Reforined 9 . ·Lutherans, and Unionists" 
What has the Luthe~an World Federation done to Save these .. 
Lutheran Churches from the sinful unionism of the Evangelical 
Church . in Ge~? Again we U).ust answer: Nothing., 

"8 .. The LoWo;;. condones unionism .. · One of· the most glaring ·examples 
that the LoWoF; condones unionism is tneKirchentag (joint rally 
of Protestant Churches) at Hamburg". A report on this day appe~r
~d in 1.953, in the' S9nntags.blatt, Nr"'34~ . whose publisher is Dr" 
Hans Lilje ~ the President of the Lo VI of " •• 1> This article proves 
beyond all doubt that gross unionism. is .indulged in on these W S 

and'that it is boasted of bi the writer; and 'tne publish~r9 
Hans Lilje, condone. it all, fo.r in vain do we search his paper 
theSonntagsblatt, for a single word of warning, rebuke, or 
censure. 

clause 

"100 The Lutheran World Federation, according to Section III,2,ds o~ 
its Constitution, is resolved to participate in the ecumenical 
movements of· todaY, viz: World Council of Churches, without 
askin or answerin the hi hI 1m ortant uestiQIl whether these 
movements: The Evangelical Church of Germany the E.K.I.Do and 
the World Council of Churches stand.four-sguare upon the 
Scriptures or not, but this is preCisely the duty which its own 
Constitution in its confessional paragraph imposes on the LoWoF. 

"Therefore, because of all the reasons we have just heard, the Eo~.C.A. 
cannot see its way clear to become a member of the LoW.F. as long 
as it is unionistic." 

7inally, the writer draws the conclusion: 

"The UELCA, by its membership in the LWF, and its co-operation with 
unionistic organizations, is involved in unionism. By establishing 
pulpit and altar fellowship, our church would also be involved in 
unionism. We would also expose our Church to the constant and 
grave danger of losing the truth of Godis Word. Again how can we 
establish pulpit and altar fellowship with the UELCA when we are 
not agreed on the question of unionism which strikes at the Script. 
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ures and the Confessions? The Prophet Amos asks, 'Can two walk 
together except they be agreed' (Amos 3:3)" 

The UELCA POSITION is clearly put by President ~ (UELCA General 
President) and Secretary Proeve in a statement by the UELCA Church 
Council to the Albury General Pastoral Conference of the ELCA, 1959. 

They state: 

'~e have given special attention to the question which at present 
particularly divides us, the matter of co-operation with other 
Churches and bodies with whom we are not in church fellowship 
(whether within the Lutheran World Federation or not), including 
the implications of a co-operatio in sacris. We can only affirm 
that in spite of our study and consideration of all possibly rele
vant Scripture texts, we are not able to discover anything in the 
principles underlying our present practice as a Church in the 
matter of co-operation which is contrary to the clear teaching of 
Scripture, and therefore sinful ••• 

"Certainly we know how serious is -the will of our Lord that we 
should not profane God's holy Name, but rather hallow it; and we 
are one with you in the holy desire to obey God's will for us by 
teaching His Word in all its truth and purity, and leading a holy 
life according to it, that by God's grace His Kingdom may come 
through the working of the Holy Spirit given to us. But we must 
beg you, brethren, to believe us when we now declare-before God 
and you, that we know of nothing in the life of our· Church, in 
particular in regard to our co-operation as practised' within the 
Lutheran World Federation or with our partners in Lutheran Mission 
New Guinea, which directly or indirectly involves us in aprofan
ation of God's Holy Name, or which directly or indirectly prevents 
us from the pure and true teaching of God's holy Word. We have a 
clear conscience in this matter. and we.must beg you to respect and 
honour that conscience. 

"On the other hand, we know equally well that when so far you for 
your part have rejected our practice in regard to co-operation 
with Churches with whom we are not in church fellowship as unscr
iptural and sinful, and when you have accordingly refused us the 
hand of fellowship, you have done so with a clear conscience, 
based on the firm conviction that only in this way you could obey 
the will of God that we should hallow His Name~ We respect these, 
your conscientious scruples, and realise that so far we have not 
been able to show you convincing passages of Holy Writ which would 
have allayed your scruples, in the same way as you have not succe
eded in showing a single passage from God's Word which would 
clearly condemn our present practice in co-operation and lead us 
to repentance." 

"Brethren, we cannot at present foresee a single possible develop
ment which would alter scripturally-based convictions on either 
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~ or make bad consciences of consciences that now are clear and 
free in either Church. Yet we believe that you are one with us, not 
only in doctrine, but also in the sad knowledge that our present 
disunity is a stumbling-block for many of our people, so that the 
sincerity of our intentions is doubted in many parts of our Lutheran 
Church." 

APPEALS FOR UNION ON THE BASIS OF DECLARING OVERSEAS CONNECTIONS 
AN "OPEN QUESTION". 

The UELCA did not regard the matters just discussed as preventing 
fellowship and amalgamation with the ELCA. In fact they regarded them aa 
an OPEN QUESTION. Here we see this evil principle at work. Though 
Scripture forbad LWF membership and fellowship with heterodox churches, 
the UELCA preferred to allow each to please himself regarding his position. 

As proof of this, the UELCA on two occasions offered Altar and Pulpit 
Fellowship to the ELCA on the .basis of Paragraph I, 4(e) of the Theses of 
Agreement, (at Albury, 1959 and Bundaberg, 1962) as follows: 

'~e earnestly beg you. therefore. to consider whether the present 
situation is not analogous to that provided for in Thesis 1,4 of our 
Theses of Agreement .... Becausewe believe this to be so, we submit 
that the provisions laid down in this Thesis in section (e) are 
applicable to the question of co-operation dividing us. Our differ
ing convictions, each equally based on a differing interpretation of 
God's Word, are a clear indication of the need to apply these prov
isions. 
~e further believe that these prOVisions -have been observed and 
-their demands fulfilled; so that we now ouPht to be able to affirIr 
cojointly in this matter of co-operation,-as it·affectsus, 
'divergent views arising from such differences of interpretation at:.e 
not divisive of Church fellowship·. 

"So we beg you to consider with us, prayerfully and in obedience to 
God's Word, whether, in accordance with Thesis 1,4, our present 
divergent views on co-operation, as it affects us, are not irrelev
ant to the establishment of altar and pulpit fellowship between our 
churches." (Queensland Lutheran, Vol XVII,4,April 7, 1959). 

Since the ELCA at this stage still realized that union on this basis 
was contrary to Scripture, this appeal was refused. 

Thus Dr. CI. Hoopmann wrote: 

"Another overture for the establishment of altar and pulpit was made 
by the General Church Council of the UELCA-at the beginning of the 
year, but as it was on· the same basis as the overture made at 
Glenelg in 1956, it could not be accepted. 

"We desire union. We are longing for it, but it must be a union 
based on God's Word and the Confessions of our church. The truth 
is too precious to be sacrificed for the sake of outward union. It 

(Synodlcal Report, 1958, p.38). 
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Similarly, Dr. SoP. Hebart (UELeA) appealed to the Pastoral Confer
ence of the ELCA (Burrumbuttock, 1956) to give careful consideration to 
the question "whether in view of the great amount of unity established 
through the Theses of Agreement accepted by both Churches, the one 
remaining difference relating to co-operation with Churches with whom 
we are not in church fellowship must prevent pulpit and altar fellow
ship between our Churches in Australia. tl 

It reminds one very much of Zwingli's appeal, with tears in his 
eyes, to Luther not to be so uncompromising on the doctrine of the Lord's 
Supper. 

The UELCA.was quite willing tn unite with this matter unsettled, 
no doubt hoping that the ELCA men would soon be won over to their 
position. This position (that LWF membership was an adiaphoron) was 
taken by the UELe! right up to the time of merger, and as we will later 
on show t was the position of the Document of Union which supposedly 
"settled" these differences between the two churches. 

ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE LWF CONSTITUTION FAIL. 

In 1955, the Intersynodical Committees adopted the rather foolish 
hope that if the Constitution of the LWF could be changed, it would 
then take away the contentious scruples of the ELCA to LWF membership. 
Proposals were put to the LWFby Dr. Lohe on pehalf of both Committees, 
involving requests to eliminate the doctrinal basis of the ·LWF; change 
its purpose clauses; and alter membership clauses. 

These proposals failed, in fact were dealt with rather quickly as 
Dr. Hoopmann. reports: 

t~en Dr. Lohe- submitted these proposed changes to the Executive 
Committee in January, 1956, they were not discussed but referred 
to the Constitutional Committee. 

tlAt Minneapolis maQY were anxious to hear the report of this 
Committee. It was submitted to the full assembly on August 20th, 
but was not read. Delegates were asked to study it before any 
action was taken. The Report stated that the questions that arise 
in connection with the Australian proposals go to the very heart 
of the nature of a federation and partiCUlarly the nature of the 
LWF. No changes, however, were recommended by the Committee with 
regard to the doctrinal basis and the purpose clauses of the 
Constitution •••• The whole matter was disposed of in less than 
fifteen minutes on the floor of the Assembly." 

(General Presidents Report, 1951 Qld District Convention, ELCA, 
Dal by, p. 50) • 

Thus, the foolish hope of changing this heterodox conglomeration 
of false teaching churches came to nothing. We ask the pertinent quest
ion: What do you expect? Can a leopard change its spots? 
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DELCA DECLARES FELLOWSHIP WITH A.LoCe 

As if its then present overseas relationships were not bad enoughithe 
UELCA in 1959 decided officially to declare fellowship with the ALCo 
Although not until now officially declared, the UELCA already regarded 
itself in fellowship with this group, and showed this by exchanges of 
pastors, with altars and pulpits also being shared 6 At the 1959 General 
Convention of the DELCA at Nuriootpa, this fellowship was officially 
recognized, though the Church Council of the DELCA advised against it, 
fearing it would hinder the progress of union. The ALC was not only a 
false teaching Lutheran body, but was also a member of the devilish 
World Council of Churches (WCC). If the ELCA were then to declare 
fellowship with the UELCA it would be in fellowship with a church which 
was part and parcel of the wec, thereby being in fellowship indirectly 
with the WCC. Very little sound Christian judgement is needed to see 
how far the WCC has strayed from the Scriptures, admitting churches of 
all doctrinal persuasions 6 By being a member or being in fellowship 
with a church which has membership in the WCC, one thereby shares in and 
has co-responsibility for all the errors tolerated and condoned in the 
WCC. We can see what an obstacle this placed in the road to union of the 
two churches. 

Dr. Cl. Hoopmann (General President of the ELCA) made the following 
statement: 

WWe would have welcomed it had the UELCA declined the offer of the 
ALC for confessional reasons. As' this was not done, however, we 
must face the new situation. We are not prepared to say that it 
has widened the gulf separating the two churches in Australia, but 
it has shown us more clearly than ever how serious the differences 
are that still divide us. We fear the action of the UELCA at 
Nuriootpa was symptomatic -of the attitude- taken by the Synod for 
some time. It is becoming more and more evident that we are not 
one in the doctrine of unionism and its practical application." 

Can you have clearer evidence that although both Churches had 
adopted the statementsin the Theses of Agreement - Theses on Principles 
Governing Church Fellowship and Theses on Joint Prayer and Worship and 
though they claimed agreement, this was not an agreement in understanding 
Both churches understood thin in a different wa 6 They were not truly 
united in doctrine. 1 Cor 1:10 • 

So here was where matters lay up until 1964, both Churches "earnest· 
ly praying" for and seeking union, but realizing that the gulf that 
divided them was great. 

But then, within a year (late 1964 to November 1965), not only had 
supposed "agreement" been foUnd, but altar and pulpit fellowship was 
declared. We therefore must answer the question: 

WHO DECIDED TO CHANGE THEIR POSITION: THE DELeA, THE ELCA, OR BOTH? 

This question will be answered in Chapter XII. 
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CHAPrER XIL 

DRAWING UP OF DOCUMENTo 

It was towards the end of 1964 that a dramatic event took place, 
which was hailed as a settlement of the last remaining differences 
between the two churcheso A statement was drawn up entitled the 
DOcUMENT OF UNION~ Sad to saYg this document openly declared the 
matters whic1i previously divided the churches OPEN QUESTIONSo 

Pastor F oHo Schmidt relates concerning the history of this 
document: 

"A personal reminiscence will, I trust, be permitted at this 
pointo We were in Adelaide at the time for.the graduation of 
our son-in-law, Pastor Mo Heuscheleo We had a free day on which 
we left early to visit my people in the countryo Next morning 
when I met Dre Hebart he told me that they had been looking for 
me the previous morning to ask me to attend a meeting of the 
Intersynodical Committees o Enthusiasticallyp he went on to say 
that he believed there had been an important development and 
that Lutheran Union was imminentooo.o 

"Dr. Hebart, briefly recalling the steps which led to this change p 
tells how at the conclusion of a meeting of the Committees, which 
in his report to the 1965 General Convention he described as most 
unpromising and confused,' it was resolved 'in the last few 
minutes of the meeting that the Faculties of the two Seminaries 
be asked to investigate the basic question that divided us, the 
problem of co-operation. There was little enthusiasm for this 
suggestion, but the motion was adopted' •••• 

"It was on the basis of the report and recommendations of the 
Joint Faculties that the momentous decision was made in December 
1964 'that a committee consisting of Dr. C.E. Hoopmann, Dr. F. 
Blaess, Dr. H. Hamann, Dr. M. Lohe, Dr. SoPo Hebart and Dr. JoT.E. 
Renner should draft a Union Document.' This committee immediately 
asked Dr. Blaess and Dr. Hebart to undertake the actual draftinge 
By December 30th, 1964 this Document of Union was ready for this 
Committee and on 11th January, 1965. it was presented to and 
adopted by a meeting of the Joint Committee. t. 
CA Monograph, Pastor F.H. Schmidt, p.14) 

Basically the Document of Union requested that each church sever 
all overseas fellowships which hindered the progress of union. The ELCA 
was to sever its connection with the Missouri Synod, the Wisconsin 
Synod, the ELS and other bodies it had been in fellowship with for many 
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years. Likewise the UELCA, from the time of its adoption of the Document 
of Union, was to sever its links with the LWF, the ALC and other heterodox 
groups they had been in fellowship with. Then, without any overseas 
connections, both churches would be free to go in and unite, leaving the 
new church to determine what fellowships were to be arranged. This 
suggestion was put forward by Dr. Altus of Concordia Seminary (ELCA), 
and formed the basis for this document (cf. Dr. Hebarts' Intersynodical 
Committee Report to DELCA Convention, Bundaberg, 1962). 

Now all this sounds very pleasing, and obviously achieved the 
objective of union. 

BUT WAS IT A SCRIPTURAL GOD-PLEASING UNION, OR A UNION ON THE 
BASIS OF COMPROMISE? 

We summarize our chief objections to this, "settlement" with the 
following points: 

1. The UELCA severed its connection with the LWF (and other over
seas bodies ~ BECAUSE IT BELIEVED SUCH TO BE CONTRARY TO SCRIPTURE, 
BUT FOR THE SAKE OF CONVENIENCE. The UELCA STILL HELD that they could 
see nothing wrong with membership in theLWF. In other words, their 
OFFICIAL DOCTRINAL POSITION was that the~Word of, God does not condemn 
LWF MEMBERSHIP. 

This is shown: (~) By, official statements, such as the following: 

"3. Lutheran World Federation. The UELCA while still convinced 
that membership in the ,Lutheran World Federation is not 
contrary to the Word of God, does not require that this 
question must be decided before union. The united Church 
will therefore not be a member of the Lutheran World Federation 
and will decide the question of affiliation with that body at 
a future time." (Lutheran Herald, Feb 13, 1965, p.37). 

(E) By the fact that no repentance, sorrow or regret 
was expressed by the DELCA for its sinful LWF membership in the past. 

(£) By the thankfulness the DELCA expressed for its 
previous LWF membership, and its, sorrow at having to sever such 
"cherished associations", 'simply for the sake of a united church in 
Australia. (Lutheran Herald, Oct 9, 1965 po1). 

Thus there was NOT A TRUE UNITY between the two churches as regards 
LWF membership, each still holding its former opinion. ALL UNION WI~HOUT 
UNITY is contrary to Godts Word. ' 

2. The matter of LWF membership is stated to be an ADIAPHORON 
(something ne~ther commanded nor forbidden by God's Word) in the Document 
of Union. 
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This is shown by Paragraph 16b which states: 

"In the uniting Churches there are some who hold that membership 
in the Lutheran World Federation is not contrary to the Word of 
God, while others hold that it is." 

What clearer statement could there be that there was a difference 
in doctrine between the two churches? Pastor Kleinig wrote on this: 

"This is perhaps the most revealing sentence of the whole Document. 
Nowhere is there a clear decision as to which of these views is 
right and which is wrong. That means that both views are recog
nized as having equal right from the out-set. And this is the 
UELCA principle of 'Open Questions'. Apparently then this unscr
iptural principle is to be incorporated into the new Church from 
the very beginning. Every true Lutheran Christian who wants to 
abide by Scripture and Confessions, will say: No, thank you!" 

(Notes on 'Document of Union', p.5) 

In order to accommodate the ideas of the UELCA, Para 15 states: 

"We hold that membership in an association or federation of 
Churches is in itself neither bidden nor forbidden in the Holy 
Scriptures, so that it is an adiaphoron and therefore a matter 
of free choice for a Church." 

Obviously, those from within the UELCA could with clear consciences 
continue to support their former position, understanding the words 
"association or federation" to refer to the LWF. 

The final paragraph (16c) states that in the new church, LWF 
membership ie to be "resolved to the satisfaction of the united church." 

We ask: Why could not this matter have been Scripturally settled 
before union, as the Lord requires in Holy Writ? 

30 There are no clear statements in the Document of Union condem= 
ning LWF membership. Surely if the ELCA wanted to retain its former 
doctrinal position. it should have demanded such statements before 
agreeing to union> Scripture demands that we not only confess the true 
doctrine, but also condemn false teaching, especially those which are 
particular~y before our eyes at the moment. Here the Document of Union 
fails. 

4. The Document of Union required of the ELCA that it sever the 
bonds of fellowship with like-minded churches. How can this be justified 
by Scripture? The Bible requires of an orthodox church that where 
a eement in doctrine is shown to exist, there such fellowship must be 
sought and declared Eph 4:1-6). The ELCA in severing these relation
ships, was guilty of separatism, deliberately severing the bonds of 
fellowship with those whom it regarded as brothers in the faitho Thus 
it accepted the Document of Union and entered fellowship with the UELCA 
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in disobedience to the Word of God. 

5. The Document in many places is vague and ambiguous, a double
talk statement which is arr~nged to suit both sides, but to allow each to 
continue in their former teaching. 

For example, 

(a) It states, '~e accept this unity as an unmerited gift of our God 
in sincere repentance for what lies behind us since our fathers 
went their divided ways." Of what is the ELCA to repent? 
Clinging to God's Word in its truth and purity? Are Fritzsche 
and other forefathers of the ELSA to be condemned because they 
refused the hand of fellowship to a false teaching church? If 
this is what is meant - GOD FORBID! 

(b) It claims "church fellowshipog •• presupposes unanimity in the 
pure doctrine of the Gospel and in the right administration of 
the Sacraments". (Paragraph 5). 
What is meant by "Gospel"? Is it to be taken in its wider sense 
referring to the whole Word of God, or jUpt to the saving message 
of the Gospel (narrow sense) as formerly held by the UELCA? 
Why is the meaning of this word, used often in the Document, 
not clearly stated? 

(c) Paragraph 8 is so worded as to permit exceptions to the Scripture 
Rule: No church fellowship with those with whom weare not uni~ed 
.in matters of doctrine and practice. Where does God in Scripture 
permit such exceptions to His Law? Who is to decide and judge 
which are "special circumstances" and which are not? 

(d) Paragra~h 9 states: "We ac~owledge ourselves to be in church 
fellowship with all Lutheran Churches which subscribe to the 
Lutheran Confessions." 

Isn't there something vital missing here? What of the Lord's 
command to adhere in all points to His Word? There are many 
doctrines of God's Word that are not dealt with in the Confessions. 
These points of controversy have arisen since the Confessions 
were drawn upo May we teach as we please in these points? 
Not all understand the Lutheran Confessions in the same sense 
nor do they regard everything as equally binding. 

6. Finally, regarding the matter of fellowship with the native 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of New Guinea (ELCONG), the arrangements made 
concerning this mission of the UELCA were not Scripturally sound. 

As previously explained, Lutheran Mission New Guinea (LMNG) was a 
mission of the ALe (America) and the Bavarian State Church (Germany), 
both heterodox churches which supported ELCONG. They not only gave of 
their mission funds, but also trained pastors and missionaries to serve 
in these churches. As well, their representatives would often come out 
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and commune at the altars of ELCONG. ELCONG pastors, when they visited 
their home congregations, would commune at the altars of 'their mother 
churches. 

Those pushing for union, willing to explain things according to 
any way that would encourage union, claimed: 

"LMNG is a completely independent body, and that its missionaries, 
though drawn from the American, German, and Australian churches, 
are not the representatives or officers of these churches, nor do 
they receive their calls from them but from ELCONG or k~G. They 
are also carefully screened so that it is possible that not all 
men coming from these church bodies would be, for doctrinal, or 
other reasons, acceptable to ELCONG. If this is so, and there is 
really no actual spiritual connection with the American Lutheran 
Church and the unionistic Bavarian State Church, then our object
ions (the ELCAv s , GLW) have been met, so that by practising 
fellowship with ELCONG we would not necessarily be involved in 
illicit fellowship with those American and German churcheso" 

(In Response to Conscientious Concerns. Rev. MoJ. Grieger, pp11-18) 

But to these assurances, we raise the following objections~~ 

(a) It was fully known that ALCand Bavarian State Church officials 
when visiting ELCONG communed at their altars, with official 
approval and sanctiono 

(b) Similarly, ELCONG pastors communed at the, altars of their 
heterodox parent bodies when on vacation. 

(0) New missionaries were trained at, the false-teaching seminaries 
of their heterodox parent bodies, and would not only need to have 
been 'screened', but given a thorough reindoctrination at an 
orthodox seminary to make sure they did not harbour false 
teachings. 

Cd) Pastors of the LCA have told us that this promised 'screening' 
process did not take place ariJWay, but pastors were allowed to 
become a part of ELCONG, still clinging to their errors. 

(e) Since the ALC and the heterodox German Churches supported ELCONG 
with its mission collections, this shows that they regarded 
themselves in fellowship or,of ll:i{e mind with ELCONGo 

(f) Besides the point whether ELCONG was in fellowship with the ALC 
and other heterodox bodies or independent, what was the doctrinal 
position of ELCONG? It certainly was' not orthodox. If it was, 
how could it allow itself to fellowship freely with other 
heterodox Lutheran bodies1 

Thereby it is clear to see that the ELCA, by declaring church 
fellowship with the UELCA, also brought itself into spiritual contact 
with heterodox overseas church bodies. Such is the_sad result of not 
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clinging in all points to God 9 s Wordo 

From this we see that the matter of church fellowship wae not settled 
in the Document of Unicno Despite some paragraphs which appeared to be 
watertight (eago Para 6: "We reject all religious syneretism or unionism 
enough loopholes remained fer the UELCA to permit practices ·yl,(d c'l the 
ELCA formally !'ejectedo The UELCA took the aUi tude that Q'::'Jpture did 
not forbid membership in Minister 9 s fraternals 9 nor "GELGA past0n? join= 
iug in worship services with ministers· of other denominatfonsc This was 
known by leaders of the ELCA at the time of Union~ C,lt no set~lement of 
this issue was arrived at before declaration of altar and pulpi t fello'w~ 

shipe The matter was looked u120n as an .Q.PEN QUESTTQt-.;c 

Pastor Emil Kriewalt, a concerned pastor at the time of the Union 
who finally decided to "go in alid testify" wrote: 

. "There are quite a number in South Australia who have such fond hope 
also, believing that after the union all the differences can be ironed 
out. The Document of Union is bas'!9- on this same hejle f..2!. it does not 
~ttle the points at issu~ namely the dodrine of Chu:;:'ch FellowshiE~ 
and its application in regard to the Lutheran World Federation, and 
overseas affiliationso" 

(Letter to Mr. H. Jeffers, dated 4.7066) 

And again he wrote: 

"Because the Document of Union did not speak with a clear voice in 
regard to fellowship, even compromised the truth, we shall now find all 
manner of unionistic practices practised and openly condoned& How have 
the mighty fallen? The way is open to fraternizing with the sects~ 
and it is only a matter of time we shall become a sect ourselveso" 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, end of 1966) 

Finally Rev. M.J. Grieger writes: 

"It is clear that paragraph 15b of the Document of Union: 

'In the uniting churches there are some who hold that membership in 
the Lutheran World Federation is not contrary to Godls Word 9 while 
others hold that it iso' 

is an admission of the fact that th~re is, as yet, no agreement on 
this matter of practice, This is so even though at the present 
the LeA is not a member of tbe LWF. The previous UELOA was prepared 
to abandon membership in the LWF not because they were convinced that 
such practice was contrary to Scripture, but for the sake of obtain
ing the union with us. This.is a vital matter, then, which must 
speedily be resolved in the LOA." 

(In Response to Conscientious Concerns, p.4) 

According to Scripture, the ELCA should have refused union until 
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this matter, and the other points of difference between it and the UELeA 
were settled in a God-pleasing manner. Would a business man, who had 
any sense in his head, put his name to a cheque, if the amount had not 
been written in; or sign a legal document if he did not fully under
stand what its contents meant? The ELCA should have refused to accept 
the Document of Union, and demanded that a clear and thorough statement 
be drawn up, outlining its former principles, which then could be put 
to theUELCA for reaction. By permitting union without settling these 
things. it betrayed its former teachings and compromised its doctrinal 
position simply for the sake of uniono 

The reader may ask: How could the pastors who wrote the above 
quotations, knowing what they did, with a clear conscience enter such a 
union? We reply: How indeed! This matter will be looked at in the 
next chapter. 

Even the UELCA recognized that matters were not settled. In a 
letter to the ELCA, dated December 2, 1966, read to the ELCA clOSing 
Convention, Qldo district, the UELCA Qlde District Church Council wrote: 

"We are agreed that in case of a division in the District because 
of certain theolo ical decisions et to be made b the Lutheran 
Church of Australia Lutheran World Federation· 
shi s· 'Modern Hermaneutics' which rna God 
the property rights of any group 
shall be fully respected." 

(Synopsis of Convention, P.7) 

ELCA ADOPTS THE DOCUMENT OF UNION. 

The telling moment' for the ELCA was March 12-19. 1965, when the 
Document of Union was officially adopted by this church. The most 
telling points about this convention were:-

1; The all-out push for union adopted by leaders of the ELCA 
and delegates of southern congregations despite any opposition 
or objections by others. Union was the desired goal, and 
"insignificant tt points of difference which hindered this 
purpose seemed to be regarded as unimportant. 

One man was even heard to comlnent: "If the vote is close, 
I am prepared to get down on my back and put up both hands 
and both legs so that the vote for the Document goes through. It 

20 The opposition to the adoption of the Document of Union by 
a number of pastors (especially from Queensland) which ~ 
dwindled away when the pressur~ was put on. 

We let a man who was present at this Convention explain 
what happened:-

"The most far-reaching matter to come before the Toowoomba 
Convention was undoubtedly the adoption of the 'Document of 
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Union' as a basis fer union between the two Lutheran churches in 
Australiao Jt was surely quite evident 12. most of the d~~es 
already lanK before the vote was taken that this document would be 
adopted by a vast majority. It seemed as if the delegates were 
simply tired of waiting for a union and now that the Inter-Synodical 
committees had adopted a plan for union which admittedly by-passed 
certain matters (e.g. agreement on whether' LWF membership is wrong, 
they we~~ determined to adopt this plan whiCh in essence they had 
rejected as unsatisfactory at the last Convention in Mel-oourne 
(prop 90a). 

"Discussions with various delegates present revealed that they were 
ready to adopt the Document of Union even though they dil not really 
understand what it meant3 This failure to understand the document 
was not only among uneducated delegates but also among university 
graduates and teachers in our church. Private conversations reveal 
that some did not even care to understand the document. So long 
as its adoption would lead to a union they were happy to vote for 
it no matter what it really said or meant to say, so it seemed. 

"A number of our past~rs who had objected to the document for 
conscientious reasons, met with Dr. Hamann (jnr, GLW) one evening 9 

who explained that the document was not reall intended to mean 
what the words conve ed to them and this document drawn up by 
'learned' theologians, GLW. For instance in paragraph 8 the word 
'normally' was not intended to deny that continued co-operation 
in the preaching of the Gospel and the administration of the sacra" 
menta is always and by its very nature an expression of fellowship. 
'Normally' here should not be understood in its common meaning of 
'usually but not always'. Again paragraph 15 does not really intend 
to imply that membership in the Lutheran World Federation is now 
regarded as an adiaphoron (a matter of indifference, neither 
commanded nor forbidden). 

"Because of this admitted lack of clarity in the document and because 
a 'Document of Union' forming a basis of union between two uniting 
churches should obviously be very clear and not able to be inter
preted in different ways, especially not in doctrinal matters, some 
urged that either the 'Document of Union' should be changed, so thct 
it is clear to all what it really does mean before it is adopted, 
or else it should be adopted only in principle and the necessary 
alterations be made afterwardso The officials, however, refused tc 
allow any changes to be made by the Convention, or even to adopt 
it in prinCiple, but insisted that it be either adopted or rejected 
as it stood. They well knew, as did everyone else, that the 
convention was in the mood to adopt it anyhow. And so it was 
adopted in its ambiguous form with only one opposing vote and a 
number of abstentions. A rider was added, however, 'that the joint 
Intersynodical Committee be asked to clarify certain statements in 
the Document of Union, and that such clarification be submitted also 
to the Synod of the United Evangelical Lutheran Church of Australie 
to be held in Horsham'" 
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(Marburg-Minden Parish Messenger, May 1965, Pastor V. Grieger, pp2,3). 

These "Clarifications" did come at a later date, but as Dro Hoop
~ even pointed out, they made no essential change to the contents of 
the Documento Only one word was changed and paragraph numbering was 
altered towards the end, which didn't change the meaning anywayo So 
not one of the false teachings of the Document of Union was withdrawn 
or in any way retractedo In fact the Intersynodical Committees made 
it clear 

"that no alterations should be made in the substance of the 
Document of Union, which is the expression of the consensus 
reached after years of discussion." (L.H. 1965, Aug 14, po229) 

To show that the Document was grossly vague and ambiguous, two
tongued and compromising, it Was stated that they 

"would not argue that the wording and phrasing are in every 
instance perfect, and therefore suggest that, after the 
Horsham Convention, the whole Document of Union be examined 
by a joint committee to find the most adequate wording and 
expression for the consensus that has brought the two churches 
together.'t (L.H. 1965, Aug 14, p.229) 

How ridiculous! Two churches draw up a document as a basis for 
union, adopt it, declare fellowship and then immediately state that 
perhaps the Document is inadequate and not as clear as it should be~ 
and so appoint a committee to make changes to it~ It shows that true 
agreement had not been reached on the pages of the Document, and the 
onee who drew it up were feeling rather guilty about ito Why could not 
full agreement in doctrine and practice have been reached before Union 
as Scripture demands? 

Thus any hope that concerned ELCA pastors would have the Document 
of Union altered according to their grievances was dashed once these 
clarifications arrived. Pastor Kleinig reports that Pastor K. Marguart 
commented: itA camel could get through before but now a camel and two 
elephants can get through"o But the damage had been done! The Document 
of Union had already been adopted by their church. It was now a matter 
of 'toe the line or get outo' Since these pastors and lay people had 
already compromised with false teaching, they now continued to ignore 
the Lord's commands to separate from error and continued to be a part 
of an antiscriptural union. 

The above reminiscences show the complete stupidity of a number of 
pastors:anddelegates, who were unhappy with the Document of Union. 
Under pressure they decided to vote in favour not of the actual meaning 
of the Document but for its "intended mearu.ng". Who was to decide what 
the Document intended to mean? Obviously each could interpret it the 
way he pleased. The matter was left completely up in the air. Other 
pastors adopted it with the hope that words would be changed and clarif
ications made to the Document. If the same procedures were adopted in 
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the legal world with signed documents left open to interpretation and 
details added at one's discretion later on, the matter would soon finish 
up in disaster~ No wonder the adoption of the Document of Union ended up 
in disaster for the ELCA p with its abandonment of its doctrinal positionZ 

WHO CHANGED ITS POSITION? 

This leads us to the vital question we now ask. aboveo Up to 1962 
it was recognized by the ELCA that there were differenc~s between the 
two churches which had not been settled. Union could only go ahead when 
agreement in these matters (LWF, New Guinea, Overseas Connections) had 
been reachedo Now, in 1965, it was claimed that these matters had been 
settled between the two churches, and they were no longer an obstacle 
to union. We therefore ask: 

Who changed its position? .1. the ELCA, 2. the DELeA, or 3~ was 
there a compromise where both changed from what they formerly held? 

Pastor F.G. Kieinig raised this very question in a letter to 
Dr. Hamann Snr., who up to the 1960's was regarded as the leading theol
ogian in the ELCA. The reply he received was very striking and is 
regarded today as one of Pastor Kleinig's most prized possessions. With 
Dr. Hamann's answers to the questions, we concur. 

Dr. Hamann (Snr.) wrote: 

"You ask: Which church abandoned the position previously held? 
Very obviously the ELCA. Consider: Up to the convention at SOo 

Melbourne in March, 1962, the involvement of the UELCA, in New 
Guinea, with the ALC, Neuendettelsau, and the Leipzig mission was 
considered to be an obstacle to the union of the ELCA with the UELeA. 
At Toowoomba, in March of this year, that involvement was considered 
to be no obstacle to the union. Perfectly plain, isn't it? The 
UELCA has not shifted an inch from its position that there is nothing 
wrong with its relation to the LWF and the other churches mentioned 
even though all of them belong not only to the LWF, but also to th€ 
World Council of Churches. 

re there was not so much 
osition or attitude or conviction see 
tl osition 

ears - Was the 
a compromise on the part of the UELCA? The position of that body 
with reference to the LWF remains basically unchanged; itmerely 
accepts the fact that. when a new Lutheran Church comes into being 
in Australia. that church is not automatically a member of the LWF, 
but will have to apply for membership at some future time. Yet in 
a sense one can perhaps speak of a compromise on the part of the 
UELCA: they did not make membership of the "new church" a condition 
of union with the ELCA, but left t~e decision on that point to the 
"new church". I say this on the supposition that the Horsham conv
ention of the UELCA will not insist upon such a stipulation. 
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"Your letter seems to contain a question about the genesis or or1g1n 
of the Document of Union. It grew out of a Proposal worked out by 
the faculties of Immanuel Seminary and Concordia Seminary. Very much 
of this Proposal has been embodied in the Document of Union. I saw 
the Proposal not very long after my return to Australia - with some
thing of a shock. Well, I had my say in the committee meetings; but 
I realised very quickly that the desire for union was overwhelmingo 
In our own committee only two voices were critical of the Proposal 
and the resulting Document. Had I been at Toowoomba, and had I had 
the right to vote, I could not have voted for adoption in that form. 
The Document seems to me contradictory at two important points. It 
states correctly that continued co-operation in sacris indicates 
united witness (and hence church-fellowship); but it goes on to say 
that 'in special circumstances' or 'in sporadic cases' etc such 
co-operation is not wrong. Clearly the co-operation in New Guinea 
is not to be 'sporadic', nor is it thought of as an 'emergency'. 
Again, the Document says correctly that existing church-fellowship 
cannot be repudiated except for Scriptural reasons (or words to that 
effect); and yet it seems to demand severance of fellowship with 
Missouri, with which body we have no 'legal and external ties'. As 
I see it, when the 'new church' comes into existence, some will 
consider themselves to be in fellowship with the ALC, others with 
Missouri. This condition is perhaps tolerable until things settle 
down. But what then? Can we thus commit ourselves to uncertainty, 
with the possibility that we may be forced into a fellowship against 
our conviction - or be driven into a new split? 

"As far as I can see, the argument that carried the day for union in 
the minds of our people was this: In building up the Lutheran Church 
in New Guinea, the 'new church' would not enter into fellowship 
with the other bodies that are now building ELCONG (the ALe, Neuen
dettelsau-Bavarian Landeskirche, and Leipzig). That may be the 
intention. Whether that can be done in actual practice is another 
matter. Besides, ELCONG is actually in fellowship with the ALC, 
and the 'new church' would certainly be in fellowship with the 
Lutheran Church in New Guinea. At best, the entire situation seems 
to me unclear, so that one fears for the future." 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, dated 20.6.65) 

So there you have it - a leading theologian of the former ELCA 
admitting that his church had changed its position for the sake of union 
and even stating that he himself could not give his vote to the Document 
of Union. Surely this justifies the position taken by those who refused 
to have any part of the Union, desiring to hold to those teachings 
formerly held by the ELCA in its orthodox days. Could God grant His 
blessings upon a union like this which has not been entered according 
to His Will? 

THE UELCA ADOPTS THE DOCUMENT OF UNION - HORSHAM CONVENTION -
OCTOBER 1965 - ATTITUDE OF UELCA TO THE DOCUMENT OF UNION. 
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Since the.E~11~~~h~4opted this D~cument in March, declaration of 
Altar and PulpitAdepended on the reactlon of the UELCA. There was little 
doubt that it would be welcomed with great glee, because basically the 
Document took the position of the UELCA anyway. The only regrets 
expressed were that they were forced to part with their dear friends in 
the LWF, but tpe hope was there that the LeA would soon be back in t-he 
LWF anyway; 

Let us hear some quotes from this important Convention which clearly 
shows us the attitude of the UELCA towards the Document of Union. (The
following is taken from a report to the UELCA Qld. District, by President 
F .H. Schmidt). 

"Dr. Hebarto~ •• ospoke at some length on *8 which, he said, was the 
work of the joint faculties. This was an attempt to avoid legalism 
great praise is due to the Concordia Faculty for this is not part 
o~ their tradition. It was an- important contribution toward Union 
.oHe felt that the * (paragraph i GLW) on LWF is probably the weakest 
part of the Document but it would have an important role to play 
in gaining the confidence of the ELCA. There was difficulty of 
maintaining unity within our own ranks. (Some smarted at having 
to leave the LWF, GLW). He readily admitted a basic inconsistency 
in the Document of Union and this was referred to ever and again 
in the discussions". 

Dr. Hebart, no doubt recognized that the Document of Union was two
tongued, allowing with one paragraph what it condemned in another. 

ItBro. Grope. 0 o. said he felt there was an apparent lack of concern 
about the details of the Document of Union. He felt the inconsist o 

encies in it and was concerned about every sentence and its 
implications. He stated that the view was being rather freely 
expressed that with regard to our severance from LWF only being a 
year or two and we would be back in the LWF and therefore the 
question did not need much debate. While he was very much in 
favour of Union, he asked whether we should have union at any cost. 
Is what we are receiving greater than what we will be losing?tt 

Here again we can see that UELCA pastors, in general, saw nothing 
wrong with LWF membership and were heartbroken when they were forced, 
for the sake of union to leave. 

"Dr. Sasse said that with regard to the LWF there were different 
opinions within the two churches." 

This revealing statement proves what we have been sayin~ is true. 
Is this the principle of the orthodox Lutheran Church that two churches 
may unite while there are still "different opinions" in matters of 
doctrine? Definitely not! 

"Dr. Schiotz (President of the LWF and the ALC).o •• then spoke with 
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full candour~ ~The Document of Union is full of inconsistencies, 
theologically spiritually and logically. I cannot understand it 
with my head, yet I understand it with ~y heart. There is such 
a thing as holy inconsistency. I pray for you, I wish you God's 
blessing on your union. This, however, does not excuse you 
working on it that it may become consistent, that your head and 
heart may work together.'" 

Well, at least this gentleman is honest. He readily admits the 
grave contradictions in the Document of Union. But he then says: 
After all, don't worry about that. As long as the desire of "my heart" 
(union between the two Australian Churches) is fulfilled. This smacks 
of the principle of the Jesuits, the loyal shock troops of the Papacy: 
"The end justifies the means". 

Finally, the depths to which the ELCA was willing to stoop for 
the sake of union are shown by Pastor C. Koch who 

"said that he felt that this was one of the undeserved mercies 
of God which our Church has experienced. We have been guilty 
of sins of commission and omission •••• l am satisfied that under 
our leaders we will be kept so busy that we will have no time 
for unfruitful debate. The more work, the less danger of divis
ion, the more we will retain the truth of the Gospel •••• He hoped 
that the rupture we were witnessing today in relationships would 
be temporary and that the church together would be led back into 
the LWF." 

Note: this comes from an ELCA man who supposedly accepted the 
former position of his church on LWF membership. 

So now the way had been cleared for declaration of fellowship 
between the UELCA and ELCA. As Dr. Hamann (Snr) declared: Since the 
two churches now basically agree, nothing should hinder them from 
declaring fellowship with one another. This occurred on November 28, 
l222. The way was now clear for the sought-after amalgamation. 

SUMMARY. 

We of the ELCR cannot accept the Document of Union as a basis for 
fellowship because it leaves matters open which God's Word has decided. 
This Document was a compromise agreement, capitulating to the UELCA 
standpoint in matters of Church Fellowship, LWF membership, Overseas 
fellowship and the very unionistic area of ELCONG. It was on the basis 
of this YES-NO statement that fellowship was declared. 
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CHAPI'ER XIII. 

OPPOSITION TO UNION FAILS - A VICTORY TO FALSE TEACHINGo 

Looking at the numerical situation of those churches in Australia 
today which are not a part of the LCA, one could be forgiven for assuming 
that the number of those who recognized the compromise and change in 
position by the ELCA was only very small. It would be therefore surprising 
for such a one to find that before the adoption of the Document of Union~ 
the number of those, both pastors and laymen, who recognized its fatal 
flaws was much greater than those who eventually refused to be a part of 
the merger for conscience reasons. In fact, especially in Queensland, 
there were quite a few who were determined not to be a part of a union 
at the expense of truth, but later changed their minds and decided to 
"go in and testify". 

OPPOSITION TO UNION. 

This opposition we will relate in saae detail. 

1. The Queensland Pastoral Conference Minutes (1963 - 1966) report 
much of this concern. 

(a) Much debate took place over Rom 16:17-18. This centred on 
what is the correct exposition of Rom 16:17-18, the old orthodox position 
(Rom 16:17-18 applies to all persistent errorists) or the "new" 
interpretation (it applies only to unbelievers). .At the 196'3Ipswich 
Pastoral Conference, Pastor Kleinig and Pastor Marquart read papers 
outlining the old orthodox position, and although a resolution was put 
by Pastor Marquart supporting this position, it had too much opposition 
to be passed. 

This same matter was debated at subsequent Conferences, a motion 
finally being adopted in January, 1965 which basically supported the old 
position. 

(b) At the Ipswich Conference. 1963, debate was held on jOint 
worship at the joint Pastoral Conference soon to be held with the UELCA. 
"A number of our pastors signified that they have serious scruples in 
taking part in such joint worship," the Minutes stated. They further 
stated, "A number of our pastors did not attend the devotions (joint 
worship, GLW) conducted by Pastor Schmidt, for conscientious reasons." 

(c) At a Pastoral Conference in Greenwood, January 1965, the 
Document of Union was first presented. Herewith it is stated: "Many 
of our pastors in discussing these Articles of Union stated that they 
believed these articles to be totally inadequate and objectionable." 
A Resolution was then passed: "Whereas we cannot in good conscience accept 
the proposed 'Document of Union' in its present form, as we understand it 
as an adequate and God-pleasing resolution of differences, therefore be ~t 
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RESOLVED that we herewith ask our District President to convey to 
the Intersynodical Committees the particular points raised, to underscore 
the grave 9 conscientious nature of these concerns, and to secure a 
genuine coming to grips with these matters. 1t 

,g,. In February, 1965, the Parish Education Committee of the Qld. 
District of the ELCA issued a booklet entitled "CROSSROADS, A report on 
two pressing problems facing the ELCA compiled especially for laymen". 
This booklet dealt firstly with liberal trends within the Missouri Synod 
and secondly with the Lutheran Union situation in Australia. Though 
drawn up by Pastor K. Marquart, the Chairman of the Committee Pastor Co 
Priebenow and others unanimously approved it for publication. 

CROSSROADS, thougn not mentioning the Document of Union, took a 
position directly contrary to it, stating that a settlement of the diff
erences between the ELCA and the UELCA according to the principles of 
the D..ocument of Union would be contrary to God's Word. It thereby 
represented the doctrinal stance of those concerned ELCA members who 
felt that a union was being brought about without proper settleinent of 
the differences. 

Let us bring a few quotes from this s~venty~two page booklet. 

"III. Australian Lutheran Union. 

It has often been said, and quite correctly, that the main issue 
dividing the two Australian Lutheran Synods today is the Lutheran 
World Federation. .But this statement is not often understood 
correctly. Many people take it to mean that if only the UELCA 
were to leave the LWF, ,the problem would -be solved. But this 
mistakes a mere symptom, or effect, for the real cause. It is 
like curing measles by treating red spots. 

"THE REAL PROBLEM HAS NEVER BEEN AND IS NOT NOW THE FACT OF UELCA 
MEMBERSHIP IN THE L.W.F., BUT THE THEOLOGY WHICH MAK:'ESSUCH 
MEMBERSHIP POSSIBLE! ••••• 

"It follows that if the UELCA were to leave the LWF tomorrow, (which 
is exactly what they promised when accepting the Document of Union, 
GLW) that in itself would solve nothing. For the difference is not 
this that one Synod has said, 'We should not belong to the LWF,' 
and the other, 'We should belong'. Rather, one has said: 'It is 
wrong, and contrary to the Word of God to hold membership in the 
LWF', while the other has said, 'No, it is not wrong'. The real 
difference cannot be met by withdrawing from the LWF, but only 
by deciding the question: Is it, or is it not, contrarY to the 
Word of God to hold membership in the LWF? And obviously that 
question can be answered only in one of two ways; no third 
choice exists. Nothing short of such clear-cut decision can claim 
to have removed the difference, no matter how well it may have 
been hidden. Union without agreement here would mean joint sub-
mission not to the Word of God. but to the false 'Open Questions' 
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theory." 

"The ELCA has always insisted that it is the under-lying principles, 
not merely the symptoms, which really matter, and on which agreement 
must therefore be reached if there is to be true unit yo 

"This insistence on facing principles, not just symptoms, is not onlY 
good theology but plain common sense. If the ELCA united with the 
UELCA merely on the basis of the latter body's leaving the LWF, 
without having resolved the underlying differences about Churcll 
fellowship and 9a ttitude to the ecumenical movement and ecumenical 
bodies', the result would not require prophetic vision to foreseeQ 

"We must trust the UELCA to continue holding to its declared position 
that LWF membership and similar things are not contrary to the Word 
of God, unless this position is clearly and officially changedo An~ 
leaving the LWF just to humour what is perhaps regarded simply as the 
ELCA's odd and erring conscience. does not change that position in 
the leasto 

"The difference over Church Fellowship, briefly, is this, that whereas 
the ELCA in obedience to Scripture, rejects all Church Fellowship 
with false, erring churches, the UELCA while agreeing with the 
principle, nevertheless interprets it in such a way that all kinds 
of spiritual, fraternal relations with the adherents of false 
doctrine are regarded as permissableo" 

(CROSSROADS, pp 47-49) 

Finally under Chapter IV. What Can We Do?, the author mentions that 
if agreement can not be reached, the only alternative would be to dis
continue negotiationso 

Then h~ concludes 

"IMPASSE OR BY-PASS? 

"The only alternative to this orderly, responsible procedure would 
seem to be a detour around the real issues, into a union without 
unit yo 'NGw. if agreement is impossible before union, it is certainly 
foolish to expect such an agreement to materialise after the union 
has been consumated~ But to leave such vital issues as the 
Lutheran World Federation, the Ecumenical Movement and its theoloB¥, 
the nature of church-fellowship, :and overseas fellowship, in abey
ance until after the union, would be to plan for chaos and civil 
~. Truth would be sacrificed to majorities in such an unprincip· 
led, helter-skelter scrambling of the two Synods~ which is, for 
these reasons, unthinkable. 

"Unless full agreement in doctrine and the corresponding practice is 
reached and demonstrated before union, the actual position of the 
new body - no matter how good its 'doctrinal basis' - would be 
doubtful and uncertain. But actions on the basis of spiritual 
uncertainty are an intolerable abomination, for st .. Paul teaches: 
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eAnd he that doubteth is damned if he eat, because he eateth not 
of faith: for WHATSOEVER IS NOT OF FAITH IS SIN~n (Rom 14:23)0 
If this applies to such a seeming trifle as the eating of meat, 
how much more to the momentous question of a church bodyls 
&ctrinal position~ No Christian could with a good conscience 
,join a Synod whose doctrinal position is not yet known or certa.1-n~ 
but might turn out this way or that" Conscience and confession 
cannot be held in a.beyance~tt 

Quite strong words these are! If the pastors who wrote them and 
the Queensland district for whom they had been written had clung to 
them 9 they certainly could not9 several months la.ter, have entered the 
unione In fact, when the Document of Union was adopted, these writings 
became an acute embarrassment to the Qlde District Pastoral Conference 
because they condemned the position the Document of Union takeso They 
therefore cunningly decided to wipe their hands of its contents. At a 
Pastoral Conference of the ELCA, Qld. District, it was decided that 
~gCrossroads~ is not an official publication of the Queensland District~ 
and was published without the knowledge and consent of its officialse" 

(Minutes, p02) 

It is reported that D~o Haopmann (the General=President of the 
ELCA) 

"-.ra8 saddened in ~ 965 by the appearance of an official report 
by the cOID.lJlittee of parish education of the Queensland District 
which was critical of Missouri e tt 

(When the Murray meets the Mississippi, J.Bo Koch, po212) 

Apparently pressure was put on the Qldo Distx"ict of the ELCA to 
do something about "CROSSROADSt9 lest it become an obstacle to uniono 
It is interesting to note that the Qldo District President, while 
claimir;.g "not to be held responsible for CROSSROADS" (AL, 1965~ Aug 18), 
took a cleverly worded "sitting on thefence lt attitude by claiming 

How convenient~ If one in fayour of union came and complained to 
the President about the contents of "CROSS-ROADS", he could reply ~ '~I 
agree ' .... ith you, I've already said I can 9 t accept all the judgements it 
makes 0 ~I If one opposed to union and in agreement wi th "CROSSROADS" 
asks for the opinion of the President, he can say ttYes~ I agree with 
the theology of 'CROSSROADS q too"o It is "two=faced" statements like 
these, hoping to please both the conservatives and liberals, that the 
devil uses to cause a church the greatest harm, cunningly encouraging 
false and true doctrine to exist side by sideo 

2. Further evidence of concern is shown by individual writings 
of men in Queensland who saw the evil Open Questions idea at work in 
the Mergero We do not have room to quote from these in detail, but 
will summarize the views expressedo (Copies of these documents are 
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available from the author)o 

(a) In a paper entitled "STATUS CONTROVERSIAE" (State of Controver~y 
dated 29012062 and written by Pastor C.R. Priebbenow, the writer 
clearly states the points at issue in the proposed merger of th 
two churches. He deals with such matters as Church Fellowship, 
Rom 16:17, joint prayer with represent~tivesor heterodox 

(b) 

church bodies, doctrinal discipline, open questions, LWF 
membership and doctrinal differences with the UELCA. 

It is quite obvious from this that the author was unhappy about 
the proposed merger and recognized that there were many seriou~ 
doctrinal differences still existingo 

At the 1962 ELCA Convention, Mro ,ToDo Koch, (Execo Secretary of 
Lutheran Layman's League), a strong supporter of immediate unicn 
with the UELCA, challenged anyone on the floor of Convention tc 
nominate any passages of Scripture which fore bad immediate 
fellowship with the UELCAo In reply~ Pastor C.R. Priebbenow 
responded with passages such as Rom 16:17; Amos 3:3; 1 ~r 1 :10; 
Gal 1:6 9 70 Mro To Koch then claimed that these passages referred" 
to outright unbelievers. After Convention, Pastor Priebbenow 
responded with a circular to ELCA pastors; Koch replied and 
Priebbenow sent a second circular. 

In reply to Mro ToDo Kochis Circular, Pastor Kleinig wrote a 
letter of eight typed foolscap pages, ~hich was then sent as a 
circular to all ELr.A pastors. Pastor Kleinig here wrote: 

ttMy personal opinion is that the ELCA is heading for a crisis, 
and the sooner we all get clear on this the bettero We shall 
then be able to meet ito" (Page 1) 

Pastor Kleinig went on to point out the UELCA Open Questions 
principle (agreeing to disagree in matters of doctrine) and the 
historic position of the ELCA: First unity in doctrine and 
practice, then organic uniono Pastor Kleinig follows the Open 
Questions principle through the history of the UELCA g pointing 
out that Koch's attitude that 100% agreement in accord with God 
Word is not necessa for union, was contrary to the clear Wo~d 
of Christ. Matt 28:19,20. He also showed how this same 
principle was at the basis of the Theses of Agreemento 

To this Circular, Pastor Kleinig received only two replies, 
one from Pastor Temme and the second from Pastor Priebbenowo 
Pastor Temme wrote: 

"Many thanks for the copy of your reply to Koch. I wholehearted: 
end~rse! In the past there has been far too much pussy-footing 

(Letter to Pastor F.G. Kleinig, dated 12.9.62) 

Pastor Priebbenow replied: 
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"Your circular to Brother Koch arrived yesterdayo You. have given 
him 9 and our ministry, the kind of words that have been so necess~ 
ary for years now p and I pray our Lord Jesus Christ that He will 
richly bless the ministry of our church through ito Naturally 9 

I subsed be wholeheartedly to everything in ito II 

(Letter to Pastor FoG. Kleinig, dated 1309062) 

(c) Pastor Glen Zweck wrote a paper dated February 26, 1965 
entitled "Lutheran TJnionuo This paper strongly opposed the 
Document of Union~ pointing out the many flaws and comprc'mises 
it contains, especially ranking I,wF membership as an Open 
Questior:;, Concerning the Document of Union compromise on LWF 
m.em1;?!ITship~ Pastor Zwack writesg 

"Notice that, according to point (G) of the Document of Union, LWF' 
membership is to be decided by a majority vote after unionc 
Apart from the fact that loyalty to the Scriptures cannot toler
ate such a procedure, we surely have here the seeds of a future 
split. 1t (page 6) 

Concerning the unscriptural settlement of the OVERSEAS 
CONNECTIONS matter, Pastor Zweck writes: 

"Instead we find the matter of overseas connections is now 
something to be decided AFTER union, not BEFORE. This is 
intolerable. We dare not allow a matter of conscience like this 
to be left a matter of doubt, to be resolved by a post-union 
lottery. That would be the sin of schism. 1t (page 7) 

Pastor Zweck also exposes the ,UELCA Open Questions idea, and 
reveals that it occurs in the opening section of the Theses of 
Agreement. Finally he concludes: 

ItI could not possibly have any part in a church that was formed 
on the basis of this Document of Union, unless it is drastically 
amended to rectify the faults I have indicated above. That would 
be the rankest disloyalty to God and His Word. I have consid
ered well what may be the consequences 01' taking this stand 9 but 
I have decided that I must nevertheless take it, come what mayo 
God may yet be able and willing to bring about a conclusion 
that is in harmony with His Wordo" (page 10) 

These are certa:inly strong words, and one must wonder how 
such a one could turn around so quickly and be a part of a 
union he so soundly has condemnedo 

(d) In the Pastoral Messenger of the Greenwood Parish, February 
i965, :in an artlcle entitled "TOWARDS A GOD-PLEASING UNIONII, 
Pastor Mo Grieger strongly objected to many points in the 
Document of Union. in relation to Overseas connections, LWF 
membershlp and New Guineao 
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"If we :canit agree on which churches to affiliate with before the 
union, we are inviting chaos and civil war OJ,fter the union c It is 
unthinkable to postpone these decisions until after a union. We 
cannot legitimately agree in advance to walk tcgether into the dark. 
It is a Ere-reguisi te to a God=pleasing union to have r'lll agreement 
in doctrine and practiceo The important disagreements in fellow~ 
ship practice between the two churches in the past indica~es that 
we will not be iperfectly joined together in '::he aame IT)jnd and. the 
sarnA judgement q unless these important issues are agreed ;.;.pun 
before, the union. 9I (page 9) 

Concerning the compromi.se on LWJ<' membership9 Pastor Grieger writes~ 

\lIf we WlSr. to be joined together in the 'same mlnd and the same 
judgement' this issue must be agreed upon to "he satisfaction of 
the uniting churches before they can be joined togetner, for 
without it there is no true unity for a God~pleasing union. And 
ijunion without unity is not pleasing to God 9 • We must reject 
membership in the LWF as being contrary to God's Word. Nothing 
less is acceptableo" (page 11) 

From what has been written above, we can see that in the Qldo 
District of the ELCA 9 strong opposition existed to the Document of Union
In fact if these ones had clung to their former positi.ons~ there would 
have been a strong contingent who would have remained separate from the 
union. There was even talk of the concerned Queensland pastors forming 
their own church body, establishing a Seminary and even becoming a 
district of an overseas confessional Lutheran Church 90dy, Wisconsin. 

Apart from Pastor Kleinig, amongst those who had expressed concern 9 

we number the following pastors: 

K. Marquart, C. Priebbenow, G. Zweck9 N. Grieger, Vo Grieger j 

the late H. Temme g Ao Bode, Do Heyne, the late Eo Kriewalt (SoA.) 

But this opposition faltered in March 1965 and fell soon aftero 
Concerning this 9 we may pointedly ask~ HOW COULD MEN W'HO KN~w THAT 
DIFFERENCES HAD NOT BEEN SCRIPTURALLY S~TrrLED. ",,'HO PREVIOUSLY HAD S'l'RONGg 
OPPOSED UNION AND THE DOCUI1ENT OF UNION FOn CG~SCI&'ifCE REASONS? NOW 'rURN 
AROUND AND E.!:-J'TER THIS DNION TO WHICH THEY HAD PREVIOUSLY OBJECTED? 

This question will now be answered. 

OPPOSITION TO UNION FALTERSo 

Quite obv.::.ously, of those previously mentioned, a change of position 
must have taken place. Prevlously, before March 1965, they strongly 
objected to the errone0US principles of the Document :::.f :Jni cr,; ~i 
after March 1965 9 they accep+:ed it in pri.nciple and lateT were · .. I.1.i.L:l.ng to 
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be a part of a union which used the Document of Union as its basis. 

When and how did this change of position take place? 

A former Queensland Pastor, who was amongst those concerned about 
union, gives detailed information of this in a letter written to explain· 
the happenings during and around the March 1965 Convention held in 
Toowoomba. Here the Document of Union was adoptedo Since the pressure 
was now being put on to have this Document passed, those opposing its 

. contents were forced either to take a stand and reject it, thereby 
being forced to consider the need to leave the ELCA; or to change 
their position and accept its contents in principle and thus to over
throw all the objections they had previously given. Sadly, many 
pastors decided to do the latter. 

This Queensland Pastor writes: 

"I take this opportunity to report on our ELCA Convention in 
Toowoomba, which is still in progress. I should like to supply 
some background information regarding the Document of Union, so 
that you will know what really happened here. 

"Already before the Convention our Queensland Pastoral Conference 
has declared the Document inadequat~. Our President (Pastor F. 
Noack, GLW}, however, did not stand with us, partly, I think, 
owing to some unfortunate personal conflicts which had developed 
in the last few months. 

"A few days before the Convention our District Parish Education 
Committee released Crossroads, in a belated attempt to bring 
some semblance of facts and evidence to bear upon the situationooo 

"The present Convention was preceded by two days of General 
Pastoral Conference, at which we did almost nothing else than 
debate the Document of Union. As it was voted on, section by 
section, the objectionable features were opposed by up to 15 
pastorso About five or six other opponents of these sections were 
absent, sol-hat the final vote would have involved at least 20 
or 21 'no!a i , or between 1/6 and 1/7 of those presento By midnight 
before the opening of Convention j the deadlock remained unresolvedo 
Stil1 9 the officials insisted on taking it to the floor of Conv
ention anyway." 

From this it can be seen that on this evening substantial oppos
ition still existed to adopting the Document of Union. But what is now 
reported would bring horror even to a babe in the Scriptureso It was 
a complete capitulation under pressure to those desiring union at any 
costo 

The Pastor continues: 

"In the meantime j private meetings of our group and Dro HoP. Hamann 
(jnr, GLW) had brought out the interesting fact that the Document was not 
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i'1tended to mean what on the face of it waE' cLear:.'y bE'i ng "'a~ d 0 Ii e 
\<ora "TIorm.'11!y\ there suggests that sometimes altaT and pulpl1. 
fellowship is not really koinonia. a manifest absurdity and contrad
iction in terms, which opens the door to any amount of unionismo 
We were told, however, that this was not the lntentio~. 'Co-operatio' 
in 8 waa meant to cover situations short of koinonih = perhap~ an 
area we used to descri.be as circa aacra~ or some other unusual 
arrangements not involving koinoniao DroHamann~ being both intell
igent ard fair, suggested to us that we c::'.lld agree to ~he Document 
.in pr::!1ciple, and_then have certain changes made. which weu},} 
remove our conscientious ob.4ectionso An amendment t,) that ,=ffFt 
was proposed by Pastor Boesch - Science Master at our Concordia 
College here ~. b1J.t the President and others 0,] the Intersynodlcal 
CO'l'.mi -!:-l:ee took the position that <::he DO<':UInent had to be 8!)cepted 
!?r re,jeded£;~eci sely in the form in which " t was suomi tted and that 
no alte:rations could be made o Although the laymen were obvious}y 
and overwhelmingly for the union='-on any terms ~ one w'ould conclude,-
there was sufficiently determined opposition to this all=or~nothing 
approach, that the matter was tabled, and the suggestion made that 
over the weekend the Intersynodical Committee meet with the consc= 
ientious objectors and see if some accommodation could be reachedo 

"After four hours of debate on Sunday, th~ Committee relented, and? 
to avoid a full-scale battle on the Conyent1on floor~ agreed to 
include in the motion the recommendation that certain statements be 
clarified (that is, reformulated) 0 We submitted a statement (enclosed) 
indicating our conscientious objectionso We understand that they 
will be met. On this understanding we did not oppose the motion and 
it went through with much unanimity, and there was no nastinessc" 

(emphasis added) -

Finally the writer summarizes: 

"But then it was shown that our fundamental doctrinal objection 
(par. 7 and 8) wculd be met ~= in other words that the intended 
meaning of our document was not as bad as the actual ',rlording, whicr. 
we could under no circumstances accepto With that, it seems to mey 
no clear conscientious grounds f:Jr separat:.on are lefto'l 

(Letter by a former Queensland Pastor~ not dated)o 

Here we have the horrifying situation where those objectlng to union 
were willing finally to accept the Document of Union because It "was not 
intended to mean what on the face of it was clearly being saidilo Yes 9 

clarifications requested did finally come p but as was shown changed none 
of the basic principles of the Documen~ of Union and answered none of the 
objections mentioned in the previous chaptero 

That the capitulation to decide to accept the Document of 
TJni on was unsc:r:iptural is seen by the following points: 

10 1 Cor 1:10o •• o"that ye all speak the same thlng, and that there 
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be no divisions among you; but that ye be perfectly joined 
together in the same mind and in the same judgement" demands that 
not only agreement be reached in the same words, but also that 
these words be understood in the same senseo The Document of Union 
was 0bviously ambiguous g being able to be taken up in different 
ways 0 To claim agreement on the basis of a statement that can be 
understood in different senses is plainly dishonest g for such true 
agreement does not existe 

20 By accepting this double-tongued statement p equal right was given 
to the false teachings and erroneous doctrines of otherso God 
requires of Christians not only to confess the true doctrine~ but 
also to condemn false doctrines (Matt 10:32; Rom 16817-18)0 When 
a person is willing to accept a statement which gives equal space 
to and tolerates false doctrines, or at least permits such teach
ings to be held, he becomes a partaker of those false doctrines 
(1 Tim 5:22) and is just as guilty before God as if he taught them 
himself~ 

The UELCA understood the Document of Union in their sense~ permit= 
ting the view that LWF membership was not contrary to God's Word 
and certain forms of Church fellowship could be had with heterodox 
churches; while ELCA pastors understood it as condemning these 
things 0 This is the evil OPEN Q.UESTIONS PRINCIPLE in actiono 

30 Faithful orthodox teachers of the past condemned such double
tongued statementso Consider the testimonies given in Chapter X 
dealing with the unscriptural nature of the Theses of Agreemento 

4. Pastor Kleinig often warned against being fooled by the pious 
claim: "We agree with you in principleo tt The immediate question 
comes: How much does he agree? He certainly does not accept it 
100%; what points does he disagree with? Generally the claim to 
agree uin principle" is just an excuse to convey the impression of 
a semblance of agreement, whereas in truth the teachings are 
poles apart. 

50 Especially we find it highly contradictory to have claimed 
.£:B'reement with the Document of Union and then to desire "clarific= 
ations" and changes in various points where one is dissatisfied. 
This is like putting one's signature to a cheque and then saying 
to a stranger: "You put in the amount of money you see fito" 
Would any sound businessman do something like this? Would an 
individual with the least bit of common sense in his head, sign a 
legal dooument without understanding its contents~ and then say: 
We must determine later on what this means? This would be plain 
foolishnesso This is in earthly matterso Surely in spiritual 
matters where God's Word is involved the need is far more important 
to know clearly where one stands before taking the vital step of 
giving one's assent to its contents, Conservatives should have 
demanded a plain statement of Scriptural teaching settling the 
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differences between the ELCA and UELCA before voting to accept ito 

By accepting the Document of Union, the concerned ones in the ELCA 
accepted, must take responsibility for and made their own the anti
scriptural views held by the UELCA. Thus they did a complete somer
sault from their former opposition. The unionists certainly won the 
day. 

WHAT SHOULD THE CONCERNED ELCA PASTORS HAVE DEMANDED? 

As has been shown in Chapter X, there were many other matters between 
the two churches which were not settled by the Theses of Agreemento 
Scripture demanded that complete agreement be reached on these matters 
before fellowship and amalgamationo 

But concerning the matters dealt with by the Document of Union, 
those who were unhappy with its contents should have followed the follow
ing points: 

1. Rejection of the Document of Union as a basis for union 
between the two churches because its teachings were contrary to Scriptur~ 

2. Demand of a clear, unambiguous statement of orthodox Lutheran 
teaching, which not only stated the teachings of the former ELSA, but 
also contained NEGATIVA condemning those errors held by the former UELCAo 
The Brief Statement of the Missouri Synod of 1932, as well as sound essaJ 
written in the past on Church Fellowship and related matters should have 
served as a basis. 

3·" If such a Scriptural statement was not forthcoming from the 
Intersynodical Committees, a suggested alternative statement could have 
been drawn up by the concerned pastors, stating their position in doctrine 
and practice - (e.go Brief Statement of 1932). 

40 This statement could have been put to the UELCA for their 
approval or rejection. 

If it was APPROVED by the UELCA and they wholeheartedly promised 
to abide by it, several years testing period should then have elapsed to 
prove that the UELCA had changed from its former position before amal
gamation. 

If it was REJECTED by the UELCA, this would be clear indication that 
,they held to their former position and refused to accept Scriptural 
teaching. This would be proof of their heterodoxyo Fellowship would 
then be refused until Scriptural doctrine and practice was accepted. 

50 Finally if the ELCA accepted officially the Document of Union 
(as happened in March, 1965), those who rejected its contents should 
have taken their stand on Scripture and said: Since you now officially 
condon( the teachings of the UELCA, despite instruction and admonition, 
we can no longer regard you as brothers in the faith and must sever 
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fellowship with you, as the Lord corrunands (Amos 3:3; 2 Cor 6:17). 
Complete reliance should have been laid upon the Lord in loyal obed
ience to His Word. 

What a sad day it was for the ELCA that the majority of those 
concerned pastors did not stick to their principles but gave way in 
the face of opposition. Thus, in this last battle in the ELCA for orth
odox Lutheran teaching, Satan won the day; the little leaven of false 
teaching prevailed. 

EXCUSES OF PASTORS AND LAY PEOPLE FOR ENTERING A GOD-DISPLEASING 
UNION. 

There were numerous lay people and pastors from the ELCA who 
realized that there were matters not settled between the two churches and 
that it was being brought about on an un-Scriptural basis. But almost 
just as many were the EXCUSES used to justify their entrance into such 
an unbiblical union. 

In the following list of such EXCUSES, and our Scriptural reply, 
we will not mention names, but can assure the reader that such can be 
cited upon request. In many cases documentary evidence is available to 
prove that these were used to placate consciences in regard to fellow
ship with the UELCA and LCA membership. 

1. Some claimed: t~e know that things are not settled in the 
new church. But see,it is our duty to GO IN AND WITNESS against 
these false teachings." "We will correct them" was the great cry. 
"They will not be able to reply to our testimony to Lutheran 
teaching." "If we find our testimony falls on deaf ears, then is 
the time to withdraw from the Church." So ignoring their Script
ural duty to remain separate from a false teaching church, they saw 
their God-given duty to remain in and set themselves up as a stay 
against the false teachings in their church. 

To such, the simple reply comes: What does God 1 s Word really mean 
to you and are you truly prepared to abide by it? What do you 
regard as more important: God's commands in Scripture to separate 
from false doctrine, or man's opinion that it is the best thing 
to witness against false teaching from within a false teaching 
church? 

The false idea of many conservatives to remain in a false teaching 
church and witness is spoken of by Dr. Janzowo Dr. Janzow strikin
gly comments concerning this foolish action and vain hope: 

"But could not a person by means of uniting with errorists 
finally help truth to victory? Enraptured with this thought 
many enter into church-fellowship with such whose persistent 
departing from important parts of Christian doctrine is well 
known to them. With confident hope they figure thus: IIf only 
we are once united with them then our witness will soon exert , 
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such a convincing influence upon them that they will drop their 
errors and turn to the truth in all pointsl. -== Foolish hopei, 
In their naive. truly child-like innocence they do not even notice 
that by means of their syncretistic~ faith-mingling union they 
have from the very outset tied their tongue, so that they cannot 
really witness without coming into contradiction with themselveso 
Fer through their uniting with the errorists in the first place 
they have already declared the existing differences in doct.rine 
to be lnon essentiali~ indifferent and not divisive of church= 
fellowship. Why then still make so much fuss concerning them? 
If these differences did not hinder the union, what purpose could 
theiT removal now serve j since church=fellowship is esta"blished 
and is practised in spite of difference iri doctrine? That is how 
the ilheterodox' in the union view the matter -=- and continue to 
uphold their previous error. 

"That is acting quite logically; but it explains at the sarne time 
why by means of such unionistic, syncretistic compromises in 
matters of Christian doctrine truth never achieves victory, but 
always error, which from the outset had nothing to lose. Unionisrr 
actually cancels out the difference between truth and error; for 
through the admixture of the least error truth forfeits its 
character as truth. Instead of helping truth to victory, unionism 
seals the lips of the witnesses to the truth in the interests of 
a false peace, so that they can no longer befittingly reprove errer 
and combat it with any hope of victory. ---

"FOR GOD'S SAKE LET NO ONE THEREFORE PERMIT HIMSELF TO BE FOOLED 
BY THIS AIM OF UNION." 

(Why Still the Division, A.T.R., Vol 1 No.4 po129f, emphasis ours) 

2. Others said: "Our leaders have assured us that everything is 
right. They are more learned than we. We will trust them and go in 

To this we reply: 

(a) Yes, it is true that the leaders of the ELCA gave the 
assurances: "They have come a long way. The UELCA accepts 
the Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessionso We have studied 
matters and can assure you everything is okay 0 We must trust 
the promises the UELCA has given us that everything has been 
settled." On the basis of these assurances many lay people 
and pastors who were concerned decided to trust their leaders 
promises; where as otherwise they may have remained separate 
Sadly many of these were really ignorant of the many issues 
involved 0 For them the words of Hosea 4:6 are true: tlMy 
people are destroyed for lack of knowledgeo" 

(b) The leaders of the ELCA deliberately kept details of a 
number of matters from their members because they realized 
it would bring concern to them about the proposed union and 
perhaps incline them against joiningo For example: 
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-- At a Qld. District Pastoral Conference held in Toowoomba, 
8-10th February, 1966, the minutes record the following: 

"After lunch Pastor Noack gave some information concerning union 
matters which he did not want made public as yet, e.g. UELCA 
membership in the Australian Council of Missions, and the 
communing of A.L.C. officials in ELCONGo" 

Obviously, this would be quite explosive if it were known at 
the time by some ELCA lay people. Hence the keen desire to 
keep the matter qUiet. 

-- At a meeting of Queensland district Pastors in Adelaide with 
the Seminary faculties to discuss Queensland objections to the 
Document of Union (July 1966), it came as a shock to them that 
the majority of Seminary professors of both churches denied the 
inerrancy of the Bible, claiming there are numerous mistakes, 
errors and contradictions in the Scriptureso 

No full report of these claims was given to pastors and lay 
people at the time. The matter was deliberately hushed up by 
the leaders because they realized it would put the "spanner in 
the workslt. Rather a compromise statement was drawn up as the 
official "agreement" of these meetings which allowed the liberals 
to retain their previous errors. 

At a Pastoral Conference held in Toowoomba, August 15-17 1966, 
Dro Hamann (jnr) and Dr. Sasse opened up before the Queensland 
pastors about their denial of the inspiration and absolute 
inerrancy of the Scriptures. In fact to read these minutes is 
rather horrifying, to know that these things were said at a 
"Lutheran" pastoral Conference and that of the ELCAQ 

Pastor Ao Bode, a pastor at Teviotville, South-east Queensland, 
was not present at the Conference, and so received a report from 
the secretary, Pastor Vo Grieger. Pastor Bode wrote to Pastor· 
Kleinig: 

"The Report, particularly the one about ~ Conference, was 
so astonishing that I came to the conclusion: Surely this 
cannot all be correctly reported! So I wrote about my amaze~ 
ment to Brother Grieger. 

"I should love to send you all the material, but now a letter 
has arrived from Noack and Schmidt (the two Presidents 9 tLW) 
with the plea directed to all pastors not to reveal anything 
of what transpired there at Toowoombao It is to be kept 
secret among the pastors. The Venerable Revo gentlemen 
plead: 'May we ask once more that Pastoral Wisdom be applied?QIt 

Pastor Bode summarizes the Conference with the words: 

"Dear, oh dear, what a dreadful report about that Conference!" 
(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, dated 31.7.66). 
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Obviously these leaders were true church politiciansj willing to us~ 
questionable means to achieve their aims. Surely doubt is cast on 
the legitimac;v of a union that needs to be brought about by deliber
ately hidin~ things from the lay people and stealth. 

(c) The Lord places the duty of judging the doctrine and practice of the 
church not only upon the pastors, b~t particularly upon the laypeopJe 
They are to be informed about where their church stands and what 
it does so that they as individuals can with a good conscience either 
support or reject its teachings and practice. The words of Christ: 
"Beware of false prophets" (Matt 7:15) are addressed to ill 
Christianso In fact, where a church relies solely on its pastors, 
or leaders to judge doctrine and practice. history has proven that 
that church is doomed to depart from the Word of God, and the 
groundwork is laid fora papistical institutiono 

(d) God warns against putting trust in men or earthly opinions. "Cursed 
be the man that truS.teth in man! It says Jeremiah 17: ~< "Trust not 
in princesooo" says Hymn 449 (ALHB). See also PS o 146:3; 118~ 8,90 
Consciences. must rest.solely in God and His Word and not doubt but 
be certain.concerni:ng the doctrine of the Church •. To do otherwise 
amounts to idolatrY9Putting ones trust elsewhere than on God's 
Wordo "Trust in the Lord with all thine heart9" the Lord commands 
(Prov 3: 5) 0 

30 Others '.1sed as their comfort: "Why not simply trust the good faith 
of everyone concerned? They have all promised that they agree; must we 
not accept their promises?" -

To this Crossroads amply replies: "This is a well~meaning but 
disastrous misunderstanding. In the first place~ it is not at all a 
question of trnst and good faith, but of adequate doctrinal statementso 
Everyone wC'uld gladly trust the good faith of those··,.rho give clear 
unambiguous assent to Scripture truth on the exact points at issue. 
But in the absence of such clear~ unmistakable declarations 9 one can 
only trust that each party will in good faith continue to hold and teach 
what it has held and taught in the past~ 0000 

"Secondly, if it were a matter of trust9 then it must be said, 
with Luther, that when it comes to doctrine~ it is 'Nrong and i.d.olah'cl).s 
to trust in mere man." (Crossroads, p048) 

40 A number who realized differences were not settled jumped upon the 
argument palatable to human reason; "Since our church? the ELCA~ as a 
whole united to form the LCA~ our old chluch went out of existenc.e o 

I now was a part of the LCA and had to assume it was an orthodox church 
and begin to combat the errors as they made their presence felto l

' 

To this we reply: 
(a) The Lord places responsibility for the doctrine and practice of 

a church not just upon the church as a whole, its Conventions, 
councils or boards of elders, but upon every individual lay 
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person or pastor in that church 0 If their church goes contrary 
to the Word of God, no person has the right to say: "I know 
this is wrong, but after all it is not I but the church as a 
whole that has decided to thiso God does not hold me respon
sible. I must now stay in and try to correct things." No, by 
rema~n~ng in the union such a one becomes a part of and 
condones (1 Tim 5:22) the unscriptural actions which brought 
it about. He is responsible for this compromise of God's Word 
and therefore is in duty bound to take his stand and refuse to 
be a part of the union this compromise brings about. 

(b) To claim in essence, "l was carried along with the stream and 
therefore cannot be held responsible for what happened" is 
both untruthful and unScriptural. It is untruthful because 
every voting member of ELCA had the opportunity to vote for or 
against the Document of Union and merger with the UELCA. If 
they voted YES, they agreed with its unscriptural basis. If 
they abstained (because of a concerned conscience) the Lord 
required of them to make their decision on the basis of Scrip
ture; otherwise such abstention sooner or later amounts to 
saying 'JYes" to what has been accepted. If the individual's 
vote was "No", since the matters involved were of a doctrinal 
nature, the Lord required ACTION: yes, admonition and instr
uction of those who have erred; but soon SEPARATION if such 
instruction and admonition was not heeded. 

To bring such an excuse as this is shirking one's responsib
ility to the Lord and His Ward and also those souls who in 
ignorance agreed to join the new church not realizing its 
unscriptural basis. 

5. Again some argued: I~e have a doubting conscience about joining 
the LCA. But not only are we uncertain that by joining in we would be 
committing the sin of unionism; but also by refusing to be a part of 
it we may be committing the sin of separatism (remaining separate from 
an orthodox church without valid reason). Therefore since we don't in 
ignorance want to be guilty of the sin of separatism, and since we 
can 1 t act in view of our doubting conscience, we had better remain in.·1 

It is astounding to what lengths the guilty conscience is willing 
to go to excuse its actions! We reply 

(a) God's Word demands unity in doctrine and Scriptural practice 
before union or fellowship. If such unity has not been achie
ved no orthodox Lutheran Christian can with a good conscience 
be a part of the resulting fellowship. 

(b) The Scriptural principle is: Don't act against a doubting 
conscience. In other words, if you are unsure whether a 
proposed action is contrary to the Word of God or not, keep 
on the ground of which you are sure until any new action has 
been demonstrated as Scripturally correcto Those in the ELCA 



unhappy about the proposed ~e~ger should have ~emalned se~a~ate 
f~om :2-: Iowsh'::? ',.;1 ~h the TELe.-\. ar..d un' on until l t was clearly 
shown that unity had been achieved o 

Surely the orthodox Lutheran axiom also applies here, "He who 
advocates a change has the burden of proof"; or put in other 
words: We are to hold to the accepted teachings and practices 
unless it has been clearly demonstrated from Scripture that a 
change should be made. The ELCA should have remained separate 
from the UELCA until complete Scriptural unity in doctrine and 
practice had been reached. 

6. Again the comment was heard: "Although matters may not be settled, 
we know it is God's Will for union, therefore we must join. 1t 

We reply: An argument like this should be tre~ted with the contempt 
it deserves. Did God perhaps come in a vision or dream, or did He' 
speak directly from heaven and reveal to such a one that union was His 
will!! No; It is His Word which reveals to us His will, and God's Word 
tells us that no union is God-pleasing unless union in doctrine and 
practice has been achieved. 

7. Finally, some permitted themselves to be swayed by ~"thly 
consideration~. Lay people considered the fact that they had grown up 
in the church, they "lad contributed much money to it, were baptised, 
confirmed and married in it, they had positions of office bearers in it, 
had their families belonging to it etc. Pastors considered the fact 
that their congregations would not su~port th~Jr position and follow 
them in their stand against !~he merger, they would have no congregation 
to support them, their superannuation would be lost etc. Though such 
people may not consciously have said: These things are more important 
to me than abiding by God's Word, yet these earthly considerations 
swayed their decision to enter an unscriptural union. 

itA DECLARATION AND PLEA It - SALVE FOR A WORRIED CONSCIENCE. 

During 1966, a number of those pastors fo~erly opposed to union 
but who changed their minds, became very concerned about the compromises 
in the Document of Union, as well as other errors which they felt were 
being tolerated or would be soon taught in the new church. 

Therefore a statement entitled itA DECLARATION AND PLEA" was drawn up 
not only condemning errors opposed to the doctrine of the Inspiration and 
Inerrancy of Scripture, but also condemning Ministers' fraternals and 
LWF membership. The doctrinal contents of "A DECLARATION .AND PLEA" are 
qui te sound and in accord with or-:;hodox Lutheran teachirg. This document 
was adopted by the Qld. District Pastoral Conference of the ELCA and 
although commended to all ELCA congregations in Queensland to bind 
themselves to, was only eventually adopted by a small minority of 
congregations. 
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Although~ as we have indicated, the DECLARATION AND PLEA was in 
itself doctrinally sound 9 its adoption by a small group of pastors in 
the ELCA was pointless and of no final benefi to Consider the following: 

10 itA DECLARATION AND PLEAt. was never officially adopted by the 
ELCA and therefore is not an official statement of its doctrinal 
position and not binding on its pastorso 

20 Oejections were raised to the contents of A DECLARATION AND 
PLEA by pastors and seminary professors of both churches 9 

lpdicating that they could not with a gooft conscience ~cceE! 
all its teachIngs ~ eo go IIRESPONSE TO q A DECLARATION AND PLEA n. 
by the Joint Faculties of Conoordia and Immanuel Synodso The 
faculties called the DECLARATION a non-Lutheran documento This 
shows that differences in doctrine and practice were being 
tolerated within both churcheso 

30 Once the ELCA went out of existence, ItA DECLAR~.TION ANTI PLEA"» 
being adopted by the ELCA Q,ldo District Pastoral Conference, 
beca.me null and void, and could only be appealed to by those 
individual LCA congregations that had adopted ito (It has 
teen reported to the wri t.er that it was only ever adopted by 
one parish = that of Marbu~g/Minden)~ 

40 Even though tt A DECLARATION AND PLEA" was adopted by a number» 
its contents were negated by the loopholes and compromises in 
the Document of Uniono . When a congregation or group of congre
gations are a part ofa church which tolerates false teaching~ 
even though they themselves may not accept these false doctr
ines 9 by the very fact of their fellowship with or membership 
in such a church they are co-responsible for its errorso 
Therefore those in the ELCA who held to itA DECLARATION AND PLEA"g 
could·· not claim orthodoxy by appealing to their acceptance of 
it, but were co=responsible and partakers of the errors of 
the Document of Union and the UELCA and were thereby held 
gtlllty before God of some of the errors teA DECLARATION AND 
PLEA" condemnedo 

Our judgement regarding riA DECLARATION AND PLEA" is that it was 
simply §!- salve for worried conscienceso The fact of its existence prov= 
es the :nadequacy of the Theses of Agreement and Document of Union o If 
these 'mic'n statements had settled differences y why should there be a 
need for documents like "A DECLARATION AND PLEA9'? A number of cuneer.ned 
ELCA pasters. now worried about the move they had made into fellowship 
wi th the lJELCA 9 :!!~ted glOme thing to just:! fy their concerned consciences 
an<! t~ a.E.peal to if they were charged with tolerating erroro "A 
DECLARATION AND PLEAtt was a convenient scapegoat for them, an excuse 
for their unscriptural actions. However 9 while they belong to an 
unscriptural union and thereby tolerate its false teachings and pract
ices, all appeal to such fine statements amounts to nothing. They are 
still held responsible to God by virtue of their membership in a false 
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teaching church body. 

ADMISSIONS OF COMPROMISE BY LeA PASTORS AND LAY PEOPLEo 

Numerous correspondences and talks with LCA pastors and laypeople 
have revealed that many have,either just after the union or years later, 
realized the compromises that took place when their church was formed Q 

The following exa~ples will suffice: 

1. Pastor Kleinig visited Pastor Fo Noack, Toowoomba, the former 
president of the ELCA~ Qld~ District, shortly before his deatho 
Pastor Kleinig reports that this man, one of the chief architects 
of the union, said to him: 

'We were deceivedQ If only I had known then as I do now, 
that many in the UELCA still held to their errors, I would 
never have advised anyone to have entered the union e ' 

20 Pastor Bode, one of those older pastors very concerned about the 
union" but who nevertheless decided to go in, wrote, soon after 
a revealing pastoral Conference of the ELCA: 

'Dear Kleinig, the whole business is so shocking that I am 
now firmly convinced you did the right thing when you made 
your decision 2 Cor 6:17,18'0 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, dated 3108 066) 

30 Pastor Emil Kriewaldt,a SQuth Australian pastor in a similar 
position to the on~ quoten above, wrote many letters of concern 
about the new church to Pastor Kleinigo . 

One of them states: 91 am more than convinced that God cannot 
be pleased with the action of our leaders',who until eighteen 
months ago assured us that they would remain steadfast in 
opposing any union not based on unity, but who then unaccountably 
reversed their stand and supported and fought for a document of 
union which does not remove the differences which formerly 
divided the two Churcheso The days I spent at Toowoomba in 1965 
were the unhappiest of my life for I could see that the great 
majority of our pastors no longer laid much weight on purity 
of doctrine, were quite ready to enter the ecumenical stream, 
and were willing to sacrifice their overseas brethren for the 
mess of pottage of an amalgamationo i 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, dated 14.6066)0 

Again: 'Because the Document of Union did not speak with a clear 
voice in regard to fellowship, even compromised the truth, we 
shall now find all manner of unionistic practices practised and 
openly cOi.1donedo How have the mighty fallen? The way is now 
open to fraternizing with the sects, and it is only a matter of 
time we shall become a sect ourselves e I am glad my father did 
not live to see this dayo We have compromised again and again, 
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and more will followoooo 

1The old ELCA is now in its death period. How t~agic! The one 
stable Tock is abcl.lt to be shattered. May God punish those 
who are responsibleo' 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig from Pastor E. Kriewaldt written appo 
O ... '-- 1'-"6')' c "ouer~ :J b 0 

iI think also that many will gradually begin to realize that 
the union is not based on unity but on compromise. The fact 
remains that no true agreement has been reached, no matter how 
forcibly the claim is made. And this disagreement has sown 
the seeds for future compromises.' 

(Letter to Pastor Kleinig, dated 3011.66) 

4. Even lay peonle have realized the disastrous consequences of 
the compromises at the time of uniono In an editorial entitled 
ttCOMl'·IENTu ~ the editor of the "..Renorterlt comments: 

"It is sure the amalgamation of the two Lutheran Churches in 
Australia has brought about a new religiono It is sure we 
were deceived into sunporting amalgamation on the grounds of 
unity. It is oertain that had all facts ceen made known to 
delegate.a' attending the Toowoomba~ Queensland General Synod 9 

there would have been many who would have voted against 
amalgamationo n 

(Repor~er9 No o ~1i June 1979)0 
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CHAnER XIV. 

THE FORMATION OF THE ELCR. (1966) 
-~-----------~---------~~ ----

Due alone to the Grace of God, there were a small group of people 
who realized the unScriptural nature of the proposed union, and shortly 
after the declaration of fellowship with the UELCA (which occurred in 
November, 1965), severed their connection with their former church, the 
ELCA. On March 20, 1966, a small gathering of about 50 souls gathered 
together at Kilkivan, Queensland, the chief aim being the formation of 
a Church body to continue in the teachings which their former church 
(the ELCA) had departed fromQ The Constituting Convention occurred on 
May 29, 1966 at the same placeo At the first Annual Convention, (January 
15th, 1967) the Chairman of the ELCR (the name chosen for this church 
body) reported a membership of 108 souls 9 with congregations at Woombye, 
Gympie, Maryborough, Kumbia and Murgon, all in Queensland. The pastor 
who led this group, in fact the only pastor of the former ELCA to remain 
separate from the union, was PASTOR F.G. KLEINIG Q 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PASTOR KLEINIG. 

Frederic Go Kleinig was born at Kapunda, South Australia on 
October 3rd, 19000 For the first fifteen years, he lived on a farm at 
Sto Kittso It was also here that he was baptized, confirmed and later en 
ordained to the Holy Ministry (1925)0 With a view to becoming a day
school teacher, he entered Concordia College in 19160 Although in 191 6 
Lutheran Day Schools were closed in South Australia by order of the 
Government, Student Kleinig continued on to achieve his junior and senior 
certificates. In ;922 he decided to enter the Theological Class at 
Concordia Seminary, Adelaide, ELSA 0 Pastor Kleinig even today speaks 
highly of one of his professors who made a lasting impression on him, 
Professor G.C. KochQ As well as being a master of the English language, 
having a remarkable knowledge of history and being an outstanding public 
speaker and preacher, Professor Koch excelled himself as a specialist 
in the right division of LAW and GOSPEL. His doctrine and spirit was 
passed onto his student. 

Having completed his theological course in 1924, Pastor Kleinig was 
ordained and began his ministry as a Home Missionary in March 1925 at 
Caboolture, north of Brisbane. He remained in this field until 1929 
when he accepted a Call from the Denial Bay Parish in South Australia. 
After haVing been there for only one year, an urgent Call was considered 
and accepted from the Kumbia Parish in Queensland. Here Pastor Kleinig 
laboured from 1931 to 1941$ Due to some unfortunate happenings within 
this parish, which greatly disheartened the pastor, he resigned from his 
office, and for seventeen years took on secular work, both manual and 
clerical. 

In the latter half of 1959, it was suggested to him that he re-entered 
the Ministry. An ELCA parish desperately required a pastor, having issued 
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Calls to a number of Pastors, all of which were declined. The need was 
cor.sidered, and when a Call arrived acceuted 9 and Pastor Kleinig was 
duly installed as pastor of the Gattor. Parish in August, 1959$ This 
Parish he ser/ed until 1964? when he unexpectedly received a Call from 
the hard-pressed Gymuie Parish. Being aware of the circumstar.ces 
prevailing in that Parish~ he finally accepted their Call, and served 
as their pastor until the end of 1965 when he resigned from the ministry 
of the ELCA, returned to his private home in Kingaroy and shortly after 
severed fellows~ip from the ELCA. From here he serled for maP~ years 
as Pastor of the newly-formed church bodYi the ELCR. 

(Adapted from A 1.VORD ABOUT THE AUTHOR, contained in SERMONS by Pastor 
F.G. Kleinig) 

PASTOR KLEINIG SEES THE DOCTRINAL DECLINE OF THE ELCA. 

The period from 1942 to 1959 marked a serious decline and change 
in the doctrinal position of the ELCA. Pastor Kleinig regards his 
being out of the ,ministry during this period as a special measure of 
the ~raceof God. He has mentioned several times that if the Lord had 
not taken him out of the Ministry at that time, then he may not have 
noticed the serious decline of the ELCA, may too have adopted the wrong 
interpretation o.t; Romans 16: 17 and altered position on CHURCH FELLOWSHIP, 
and have entere~ the union between the ELCA and DELeA. 

Already in 1930, Pastor Kleinig had been struck by the comment of 
~ofessor We Zschech, I~e (the ELSA) are no longer what we used to be; 
quite a new spirit is entering our church". 

During his time out of the ministry, Pastor Kleinig had been pres
erved from the little leaven of false teaching gradually making its way 
into the ELCA. 

"What a shock he got when he realized how much the ELCA had changed 
from its original orthodox position when he returned to the 
ministry. 

"Pastor Kleinig now got to work. First of all he studied the 
history of the two churches in the German and in the English. He 
studied the doctrinal papers that had been written promoting the 
new interpretation of Romans 16:17. Finally he began to deepen 
his already good knowledge of New Testament Greek. Having studied 
the history of things, and Scripture, Pastor Kleinig now critically 
examined the Theses of Agreement. He soon began to realize that 
there were many cleverly worded, veiled double-tongued anti
Scriptural statements in that document and that actually the people 
had been deceived; for not one of the doctrinal differences had 
been settled and that the coming union was actually being based en 
the 'Open Ql.'."lstions' Th2ory." 

(The Testimony of the T,m Witnesses, Sermons by F.G. Kleinig, p.ix) 
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The concern of Pastor Kleinig that his church was departing from it 
doctrinal position, is shown by several letters he wrcte during 1962 ~~d 
196,0 

In Septo, 19629 Pastor Kleinig sent a circular to every Pastor of 
~he ELCA, replying to clarms of Mr, ToDo Koch, (connected with the 
Lutheran Layman's Lea~~e)" Mr. Koch had sent out a call for immediate 
union between the two churches, and considered that the differences 
-between the churches shoul<?- not stop declaration of fellowship. Pastor 
Kleinig clearly pointed out, both from history ana doctrinal statements, 
the evil OPEN QUESTIONS theory of the UELCA 9 stating that 

"the historiC position of the ELCA has always been: First Unity 
in doctrine and practie'? then organic union." 

Speaking of Thesis I~ 4(e) of the Theses of Agreement, Pastor 
Kleinig states: 

ItIncidentally, that is one paragraph I would for my person never 
subscribe to, as I believe in that paragraph is the nigger in the wood
pile." 

Pastor Kleinig here is referring to the OPEN QUESTIONS idea which 
is contained in these sentences. He then continues: 

"As far as I personally am concerned, I believe. that the real and 
essential difference between the two Lutheran Church-bodies in 
Australia consists in their differing attitude towards the 'Open 
Questions' affair, and unless this problem is solved in accordance 
with the Scriptures, there can be no true and lasting unity between 
them. And that means, the UELCA will have .to alter its unscriptural 
and un-Lutheran attitude with respect to themo I am really amazed 
that in the Theses of Agreement there is no paragraph dea.ling with 
this vital and basic matter. I believe that unless this point is 
clarified and settled, and in the right way at that, for 1 Cor 1:10 
rules out once and for all every IOpen Question' with regard to 
Scripture doctrine l all negotiations must prove fruitless and are 
~re Dr less a waste of time. It certainly seems to me that Lt is 
en the basis of the QOpen Questions' theory that the UELCA refuses 
the idea of being tied down by the Scripture texts which rule out 
unionism in any shape or formo" 

It was during the 1962 Melbourne Conventi£B of the ELCA that Pastor 
Kleinig fully realized how strong the push for union really was, and how 
many there were in the ELCA who were willing to unite and ignore the , 
vital doctrinal differences between the two churches. Through his talks 
with laymen, pastols and Seminary Professors, he became alarmed as to the 
ignorance of many regarding CHURCH HISTORY, especially that of the 
Lutheran Church in Australia, and also their lack of ~Ulderstanding of t~e 
vi tal differences which divided t:1e two churcheso 

About this time Pastor Kleinig began to take, both with his parish 
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and elsewhere in Queensland, a series of lectures on the history of the 
Lutheran Church in Australia. This was done in order to inform pastors 
and lay people about these vital matterso As well, matters connected 
with CHURCH FELLOWSHIP, Romans 16:17, and intersynodical negotiations 
were discussed thoroughly. in the. Queensland Pastoral Conferences from 
1962 - 1965, with Pastor Eleinig and other pastors mentioned previously 
taking their stand on the position of the orthodox Lutheran Church o 

Much correspondence passed back and forth between this circle of concer
ned pastors, and many private meetings occurred to discuss the points 
at issue as well. 

At the March 1965 ELCA Convention, Pastor Kleinig and other 
pastors made known their opposit~on to the Document of Union, but soon 
realized that in the face of the overwhelming push for union, the cries 
of those warning their church against this disastrous step would not be 
heeded. 

Among the articles and papers put out prior to 1966 by Pastor 
Kleinig warning against a union based on compromise, we inclvie the 
following:-

(a) The Principle of the 'Open Questions' - outlining the history 
of the evil OPEN QUESTIONS principle in the UELCA and the way 
it is cleverly brought out in the Theses of Agreement and 
Document of Uniono 

(b) Notes on the Document of Union - pointing out the many anti
scriptural statements in the Document of Uniono 

(c) The Bible Doctrine of Church Fellowshipo 

Also many letters were written and much material from pastors and 
overseas theologians was passed back and forth, material which backed up 
the Scriptural stand in these matters. Pastor Kleinig received much 
encouragement and advice through such faithful confessors of God's Word 
as Pastor H. Romoser (USA) and Dr. Wm. Oesch. Both these men had been 
trained by old Missouri. Their letters not only confirmed him in the 
action he was taking but also helped him to stand fast amidst the many 
attacks he had to faceQ 

On Au 1 tho 1 6 Pastor Kleinig agreed to a public debate with 
the President Koehne ELCA General President) and Pastor Fo Noack (ELCA 
QldG District President). It was requested by the Gympie Parish (of 
which Pastor Kleinig was shepherd) in order that their members could be 
shown"from the Scriptures whether or not we should join the proposed 
new church" (from Tape Recording of the Proceeding~). Many visitors 
were also presentqSpeaking for the affirmative, Pastor Noack gave the 
gathering the assurances: 

"We can't say anything but this: As to the Scriptures, as to 
co-operation with other churches, unionism, the UELCA has never 
stood as firmly on the ba~is of Scriptures as it does today." 
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"they (the UELCA, GoW) now acknowledge what they years ago (were 
divided on the issue) wouldn't acknowledgeQ This: we cannot work 
together with churches which are not one in doctrine with us as to 
the Gospel, and that as in th~ Augustana (our Lutheran Confessions) 
includes not only the Gospel in the narrow sense of the word but 
the whole Word of God in its truth and purity and the administration 
of the Sacraments according to Christ's institutiono They are 
at one with uSo" 

"The UELCA has changed its attitude in regard to open questionso 
Definitely!" (Taken from Tape Recording). 

In view of the previous chapters, it can be seen that these assur
ances were simply untruthful and those who entered the union on the advice 
of their leaders were knowingly or unknowingly deceived o 

Dr. Koehne also spoke for the affirmative. Pastor Kleinig, speakina 
for the negative pointed out his objections to the proposed union o He 
stated: 

"Now in regard to the union of the two churches, I still hold the 
same position as I announced on the floor of the Toowoomba Synod o 

I don 9 t want anyone for one moment to believe that I am against 
a union of the two churches provided that union is based fairly 
and squarelY on the Word of God 0 .t 

"This morning I told the two of ,them that I'm not stubborn about 
this businesso I, told them that if they can show to me that I am 
wrong and can point out to me from Scripture that I have need of no 
concerns, I shall 'not hesitate to say: Revoko, I revoke, I with
draw j I retracto Now'what does cause me concern?" 

Pastor Kleinig went on to explain his chief concern with the 
Document of Union, that the ELCA was prepared to change its position in 
regard to LWF membership and Overseas Fellowships in order to join with 
the UELCA o He also thoroughly examined the passage Rom 16:17.18, the 
change in the doctrine of church fellowship which had previously taken 
place in the ELCA j and the evil OPEN QUESTIONS principle of the UELCA Q 

Finally he stated: 

"I have not yet been convinced that all these things have been 
settled. Wouldn't it be, brethren and sisters, the correct thing 
to do, really to settle all this, and then unite?" 

Pastor Kleinig was sorely di~appointed when the many pastors who 
had rallied behind him (see Chapter XIII) soon fell away when pressure 
was brought to bear on them around March 1965. Yet the truths of God's 
Word meant so much to him that he was willing to cling to it even though 
he seemed to be alone and despite all opposition and hatred. Opposition 
certainly was greato Not only did many try to convince him that his 
position was false, but even many untrue charges were made against him. 
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Scme claimed that he had a pe~sonal hatred towa~ds the members of the 
UELCAc Othe~s said he was senile and a religious fanatic. One of the 
favourite mali~ious slanderous lies which Pastor Kleinig's opponents 
threw at him was that in 1941 when he left the ministry of the ELSA he 
was supposed to have tried to become a member of the UELCA and they 
were supposed to have refused himo By his refusal to ente~ the union 
of the two churches the claim was made that this was his way of "getting 
his own back". During theological studies (1973 - 1975) an interview 
was recorded with Pastor Kleinig concerning thiso The facts are: (1) 
he left the ELSA ministry because of the failure of the ~ueensland 
District President of the ELSA to support disciplinary action against 
stubborn errorists and malicious trouble make~s in one of the congreg
ations of the Kumbia-Kingaroy-Mondure Parish at that time; (2) Never, 
at any time, did he make any approach to the UELCA for membership; 
(3) at all times he opposed the doctrinal position of the UELCA as 
contrary to Scripture; (4) on a few occasions he attended services of 
the UELCA purely and only as an observer, without participating in the 
worship services; (5) as all his writings, lectures and sermons record, 
he was opposed to the Union solely on doctrinal and Scriptural groundso 
But Fastor Kleinig showed that he was a faithful Lutheran Theologian 
by clinging to his position because he was convinced it was what God 
wanted him to do in His Word. At times Christians must be prepared to 
stand alone for the glory of God and His Word, and sacrifice earthly 
gain, in order that the Lord's Word in its truth and purity may remain 
with them uncorrupted. 

Wnen Pastor K~inig saw that his church had adopted the" Document of 
Union and thersby accepted for itself its false teachings; when he 
realized that despite objections on his part ths ELCA had entered into 
an antispriptural fellowship with the DELCA, he saw that the ELCA had 
clearly departed from the teachings of God's Word. Despite admonition 
giver to his fellow church members, the ELCA was set in its wrong ways 
(Titus 3:10,11) and refused to budge in its position, that it could see 
nothing \{rong with fellowship and union with the UELCA. Therefore there 
was no other Scriptural action that he could take but to ask the quest
ion posed by Amos: "How can two walk together except they be agreed?" 
(Amos 3:3). About January 1966, he sadly severed fellowship from a once 
orthodox, now heterodox church body, the ELCA. Since most of the members 
of his Parish had decided to join the union, he could no longer be 
their pastoro 

LAY PEOPLE LR4VE THE ELCA. 

During 1965 and 1966 d. number of members of Pastor Kleinig's Gympie 
Parish (Woombye, Gympie p Maryborough and Hervey Bay) heeded his warnings 
regarding the coming union. 

A small number of people from the former Kumbia ELCA congregation, 
had decided not to enter the union of the two churches already before 
they knew what Pastor Kleinig intended doing. Already in 1959 Pastor 
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A.Eo Schirmer had gone through the Theses of Agreement with the who13 
Kumbia congregations expressing his disapproval of ito Due to their 
study of the Word of God and the testimo!'.y of faithful pastors at 
Conventions prior to the union this small group believed the union to be 
on a sinful basiso They were even prepared to continue 'with church 
services as a separate body even without knowing the decision of Pastor 
Kleinig. However, when it became clear publicly at Conventions that 
Pastor Kleinig was determined not to enter the union because it was 
contrary to Scripture, they decided to investigate more fully his 
position. :But Pastor Kleinig left the decision to separate from the 
ELCA entirely up to them. Recognizing in Pastor Kleinig an orthodox 
Lutheran pastor who had separated from the ELCA, t~ey turned to him for 
pastoral care after they withdrew from the ELCA, ~. 

As well, a number of people from other areas in Queensland had 
contacted him and asked various questions concerning the stand he was 
taking. Pastor Kleinig considered it his God~given duty to give answers 
to these cries for knowledge from Godls Word (1 Peter 3;15). When these 
lay people had become convinced that their Church had departed from God~~ 
Word, they severed fellowship from their former congregations. The 
only congregation which itself left the ELCA was the Woombye Congregation 
in which the majority of members refused to be a part of the union. 

Many of these people were charged with false motives for leaving thE 
ELCA, personal differences with their pastors ;r congregation, blind 
loyalty to Pastor Kleinig, hatred of the UELCA 9 lovelessness and lack of 
toleration. In orner to show that these charges were untrue, we quote 
from two letters (whose authors we will allow to remain anonymous) of 
lay people who later on became members of the ELCR. 

Letter one states: 

III think to join such a Church would be an act of disobedience to 
the Word of the Lord. I will tell you my chief reasons. First of 
all Point 8 (of the Document of Union, GLW) states, 'Differing 
judgements may be expected here and should be tolerated in love'. 
This flatly contradicts 1 Cor 1:10 which demands 'that ye be perf
ectly joined together in the same mind and in the same judgement 0 , 

Secondly, with reference to the LWF, where one party says it is not 
against the Word of God, the other says that it is, again contradicts 
1 Cor 1:10, which requires 'that ye all speak the same thing.' 
As you can see •••• this fact would not be changed even if they omit 
these words when they reword the Document. Actually, they would 
only be hiding a fact, which is worse. As I see it, the Document 
appeals for toleration. But toleration is the ~ssence of Unionism. 
Therefore, the United Church, on the basis of the Document car~ot 
be anything but unionistic. The Lord says (Rom 16:17), 'Avoid 
them' •. That is His command. Obedience is one of the outstanding 
marks of the children of God. The Lord says, Luke 6:46, 'Why call 
ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say'." 
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Letter two (written to this person's, former pastor) states: 

"We have stated that we cannot join in the fellowship with the 
UELCA, because we conscientiously believe that the matters of 
membership in the LWF, and Fellowships with other overseas bodies 
have not been settled in a God-pleasing way. Since you have been 
by Pastor, I feel it but right to show you how I have reached 
my decision .. 

"From the outset, I want to assure you that we hold no personal 
grudge against any member of the ELCA or UELCA, and it is 
personally a great sorrow to me that our decisions have been 
different 0 As you know, we each had to decide whether the 
Document of Union was 'a correct basis for fellowship, and it 
would seem fair.that a decision either way would be respected, 
provided that Scriptural reasons were given, for here consciences 
are involved .. 

"As regards the LWF,' it is wrong~£or what it does, that is, 
member churches co-operate in missions, Christian education, 
worship, prayer and so on, which is allowed only to Churches in 
fellowship. We cannot fellowship with the heterodox churches 
which form the LWF, so to be members of the LWF and do these things 
would be contrary to God's Wordo If ~ other church cannot see 
this, it is surely a doctrinal problem which must be settled 
before fellowship is granted. The Document of Union gives right 
to both views" To compromise with a man-made arrangement is, in 
my opinion, trifling with God's Word. Pastor Noack's essay, 
read at Kingaroy Synod, 1956, explains the position capably. I 
quote: 'The UELCA by its membership in the LWF, and its co-operation 
with unionistic organizations, is involved in unionism. B,y estab
lishing Pulpit and Altar fellowship, our Church would also be 
involved in unionism. We would also expose our Church to the 
constant and grave danger of losing the truth of God's Word. Again, 
how can we establish Pulpit and Altar fellowship with the UELCA 
when we are not agreed on the question of unionism which strikes 
at the Scriptures and the Confessions? The prophet Amos asks 'Can 
two walk together except they be agreed?' Amos 3:3 .. ' In another 
place, he (Pastor Noack, GLW) writes, 'Not only does God forbid 
unionism, but He demands also that every safeguard be provided, 
that not even the slightest opportunity be left for unionism to 
enter the Church'. Today the position is basically the same, 
except that there has been an agreement to compromise. We cannot 
agree to this .. 

'As regards the ~'ellowships, it' was wrong to break off Fellowships 
which bind together those who preach the Word of God in'its truth 
and purity, merely for man's 'convenience. And just whom will the 
new Church fellowship? Surely not ALC, a member of W.CoC. No good 
business man would sign an agreement unless all details had been 
worked out, yet in this so important matter, these matters are 
left undecided." 
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"So it is our strong conviction that we cannot enter into the 
fellowship with the UELCA. The hurtful part is that we must break 
with our local congregation and Pastor, who see no wrong in the 
Fellowship and are happy to belong to the New Church, which we 
cannot join with a good conscience. For we believe that the decid
ing step of the Union (the Fellowship) has been taken, and the 
actual amalgamation is but an agreement on organizational arrange
mentso To put off action would prolong the tenseness and discord 
which occurs when two parties in all earnestness each try to show 
the other the rights or wrongs of the situationo This would 
perhaps spoil the good relations we have always enjoyed in our 
congregation. Also each should ba able to worship without feeling 
of disquiet and tensiono 

"So Pastor, please accept this decision as made in all sincerity 
and with a good conscienceo 

"We shall endeavour with God's help, to continue in His pure Word, 
as taught and practisedby the old ELCAo" 

Though it brought them great sadness to leave congregations they had 
belonged to for many years, these former ELCA members felt conscience 
bound to put God's Word first~ before earthly considerations o 

During the later part of 1965 and the first months of 1966,_ a 
number of these former ELCA people formed themselves into small congreg~ 
ations o Congregations were established at Kumbia, Murgon, Maryborough, 
Gympie, in addition to that already at Woombyeo Lay~reading services 
were beguno Since Pastor Kleinig was the only former ELCA pastor who 
refused to be a part of the union, he was the one these shepherdless 
sheep looked towards for pastoral careo Each of these congregations 
asked him to serve themo 

FORMATION OF THE E.LQCoRo 

(It is not our aim to go into every detail of this historic event9 
but simply to outline several points pertinent to our studyo The ELCR 
hopes to produce a history of its existence from 1966 to the present 
in the future)o . 

It was at the request of Pastor Kleinig that the independent 
congregations previously mentioned met together at Kilkivan on March 20, 
19660 A Committee was here appointed to draw up a proposed constitution 
for this church body. After this task had been completed, the constit
ution was adopted at the Constituting Convention, May 29. 1966 at 
Kilkivan. The name chosen for this church body was the "Evangelical Luth
eran Congregations of the Reformation". It still meets regularly for 
its annual Convention towards the beginning of each year. In July 1966, 
Pastor Kleinig began publishing a Church Paper which was entitled 
"STEADFAST in the Word and faith." God has richly blessed this Church 
for its courageous stand on the Scriptures and has wonderfully preserved 
with it God's Word in its truth and purity. 
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Regarding its doctrinal positlon, the EL~R does not hold to any 
new doctrines, has not inv",nted any queer or strange teachings cf its 
own, but simply clings to those teachings for:ne:::-l:r held by the ELSA 
in its heyday 9 especially those teachings which were gradually given 
away by the ELCA during the latter days of its downfallo These were 
the same teachings held to by the orthodox Missouri Synod in the days 
of Walther and Pieper. before it too forsook the Scriptures for false 
teachings which have become so popular in modern churches today. All 
the members of the ELCR wanted to do was to have Godis uncorrupted 
Word taught to themselves and their children, the right to worship the 
Lord with a clear conscience according to the principles of the orth
odox Lutheran Church and the privilege of proclaiming this pure Water 
of Life to lost and condemned souls who are thirsty for it. 

For this privelege, the members of the ELCR had to suffer many 
hardships. Some said: "Your church wonit last long; your numbers are 
so small; your pastor is aged (66 years old in 1966, GLW); it won't 
be long before you come back to the LCA on your knees." Others regard
ed the members of the ELCR as being fanatics, intolerant, loveless and 
even foolso Many ignored them, refused to speak to them and regarded 
them as outcasts. But this was regarded as a fulfillment of the Lord's 
prophecy, "If they have persecuted Me, they will also persecute you. 1t 

(In 15:20). Since God's pure Word meant so much to them they were 
willing to suffer tp.unts and ridicule for the sake of maintaining it. 

CORRESPONDENCE ELCR/ELCAo 

At a Special Convention of the Queensland District of the ELCA 
held at Toowoomba on May 6-7th. 1966, a number of rather scriking comm
ents were made, including an article entitled - ANSWER OF PASTOR NOACK 
TO PASTOR KLEINIG - Why Pastors and People should not leave our church 
at this time. We do not have space to quote in full from the Report of 
this Conyention~ but will bring a few contradictory and striking 
statements which it bringso 

On the one hand it is stated: "That there is unity in ;')ctrine is 
proven by the Theses of Agreement and the Document of Union ••• we are 
also agreed in regard to the doctrine on unionismo" (Answer of Pasto~ 
Noack to Pastor Kleinig, Report pe45)o 

On the other hand it is admitted: 

= "'.'1e also heartily agree with you that the matter of fraternals, 
joint funeral services, lodges, and the modern dance should have 
been tackled before the Document of Union was submitted fo~ 
adoption and discipline should have been exercised more 
earnestly." (Answer of Pastor Noack to Pastor Kleinig~ Report 
p.47). 

It,\,le still have man~r matters to consider and to act unan in 
connection with the highly important fellowship position as 
laid down in the Document of Union." (General President's 
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Report, p.49)~ 

"10(a), the earnest pledge and sincere promise that a Commission 
of Theology will consider doctrine and ractice in the new Church 
as speedily as possible." Resolutlons g p.53 0 

"Both Churches have been at work on the basis of Scripture to 
remove any and every doctrinal differenc9¢o." (Answer of Pa;ior 
Noack to Pastor Klein.!..£, Report po45) 0 

Surely this sums up to the self-cc.dradidion 9 . . We are one in doctrine; we are not . .2{!Lt one in doct.,..ine and 
admit there are many differences ye~ to be decided. 

What clearer evidence can there be that the ELCA departed from the 
orthodox Lutheran principle: UNITY FIRS'I a IHEN FELLOWSEIPg in uniting 
with the UELCA1~ 

Pastor Kleinig replied in detail to the Q,ld. District Ccnvention 9 

ELCA, Oct 7-10, 1966. As well as pointing cut the unbiblical nature of 
the DOcument of Union, he ably showed "the root-cause of all the troubles 
which now beset the ELCA" - the change in the doctrine of Church fellow
ship and attitude towards Rom 16:17-180 Towards the end of this lengthy 
letter, Pastor Kleinig stated: 

"Following Luther!s line, I now in simila.r fashion issue a public 
challenge to the writer of the iAnswerao If ever and whenever 
he can bring irrefutable proof concerning the, four grammatical 
points in the Greek text of the New Testament as mentioned above j 

which he must do in order to maintain the correctness of his 
interpretation and application of the passage Rom 16:17~189 I 
hereby commit myself to pay promptly and without demur the sum of 
five hundred dollars ($500.00) into the Treasury of Concordia 
Memorial College 1 Toowoomba, Qld." (STEADFAST, Nov 1966 po5) 

Never was this challenge acceptedo 

In conclusion, Pastor Kleinig stated: 

"To conclude, just a few words about the plea to reconsider our 
severance of fellowship from the Qldo Disto of the ELCAo Our step 
is not absolutelY irrevocable, and by unanimous resolution passed 
by all congregations of our ELCR we place before you the following 
condi tions for the re-establisr..ment of fellowship wi th you~ 

"1c That the Document of Union of 1965 be declared null and void; 

tt20 That Altar and Pulpit Fellowship with ALL heterodox Lutherans 
be termin3.ted; 

193~ That the 1948 Jindera Interpretation of Romans 16: 17,18 which 
is the root-cause of the present trouble and confusion in regard 
to Church Fellowship within the EQLoC.A. be declared erroneous 
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and -. . ... ... uncoua..:. t.: Onal.lY retracted, and that all unionistic pract-
ices ~"f"r~.:..:h ha.-..re r9&i~1 ~2d i"rcm the a:"ore~m2~t:'oned In"ter:preta.t~ 
ien, SUerl as Joint P~3.·;T8r ar.ld other fOI~S cf Joi::;.t ~o=ship 
and Frats-rnizat::'on with hete:::-odox Lutherans be disconti:lUed; 

That God-ordained scriptural Church Discipline which was inst~ 
ituted for the salvation of the sinner's soul (1 Cor 5~5)9 
both on the Congregational level (Matt 18:15-18) and in the 
area of Doctrine and Practice (1 Cor 1:10) be not given merely 
pious lip service~ but actually practised according to the 
Lordls instructions; 

That all manner of sinful and soul-destroying worldliness, 
including ballroom dancing, be earnestly combated and Qealt 
with according to Matthew 18, and, if necessarY9 carried unto 
the final stage (verse 18), as commanded by the Lord of the 
Churcho 

"If and when the afore-mentioned five points are accepted and. put 
into pra~tice, we 9 the EoLoCoRo shall be happy and willing to r8= 
establish Fellowship with the Qldo District of the E.LoC.Ao I> 

OtherNise there can be no thought of Fellowship between you and 
us o

ll 

(steadfast, Nov 1966, pp5~6) 

OFFER OF ELCR TO LCAo 

Occasionally members of the LCA mention to our members~ Why: 
don u t you forget the differences and come back again and .loin us:? 

First of all, it was the former ELCA members who left the old 
orthodox Lutheran position and joined with the UELCAo The members of 
the ELCR did not leave the old Scriptural Lutheran pcsition. We confes= 
sed the same Scriptural position and still do today as our Lutheran 
forebears 0 

Unfortunately over the years since the Union, the LeA has increas= 
ingly degenerated into further error and false practlc90 The situation 
is just like that which a former Chairman of our Federation when asked 9 

"ls there any chance of the ELCR and the LCA ever getting together?" 
once replied, "No~ the gap between us is increasingly wider!" 

Because we are living in the last days of the great falling away 
(as recorded in Matt 24 and Luke 21) and because the majority in the 
LCA are fixed or set in th~ir erroneous ways, the only way that the E~CR 
will be back in the LeA is if the members of the ELCR depart from the 
Scriptures and throw aside the precious treasure of the Word which those 
members at the time of union fought so hard and sacrificed so much for 
us to enjoy~ May God pr~serve us from such apostasy! 

Nevertheless we make the following offer: If the LeA is "Tilling 
to accept the above conditions, as well as reject the a'rors taught by 
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the former UELCA and tolerated by the Theses of Agreement, as well as to 
reject in a Scriptural manner the doctrinal errors that have arisen in 
the LCA since 1966, we would with a glad heart be willing to consider 
establishing fellowship with them. But while the LCA holds to these 
soul-destroying errors the ELCR can not and will not enter into fellow= 
ship with the LCAo Nor does the ELCR intend to enter into extended 
doctrinal negotiations with the LeA! as i.ts ,9onstitution sta.tes~ 

tlSin;:;e the Iloct~inal Basis set forth in Article III is S:.riptural 
and c1 ear, lcng~extended doctrinal ~ negoti ations I whi ch G6..I: lsa.d 
to d.angerous d:gressions and suspensions of judgement (Preface to 
the Christian Book of Concord~ Triglot. pp.23c25)p 8ha.ll :net be 
the policy of this Federation in issues rela.ting to fellow-ship ar-:.J. 
membershipo (See also Titus 3: 1 0: 'A man who chooses to be 
different in his teaching warr. once ar.d a second time ~ and then 
don~t have anything more to do with him v ).9t 

(CGnstitution of the ELCR, Article IV, para I). 

If others wish to know what our dc·ctrinal position is y we are more 
than happy to explain it to themo If they accept it totally and promise 
to abide by it in doctrine and practice, they are more than welcome to 
join with USo But according to Scripture we cannot offer membership 
or fellowship to those who even in minor points depart from the teachings 
of the Bible. God Himself has placed this sacred dl1.-ty upon '.lSo (Natt 28: 
20; Acts 20:27), 
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CHAPI'ER AV c 

FORMATION OF THE L.C cAo - A WORD TO CONCERNED LoC .A. MEMBERS. 
~-~-~----~-----~-~------------------~--------------------~--

With the declaration of fellowship on Nov 28, 1965, the path was 
prepared for full amalgamation of the two church bodies to form the 
Lutheran Church of Australiao Organic union of the Synods took place 
at Tanunda, South Australia, from October 29 to November 2, 19668 

It had been made clear that since the 1864 - 1874 declaration of 
fellowship between the Fritzsche and Kavel groups had so easily been 
destroyed by severance of fellowship, this situation would be avoided 
in the 1966 uniono Leading officials of both churches realized that 
if it was left a simple declaration of fellowship, and later on 
former ELCA congregations became disturbed and wished to leave, it 
would be relatively easy for a majority of ELCA congregations to sever 
fellowship with the UELCA or for a concerned ELCA congregation to 
leave its former body. However, when full amalgamation had taken 
place, wherp the two bodies, involved ceased existence and formed a 
new churcr then it would be much more difficult to achieve a divis-
ion if doctrinal differences arose, parishes having been realigned, 
congregations now composed of people from both Churches. If a group 
of concerned people were forced to leave the new church and started 
out completely afresh, they would have to do so without their property 
and church building. Church leaders realized this would be a great 
hinderance to disturbed members leaving the proposed merger and there
fore adopted the policy: AMALGAMATION AND NOT JUST A DECLARATION OF 
FELLOWSHIP. 

Significant also is the fact that the 1965 Lutheran Herald (Nov 
13th ed.) had a picture of the two Presidents, Dr. M. Lohe (UELCA) 
and Pasto~ :ioD. Koehne (ELCA), signing the Document of Union. A third 
man is seen in this picture9 Dr. F. Shiotz (President of the ALC and 
LWF) giving his blessing to the event taking place. This certainly 
signifies the sad departure the ELCA made from its former position and 
its capitulation to the UELCA. 

And so the "answer to many prayers" had taken place, the format
ion of a new Lutheran Church, larger in size, larger in prestige, having 
more money and thus being able to devote more to mission and welfare 
work. But sadly this answer to "prayers tt was similar to that given by 
the Lord to the Israelites as the Psalmist records, ttAnd He gave them 
their~quest: but sent leanness into their souls (Heb: gave them a 
wasting disease)". The "wasting disease" in the LCA toda3 is the 
poison of false teaching which as the Scriptures describe (Gal 5:9), 
if not checked will spread further and further. When this church today 
permits and condones attacks by its leading men on the doctrine of the 
Inspiration and Inerrancy of the Bible, when it willingly dialogues with 
the Church of the Antichrist (the Roman Catholic Church) and has also 
drawn up statements of supposed agreement on vital doctrines of the 
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Bible such as the Lord's Supper with them, when it opetlly permits other 
errors to be tolerated in its midst (e.go women voting in c0ngregaticns~ 
modern dance j evol'.ltio11 9 denial of word 'dayV in Genesis c. !~niOn~slli~ 

open questions) ~ i.t surely is clear that the .LCA has fallen avlay from the 
Word of God in these points ,. Unless there is a turning back to the Word 
of God and its teachings (Is 8:20), unless those who hold to false teach
ing are Scripturally disciplined, this false doctrine will only spread 
all the more. Satanis final aim is to destroy the teaching of the way 
to salvation in a Visible Church through the spread of false teaching; 
for he knows that in this manner he can gain many for his kingdomo 

A WORD OF SCRIPTURAL ADVICE AND WARNING TO DISTURBED LCA MEMBERS. 

Occasionally disturbed LCA members approach our pastors and ask: 
We are unhappy about the false teaching in our church,but what can we do? 

In answering this question, we are not motivated by the desire to 
gain members or make the ELCR a large church. The ELCR has been unjustly 
accused from different quarters of deliberately going out of its way to 
gain members from the LCA to increase its numbers. This is untrue. 
God judges a church not by its large numbers or its prestige before the 
world, but BY ITS FAITHFULNESS TO HIM AND HIS WORD. This then has been 
the chief aim of the ELCR, to see to it that GOD'S WORD IS RETAINED IN 
ITS TRUTH AND PURITY, that this WORD may be taught to and used by those 
souls who sincerely desire it. If there are those who are for valid 
reasons dissatisfied with their church and come to us and ask: WHAT DOES 
YOUR CHURCH TEACH?, we are more than happy to explain this to them. If 
they are willing to accept totally our doctrinal position and promise to 
abide by it, they are more than welcome to join. But God's Word forbids 
a Pastor or lay person deliberately going to the sheep of another shepherd 
and trying to gain them for his own flock behind that persons back (sheep 
stealing). 

On the other hand, we recognize that there are many LCA members who 
are dissatisfied with the false teaching in their church and are able to 
see its doctrinal position declining more and more. They must realize 
that this does not involve just an isolated instance of false teaching, 
but that the whole doctrinal basis of their Church, the Theses of 
Agreement and the Document of Union, is contrary to the Word of God. 
Because these documents permit and allow teachings contrary to God's Word 
they must be condemned and rejected as such. In fact all of the false 
teachings which are condoned in the LCA today have their root cause in the 
evil OPEN QUESTIONS principle which was basic to the merger in 1966. Since 
this union was not on a sound and Scriptural basis, and the matters of 
difference on God's Word were not settled before union, all manner of 
diverse opinions in doctrine have arisen since that time. Since, accord
ing to Thesis I4(e), such "differences of interpretation are not divisive 
of church fellowship" there is little that can be done if such false 
teachers appeal to their interpretation of the Scriptures to back up their 
errors 0 If concerned LeA members still believe that these statements as 
well as many put out since that time are soundly Lutheran, there is little 
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hope of their being able to retain confessional Luther~n teachinG, for 
any of the water of Lutheran doctrine they are able to hold, will soon 
leak away through the many holes these compromise statements contain. 
Therefore, abo'le all else, such people must with a sincere heart admit 
that the union was contrary to the Bible and unionistic, and that there
fore they now belong to a false teaching church, thoroughly riddled with 
error. 

Concernin£; the question: WHAT IS A CHRISTIAN TO DO '!THO RECOGNIZES 
Hi; BELONG~) TO A FALSE T_~ACHING CHURCH?, the Scriptures are clear in 
their reply. 

They tell hiEl that if a Christian sees false teaching in his 
church, those who are responsible are to be patiently instructed and 
admonished from God's Word. (Gal 6:1; Titus 3:10-11). If it becomes 
clear that they refuse to repent of their error and retract it, and the 
church as a whole permits him to remain in his error and condones it, 
then it is obvious that they are set in their wrong ways, have become 
heterodox. The Christian then has no other choice if he wishes loving
ly to obey his Saviour, but to separate from his church. This God makes 
clear in passages like ~latt. 7:15,16; Titus 3:10,11; Romans 16:17; 
Amos 3:3; 2 Cor. 6:17. There are many excuses which we have heard for 
ignoring this command of God. 

-- Some say: ',y'e believe it is our duty to stay in and correct our 
false teaching church. (Comment: 'tlhere does God in the Bible place such 
a duty before the Christian? The Scriptures do not condone such action 
of staying in a false teaching church and vli tnessing, but as we have 
shown, quite definitely forbid it. Dr. Janzow in an article (previously 
quoted in Chapter XIII) dealing with this erroneous hope commented: 

"For God's sake let no one therefore permit himself to be fooled 
by this aim of union". (ATR. Vol I, No.4, p.129f). 

Although the motives of such people may seen to be quite genuine, 
their actions God condemns. COI~~onsense tells us that one or two good 
apples in a case of bad ones will not make the bad ones good, but the 
reverse. The Scriptures teach likewise (Gal 5:9; 11 Tim 2:17). There
fore the desire of correcting a false teaching church from inside, 
thoUl~'h genuine, is vain and foolish and cannot meet Id th God's final 
blessing because it ignores His commands. 

The Scriptural ~'1d best ,<li tness to the truths of God's 'dord is 
made by separating from false teaching. Upon such action the Lord will 
bring His blessing.) 

-- Others say: 'I/e cannot desert our church now. The Battle is just 
starting. 'vie must stay in to help all those who have not as yet woken 
up. (Comment: (1) In clinging to their church organization, are such 
ones not GUilty of deserting God's Word and commands? 'The Christian 
must not promise blind loyalty to a church organization, but loyalty 
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alone to Christis Word. (2) It is a form of idolatry to put the church 
organization ahead of obedience to the Word¢ (3) When God's Word 
commands ~Separate', we must show more love for God than for anyone else, 
More help can be given by testimony and example of leaving than by 
staying in. As well, the believer is obeyi.ng God's Worda To stay in is 
disobedience. (4) By staying in such ones are condoning and tolerating 
error. (5) The Vbattle q began long ago when the !negotiations! commenced. 
The conservatives have suffered many defeats by entering and staying in 
the Union. The longer they stay in the closer looms total defeatQ For, 
spiritually, the LCA is a sinking ship. How can one successfully do 
battle with the enemy, when by remaining in the Union, the enemyis cause 
is aided, abetted and strengthened? (6) One could stay in a heterodox 
church a lifetime and many will not wake up. God 9 s command is clear: 
Leave a church when it, after faithful, patient instruction (surely 
twenty years is long enough) deliberately clings to error.) 

-- Still others reply: If we leave now, our witness against false 
teaching will all be lost. (Comment: By remaining in a false teaching 
church, by that very fact one gives consent to the errors of the false 
teachers. When they are admonished they have every right to reply: 'You 
still belong to the church. The church does not object to what I teach. 
If you are unhappy, why don't you get out?' Surely a much greater 
Scriptural witness to God's Word can be given by separating from error 
and in all points clinging to and obeying God's Word. Then others will 
say: That persen is really sincere in what he confesses. The earthly 
proverb also applies here: Actions speak louder than words. Concerning 
this same false arg~ent of those who use this excuse for remaining in 
the heterodox LWF (the same applies to the heterodox LCA), Pastor F. Noacl1 
(former President of the Queensland District ELCA) wrote: 

"Another argument that is advanced is, that there is far greater 
opportunity for testimony inside of the LoW.F. than outside. ~ 
answer: Should we do evil to do good? Should we join a unionistic 
organisation to have greater opportunity for testimony, when we 
from the very outset, by the mere fact of our membership, are comm
itted to a public assent to activities in which orthodox and heter
odox bodies have equal voice and influence? We cannot do so with 
a good conscience. 

"Next, and as for t.he argument that there is greater opportunity for 
testimony against false doctrine inside the LoW.F. than outside, 
this is a fallacy. Matters, also doctrinal matters, are decided 
by a majority vote and there the matter ends. In this connection we 
do well to bear in mind that the very fact of being separated from 
the heterodox is a most powerful testimony against their false 
doctrine. Church history proves to the hilt that as long as the 
orthodox keep apart from the heterodox, so long, in the long run, 
will the damnamus, that is, we reject and condemn, be actually 
and energetically exercised against the errors of the heterodox. 

"Finally, it is an incontrovertible fact that if the orthodox stay 
in an organisation which is unionistic, instead of separating from 
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it, their testimony grows weaker and weaker and their protests at 
l~st become inaudible.. Those who gain the victory are not the 
orthodox, but the unionists. None other than the gentle, but nev
ertheless heroic i defender of the truth over against the Reformed 
and the composer of many of the glorious, deathless Lutheran 
Chorales, Paul Gerhardt, raises a grave note of warning when he 
says: 'A unionist cannot be trustedYo 

"In this connection the Prussian State Church, now the Evangelical 
Church Union of Germany, is a classic example. In the last cent
ury many orthodox Lutherans, instead of coming out of this Union, 
resolved to stay and testify and protest, hoping that they would 
gain the victory. What happened? Their testimony became weaker 
and weaker and they grew more and more indifferent towards the 
truth and the errorists waxed more and more indifferent over 
against their errorse" 

(The Lutheran World Federation and New Guinea, Essay to 1956 
QldQ District Convention~ ELCA~ Report, p.21)) 

Some have fears for the future and say: Where will we go? Who 
will look after our spiritual needs? There is no other church in our 
areac If we leave our numbers will be only small and we will not be able 
to ma.ke much of an impression on otherso (Comment: The Lord does not 
require the Christian necessarily to belong to a church with large numb
erso He does require of the Christian faithfully to cling to His Word 
and to abide by ito John 8:31~32; 2 Thess 2:15; Jude 3; Acts 2:42; 
Eph 4:30 So far as the future is concerned p the Christian is admonished 
simply to put his trust in the Lord; He has promised to look after and 
provide for all his spiritual and bodily needs, Ps 118:8; Prov 3:5; 
Matt 6:33, If people genuinely want faithful pastors to teach them 
God~s Word, Pastor Kleinig often referred to the Lord's promise in 
Jer 3~15~ "Iwill give you pastors accordin~ to mine heart which shall 
feed you with knowledge and understandingo") 

Let such people also heed the following word of WARNINGo While the 
Lerd is w€ll~pleased when Christians obediently follow His Word, He is 
justly angry when His Word is ignored, despised or disobeyedo He says: 
"That servant, which knew his Lord's will and prepared not himself, 
neither did according to his will g shall be beaten with many stripese n 

(Lk 12:47)< "He that is of God heareth Godos words; ye therefore hear 
them not g because ye are not of God" (John 8:47)0 "He that rejecteth 
Me, and receiveth not J>ly words, hath one that judgeth him: the word 
that I have spoken, the same shall judge him in the last dayo" (John 8: 
47). See also Heb 10:26,27. 

It is also God's judgement that those who deliberately and wilfully 
disobey His commands have their hearts hardened to His pure Word and 
soon become accustomed to false doctrine. This is a part of the "strong 
delusion" which God permits to come upon those who do not love and 
follow His Word (2 Thess 2:11,12). It is interesting to see how this 
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las come to pass amongst many who were concerned at the time of the union 
VIany pious promises were made about separating from their church if ever 
it should refuse to heed their admonitions against false teaching. But 
many of them have become accustomed and acclimatized to false doctrine 
and twenty years later are nowhere nearer separating from false doctrine. 

We also comment that if conservatives take a stand NOW 9 there still 
are enough confessionally minded pastors and also concerned lay people 
to form a sizeable independent church... Many lay people have commented 
to us that they are eager to see a former ELCA pastor with enough 
determination to take the lead, make a stand on Godls Word and if it is 
not abided by, separate and form a church of their owno There are still 
pastors trained in the better days of the ELCA who could serve this 
church. A Seminary could quickly be formed to train conservative Lutheran 
pastors which would then be the core for quite a conservative Lutheran 
groupo Since God would be ~ighly pleased that H~s commands regarding 
severance of fellowship with the heterodox are being abided by, He would 
provide for this group and grant them His blessingo But the vital 
message is: ACT NOW BEFORE IT IS TOO LATEo The number of those alarmed 
is not growing largero Older former ELCA pastors are more and more 
retiring and growing old; their numbers are becoming fewer and fewer. 
The majority of pastors in the LCA are now from the new, liberally-minded 
Luther Seminary. Theix numbers will increase and opposition to false 
teaching will quickly dwindleo In twenty years time all hope of forming 
a conservative Lutheran group will have faded. The Lord especially in 
these last days reqUires decisive action from His followers. He who 
hesitates in the fight will soon falter and fall. 

CONCLUSION. 

As a word of advice to the Federation, none better can be given 
than that by Pastor Kleinig at our tenth anniversary in 1916 0 

In answer to the question9 ttNmi what about the future of the ELCR?tt 
he states: 

ItIfwe, both as a Federation and individually 'keep the Word of 
His patienceij we may be ~ that the Lord will also keep His 
promise: II will also keep you in the hour of temptation which is 
to come upon them that dwell upon the earth' (Rev 3:11)~ So, 
brethren and Sisters, remain faithful, even unto the end~ Take 
your religion seriously. 

"Parents, spare no effort in your homes to bring up your children 
lin the fear and admonition of the Lord'o 

"Young people, be not conformed to this world (Rom 12:2), neither 
in manners, customs or behaviour. The da.ngers are ever increasing. 
Satan is working harder than ever before, particularly also to 
mislead you. 
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"cras tors, remain fai thful to the Word c Preach and teach :i t as 
i."'.: should be done, r:'ghtly dividing the Word of Trutho Keep 
on study~ngo 

"Federation as a 'lhole~ appoint only pastors in whom you ::an have 
:confidence. Remember Walther and Fritzscheo They trained their 
own. men with wonderful resultsD It is always risky to call a 
minister from the outsideo In the 19305 the late Dr, Janzow 
~as General President of the E.L.S.A. as well as pastor of his 
large Adelaide congregation. Due to pressure of excessive work 
he had a nervous breakdown 0 His congregation and the Synod 
thereupon granted him a year's leave in order to recuperate. 
Another pastor was appointed to carryon the work in the congreg
ationo But unfortun~~ely that pastor caused great damage in the 
Adelaide congregationo He even brought about a splito When 
Janzow returned and saw what had happened, he wryly remarked: 
9A billy=goat was appointed as my gardenerio Let us learn a 
lesson from this~ Be careful not to appoint billy-goats as 
gardeners in our Federation, otherwise results will be disastrouso 

"From all that I have written may we learn our lesson: especially 
keep on reminding yourselves of the Words of the Lord: 

and 

IBe thou faithful unto death9 and I will give thee a 
crown of life' (Rev 2:10); 

~Hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy 
crown v (Rev 3:11). 

"And now may the grace of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, the 
love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you 
alH Amena Ii 

(The History of the ELCR 1966-1976, by Pastor FoG. Kleinig~ 
pp 16 9 17)e 
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A HIS TORY OF THE DOhlNFALL OF THE ELCA. 

1921 Formation of UELCA; based on evil "OPEN QUESTIONS" principle. 
1926 - Dr. Hamann (Snr.) comes to Australia. 
1927 - Discussions between the two churches fail. 
1929 - Professor Koch dies of an incurable disease. 
1930 Professor Zschech: "A new spirit is entering our church; we are no longer 

the old ones". 
1938 Formation of Australian Lutheran Association - danger sign. 
1941 - Introduction of "new" interpretation Romans 16:17,18. 

- Dr. Janzow replaced as President. 
1942 - Union negotiations recommence. 
1948 - Jindera Pastoral Conference (NS!'!) -

1948 
1953 

- Change in doctrine of Church Fellowship. "New" interpretation of 
Romans 16: 17,18 unofficially adopted by ELCA. Janzol<'J gives dissent. 

Drawing up of Theses of Agreement. 

1956 Theses of Agreement adopted by UELCA. 
1959 March 5-12, Albury, ELCA adopts Theses of Agreement. 

August Pastor Kleinig called to Gatton Parish, ELCA, Old. 

19)9 Deadlock regarding oversea's fellowships, LWF and New Guinea. 
1964 
1961 October 29, Australian Lutheran Association meeting, Walla Walla. 

lohe(UnCA): not necessary to agree in all points of doctrine. 
1962 March. Melbourne Convention of ELCA. Deadlock: Overseas Fellowship, Llo!F 

and New Guinea. 
September. Pastor Kleinig's reply to Koch (Letters of Temmeand Priebbenow). 

1963 April - Pastor Kleinig's reply to Lohe's charges agalnst his church 
history lectures. 
Septembet - Kloeden on Rom. 16:17. 

1964 August - Pastor Kleinig moved to Gympie Parish. 
December 30 - Document of Union ready. 

1965 January 11 Document of Union adopted by Joint Committees. 
January 19-21 Greenwood Pastoral Conference of the Old. District, ELCA, 
opposed Document of Union. 
February - release of Crossroads. 
February 13 Proeve "Who Gave In" Lutheran Herald, p.37. No change in 
LWF position by UELCA. 
February 26 - Lutheran Union - Zweck. (OppositIon In Queensland). 
March 12-19 - General Conventlon of ELCA. Document of Union adopted. 
June 20 Hamann SnI's. letter - "Who Gave In?" 
August 15 Debate at Gympie: Pastor Kleinig vs. Koehne and Noack. 
October 20-26 UELCA adopts the Document of Union. 
November 28 Declaration of Altar and pulpit-Fellowship. 

1966 January Early ELCR members withdraw from ELCA. 
March 20 First ~athering of ELCR, Kilkivan. 
May 29 Constituting Convention, ELCR. 
October 29-November 2 Organic union of UELCA and ELCA to found LCA. 
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After the comrletion of the writing of this book, the following rather significant 
letter came to hand. It was written by Dr. CL. Hoopmann, General President of the 
ELeA untll 1965. We regard its contents as striking in the light of the public 
assurances that were given by a number of the leaders of the ELeA that all the doc
trinal differences had been Scripturally settled. This letter shows that these 
assurances were in many cases known to be false and were made to lead unsuspecting 
lay people and pastors into a union they otherwise would have rejected. As we here 
see, these leaders privately held deep reservations, but in order not to halt the 
push for union decided to publicly keep their concerns quiet, allowing there church 
to be lead into an unscriptural union. Such we regard as a betrayal of their church 
to false doctrine and a denial of the pure teaching of God's Word. 

L'>Ie now quote to you this letter. 

"Rev. Oscar J. Naumann, 
President, Wisconsin Ev. Luth. Synod, 
3624 West North Avenue, 
Room 208, Milwaukee 8, U.S,A. 

Dear Pastor Naumann, 
At our last joint intersynodical committee meeting held last Monday, 

the 11th ir,st., a HOOCuinE:;-,t u f Ur,lCin" ~iCiS adupted i!iihich is to be pIesentt:::J 
to our Triennial Convention at Toowoomba, Queensland. in March (12-19) and 
and to the UELCA Convention at Horsham, Victoria, in October. 

I am sending a copy of this document to the heads of all Churches with 
which ~Je have been in fellowship for purposes of information, also to solicit 
your prayers. 

The document is based to a great extent on an agreement reached by the theolog
ical faculties of Immanuel Seminary (lIELCA) and Concordia Seminary (ElCA) con
cerning Church Fellowship and Co-operation especially as applied to ELeONG and U>!F. 

The "Document of Union" does not settle all matters in dispute. 
Dr. Hamann Sen~ and I would be happy if these matters could be settlsd before 
the actual union takes place. but we were not able to persuade the other 
committee members. 

Next month, Dr. Theod. Nickel, second Vice-President of the rUssouri 
Synod, Rev. r. Mayer (India) and missionaries from the Highlands of New Guinea 
\'Jill be in Adelaide to discuss the intersynodical situation both here and in 
Nel'! Guinea. I pray that God may bless these discussions. It is a difficult 
situation and we certainly need God's help and guidance. 

Hith every good wish in Christ, 

[Underlining oursJ. 

I remain. 
Yours sincerely. 
CL. E. Hoopmann .• " 
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